JOE PENNER'S DUCK'S GOOSE IS COOKED!
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RADIO MAGAZINE
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HOLLYWOOD'S BAD B

GOES ON THE AIR!
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Clearly she saw it -but
did she have the courage
to go through with it?

-

You will thrill to "TO MARY
WITH LOVE," a tender and all -

but- tragic romance, based on
the 20th Century -Fox picture,

starring Warner Baxter and
Myrna Loy. Be sure to read the
complete story of this new hit

in the September SCREEN
ROMANCES.
Sixteen complete screen stories and

features for September include: Gary
Cooper and Madeleine Carroll in "The

General Dies At Dawn"

Ginger

Rogers and Fred Astaire in "I Won't

Dance"

Marion Davies and Clark

Gable in "Cain and Mabel" Marlene

Dietrich and Charles
"Garden of Allah."

Boyer in

ALSO
A COMPLETE

NOVEL

"LOST HORIZON"
starring
RONALD COLMAN

LThe Love Story
SEPTEMBER

no0h]QC)
Magazine of the

Screen
Issue Now On Sale Everywhere
www.americanradiohistory.com
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... special foods ..
laxative ... no wonder he

Special care

even

a

special

,

YOUR DOCTOR will tell you that it
takes a special kind of care to bring up

healthy baby today.
He prescribes a special food formula.
He advises special baby soap... special
baby powder... yes, even special baby
a

dishes.

In the field of laxatives, doctors say
the same reasoning should follow. They
say that a baby's laxative should be
made especially for him too. It's logical,
isn't it? For if his system is too delicate
for adult food, it is also too delicate for
"adult" laxatives. Yes, even i s "Iial f -d ores:'

If

Fletcher's Castnria is one laxative you
can give your children with perfect
peace of mind. All its ingredients are
printed on every carton. It is made especially-and only -for children.There isn't
a single thing in it that could possibly
harm the tiniest infant system. It contains no harsh drugs, no narcotics.
It functions chiefly in the lower bowel
and gently stimulates the natural muscular movement in much the saine
manner as in normal evacuation. It
doesn't upset the stomach as some
"adult" laxatives would do. Nor will it
cause cramping pains. It is a child's las atire, pure and simple -and we recommend it for nothing else.

-

-

CASTORIA
The laxative made especially for babies and growing children

And -Fletcher's Castoria has a pleasant taste. Children take it gladly. And
doctors say it's important that they
should. For the very act of forcing a
child to take a had- tasting laxative can
he so shocking to his nervous system
that it cars upset Isis entire digestion.
Why not get a bottle tonight? Ask

for the Family-Size. It saves you
money. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher
appears on every carton.
3
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7kliatilt'

TAIIS

I
M. ?OMEROY. Assoclote Editor

ETHEL

STORIES,

25

LAMAROJE. Ar Editor

ABRIL

LESTER C.

GRADY, Editor

FEATURES

AND

DEPARTMENTS

STORIES
RADIO GUNS FOR BALLOTS
( Political

parties and microphone magic).

George Kent

I'D GIVE UP MOVIES FOR RADIO
Cl could live my own life on the an." says Ginger Rogers)
HIS DUCK'S GOOSE IS COOKED
(Joe Penner, not selling anything now') .

ALL DEPENDS ON US
("Radio," says Jane Cowl. "may be our awakener ").
YOURS TO COMMAND
(Jack Hylton. idol of music lover,)
MUST YOU ALWAYS HAVE MUSIC?
(Cornelia Otis Skinner considers a perplexing question).
HOLLYWOOD'S BAD BOY ON THE AIR
( "A little Oak,e might be good for
says Jack)
DESIGN FOR MARRIAGE
(Frank Crowd and Julia Sanderson find a perfect natters)..
THE HUMAN SIDE OF EDWIN C. HILL
(rhmgs you don't know about radios popular commentator)

16

.. Gladys Hall

20

Jack Hanley

22

IT

.

_

.

.. Leslie Eaton

28

Sally Hobson

30

Leo Townsend

32

.

_

Elizabeth

NO MORE MENI

Petersen

36

.. Henry Albert Phillips

38

Miriam Gibson

40

Mary Watkins Reeves

44

Miriam Rogers

46

Ruth Geri

48

Mildred Mastin

49

Anne Waring

50

(But don't take Joan Marsh too l,teraflyq
WHERE THERE'S HOPE THERE'S LIFE
(Concerning Bob Hope of The Atlantic Family)

MIGHT

24

.

it,

IT

Nancy Barrows

YOUR HOME

BE

house half -way down the street" -and Vic and Sade)

( "The

B.

HAPPY -GO- LUCKY?
(Is Benny Rubin really "the happ,.,, man in the world ? ")
AMERICA'S IDEAL NEIGHBOR
(Martha Deane calling on you)
GETTING RICH IN RADIO
("Money can go hang'. say, Ted Hosing)

SPECIAL FEATURES AND DEPARTMENTS
Radio

HIC

luxurious polish, yet it comes in an
extra large bottle that makes your
love of sumptuousness a real economy. With Chic only IOc, you
can afford several lovely shades.
Chic applies satiny smooth. It
never chips or peels and its jewel
colors range from natural to exotic. With Chic Polish Remover,
plain or oily, and Chic Cuticle
Remover, a Chic manicure takes
less time than a "make-up." Chic
gives the ultimate in quality,
speed of application, luminous
smart tones; in an over -sized
bottle that will satisfy your desire
for both beauty and value.
is a

Chic Manicure Requisites at

all Fire and

Ten Cent Stores

Ramblings

10

For Distinguished Service to
the Radio Spotlight
Between Broadcasts

12

Increasingly Popular

44

14

Magnetic

43

6

Keep Young and Beautiful.
The Radio Hostess
Board of Review
Schooled to Smartness

Radio..

19

In

8

26
34

Modarelli

Cover by EARL CHRISTY
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-477

GORGEOUS

AMERICA'S
NEWEST

GIRL FRIEND

HEART THROB

AMERICA'S

"No Alen Who Kisses You Ones

..."

Eres Be Conlent

M -G -M TOPS ITS BIGGEST
Six Headline Stars in the New
Spectacular Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer Drama

romantic
(in addition rmnpan.
to Bob
Taylor) are M.G -M's latest
discovery. James Stewart...
handsome Melvyn Douglas
Joan
ions

(both belnu l... and-on the

tern together for the first
time
e their marriage
shot Tone faaere).

Robert Taylor meets Joan Crawford -in the sizzling story
of an outrageous flirt who couldn't make her heart behave.
She defied conventions and slanderous tongues to live her
romantic life to the hilt! Three men are tangled in the
web of her enchantment in Samuel Hopkins Adams' story,
and what a whale of a picture M -G -M has made of it!

Directed by

CLARENCE BROWN
Pradued by JOSEPH

L.

MANKIEWICZ

5
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UAVHLINÑS

Bringing you latest tidings of your favorites of the airways.
9nil

Some' Ines
atother ,non!!, rolls around
i! ec were standing still addle the seasons uve,
past.
If seems only a moment since n'e ek'ere looking
forward to the first a'arut day. ... h ell, is this hot enough

feel

so

as

for von'

Offering distraction to the heat waves, the airwaves

flow sweetly this summer. Even vacationing stars, tuant
of them, continue their broadcasts. Others. temporarily
subabsent. kose in their accustomed places delight

stitutes.
In place of Richard Crooks and Nelson Eddy, Margaret Speaks now stars on the Firestone program and
its high order of entertainment makes the Monday night
spot a welcome one on our dials.
Stonpuagle and Budd make a holiday of Town Moll
Tonight during the absence of Fred Allen and Portland
HoSa.
Phil Poker's Bauchi}' evening broadcast is taken over
for the summer by Frank (*motif and Julio Sanderson.

Pick and Pat have signed on the dotted line for thirteen additional weeks on Showboat, which quashes the
rumor that the Thursday night hour is fading.
Lanny Ross, however, is missing from Showboat's
roster. Wit!, his wife, Olive White, he is enjoying a two month: European holiday.

Cornelia Otis Sl,inner, pinch- hitting again for I!'(tiler¡Beres nor cause to wonder why such delightful
entertainment should not have its permanent place in the
radio scheme.

Il'inclrell.

Our old friends, Clara, Lx 'n' 'Ear, radio's original
back -fence gossips, are back on the air after a five months' absence. During this time Clara (Mrs. Paul
Mead) has become the mother of a fine baby boy. Em.
(Mrs. John Mitchell) has been enjoying a vacation in
California and Mexico. And Lu (Mrs. Howard Berolzheimer) has been catching up on parties that busy
broadcasting days made impossible.
Thevl'e on the air Fridays at 41:30 (FPST) on the
TC181ac network.
/recur Il"icker, The Singing Lady. non' is broadcasting
front Radio City. Hn- husband. If-alter tricker, now on
art indefinite Icare of obsecre frai, Toclat's Children.
.ii- maki qy r, tour tanking oc'er titi- II'ieker rr-operlirs and
Treece, tt'ilh her Iwo children, ,Vane e and U %alter, .I ¡tutor,
Laer secret are and the !Picker dOrir _Hike, is selNrJ i,a it
suburb dorme nn the eastrru coast. cc/tich she has rein,'d
for the suour;er.
Lily Pons, who has been enjoying the past two months
at her home in Silvermine, Connecticut, leaves it in
August to fulfil a picture engagement in Hollywood
with RKO -Radio Pictures.
lAugtt t, also, will lind Jessica Drag,,nettt' and I:t'otri',
with hic etmcert (Continued on Jove 56)

Bourdon,

Ken Murray

is a Texas Ranger!
Marlyn Stuart presents him
with Governor Allred's commission al Texas'. Centennial.

Below, Leslie Howard, soon to
be seen as Romeo in _11GM's

Romeo and Julie!, strolling
with his daughter, Leslie Ruth.

Above, Alice Frost, Walter O'Keefe
and Deane Janis of Camel Caravan,

with Radio Stars' medal awarded them
for Distinguished Service to Radio.
G
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SHE'S GOT STYLE

ALL RIGHT-BUT
SHE'D JUST R UIN
OUR SHOW...
READ HOW

KAY'S
PIMPLES

7HATS FINE, KAY_ YOU\/E GOT THE WALK
DOWN PAT_BUT I DON'T LIKE THE DRESS
ON yOU_SUPPOSE YOU TRY ONE OF
THE
SUITS

HOW COME?

WHY'S SHE
MAKING YOU
CHANGE ?

SHE SAYS THE DRESS DOESN'T SUIT
ME _WHAT SHE MEANS IS I'VE GOT TOO
EARN MANY PIMPLES TO WEAR 17.0H,
GABS, HOW CAN I GET RID OF THEM
BEFORE THIS
SHOW COMES

NEARLY

OFF!

KEPT HER
OUT OF

?'.

THE
FASH ION

SHOW

I

KNOW EXACTLY WHAT YOU OUGHT

TO DO_ EAT FLEISCH MANN'S YEAST.
HONESTLY, IT'S DEATH ON PIMPLES.
I OUGHT TO KNOW_ IT l_.
CLEARED UP MINE

IT DID ?
I'LL START
-I-

TONIGHT!

. WHAT A PEACH! SAY, DO
YOU KNOW HER? HOW
CAN I MEET HER?

BABS__JUST LOOk
AT ME! NO MORE PIMPLES!
ICAN MODEL THAT
HEAVENLY EVENING
DRESS AFTER ALLI

DIDN'T I
TELL YOU
FLEISCHMANNS
YEAST WOULD
THE 1510K

J

Don't let adolescent pimples keep
YOU from being admired
UNSIGHTLY skin blemishes are a big trial
to many young people during the years

that follow the beginning of adolescence-from

about 13 to 25, or even longer.
Important glands develop at this time, and
final growth takes place. Disturbances occur
throughout the entire system. The skin, especially, gets very sensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin, and it breaks
out in pimples.
But even severe cases of adolescent pimples

+'

Vis`

-cleaw
*Le stiyr
clearing skin irritants
by
out of the blood

can be corrected. Fleischmann's fresh Yeast
clears these skin irritants out of the blood.
Then, the pimples disappear.
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly
each day, before meals. Eat it plain, or dissolved
in a little water until your skin is entirely clear.
Start today.

Copyright. rag6. Standard Brands Incorporated
7
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nNE MAN'S FAMILY

nr another's-they all
have much the same problems to meet. particularly
where children are concerned.
lidding daughter
through the oftentimes aggravating stages of personal beauty. from the rag- curler entry to the beau surrounded graduation into a career or marriage, is
fraught with problems and sometimes with minor
crises. Eavesdropping on One Man's Family, or
another. you would be pretty sure to hear something
(

like this:
Very small daughter, weepingly: "But monunie, I
don' .ramm have my hair brushed'"
Small son complainingly: "_\w, nom, I did wash
ntv hands rimier'
Fourteen- year -old daughter, petulantly: "All the
other kids use lipstick, why can't I.'"
One .lime's Family, as you know, is one of the

Sweet,

small
is

most popular dramatic programs on the air.

Its author,
Carlton Morse, has written a radio serial which is a true
picture of American fancily life today. The Barbour family has become a real fancily to the radio audience. This
four -year -old program brings to the air in popular form
the age -old conflict between conservative parents and their
more liberal -minded children. As such. it has definite
social value and purpose, because it provides a dramatic
means for getting both parents and children to understand
each other's problems.
How important such an understanding is! I receive letters from so many daughters who confide in me beauty
problems which they can't or won't conlirle in their
mothers. Acne, that frequent adolescent complexion
trouble, is a tragedy which has caused mule tears. `Yet

girls write me so often:
"Mother says it's just my

curly- headed,
Ann

Shelley

Joan, the rodio

daughter of Claudia.
of One ,lion's Family.

www.americanradiohistory.com

age -there's

nothing I can do
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it's amazing how quickly
By

Mary

Biddle

ATLANTA,

And here's Kathleen Wilson

(Claudia) with her very
own baby

daughter, Joan.

about it. Other girls have nice
skin. There must he something I
can do. Won't you help me ?"
Being a 'Tatty" or a "Skinny"
brings almost as many heartbreaks.
One little girl o rites:
"I come home from school every
night cpttl cry because the kids
tease me and call nie 'Patty.' I
can't tell mother because she

wouldn't understand."
Another girl writes: "We are
very poor. but still l try tr., keep
nice and neat. I have to use laundry soap for my face. maybe that
is why my skin is so had. Bur
mother sags you have to lie born
pretty to be pretty. anyhow. Do
you drink this is so ?"
Being "pretty" is tremendously
important to girls who want to
have friends and gong times and
a normal amount of admiration.
Mothers sometimes don't understand how important "being

pretty"

is.

In the A G C's of beauty for a
small daughter, I would have the
t1 stand (L'attinued on pug,. 7-I)

GA.

skin- there's no

clear
For a smooth,
It's amazing hour
Camay.
like
ibeauty aid
works its magic.
quickly Camay

Sincerely,
ts;sxdt Betty

Atari, 2f

(Mrs. John

1936

THE min uteyou

Drewry
Drewry)

C.

meet Bettyllrewry,

yott will feel the welcome of her

smile, the friendship in her voice.
You'll notice,instautly,theclarityand
smoothness of her complexion. And
you aren't surprised to hear her say,
"I've always used Camay."
And you, too, will find that Camay
has a mild manner and a gentle touch
that brings out the natural beauty of
your complexion. Camay's lather is
rich and fragrant. Camay's bubbles
thousands of
are beauty bubbles

-

-all

-

busily cleansing deeplythem
but gently. For Camay is milder
rle,6nitelti-,provabl rmilderthanother
leading beauty soaps.
Try Canny. See for yourself how
much it can impc ui'' your complexion. Buy half a doom red., t today.
1 ou'll find its price is verb low.
Lot Cnrnny bring y ur lowliness to light.

CA

o

CAMAY
S.

4 Beaavitte

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TROUBLE

PRESENTS

at 22

HUElA

Wí nterset

.

Street

Food favorites of your popular
Town
B

Hall Tonight favorites
M

y

a

r

o

j

r

i

e

D

e

e

n

HERE they c,uuie. here they corn. folks. Fred Allen
and l'ortlaud l lofTa, For "It's I yarn I/all, 7'on; iIit."
and once again "77tì 7'os'u Hall Ne"os tells
..

uÙ

t fitly on this occasion it will be cooking news instead of madly intpn:,baile world events that will be

featured. And Fred will relinquish his position as
author. rlirectur and star for this special broadcast,
in favor of his abusing stooge. constant companion
and devoted wife. Portland.
Can't imagine Portland knowing anything about

Above, Fred and Portland
sif down to a tasty lunch
of their camp in Maine.

tul,'

"he told me:

a

"t lire of the main reasons for looking forward to our summer
Left, casserole of cheese
holiday is the chance it
is one of the Allen famwill give me to get out
ily's favorite lunch dishes.
into a read kitchen and
cook to my heart', content!
I
expect to have a lot of fun doing it."
You and I might find it a little hard to believe that
anyone ruallti pr stunt x6 forward to cnikutg in ,ttmnier' Pau Portland does. \thy she fairly beamed with
iileit-ure at the r -I acts as she described some of the
,fishes she plans to make during their three months of
ívell- earned rest -away front the mike and sttulii,..
In fact. right now', as you read this, the \lien; are cactioníng in their seashore cottage 'down
lairn".' tit
that rest fill stunt Fran can relax completely and i,irget the
winter'; grind of uuriiing an hour's uvcckls pnugrrun. Ile
is ouc ni titi' few comedians oft the air. you know, uyh
prepares all the nettcrial for his Innadca -t.b Anil, for
the nest few weeks- uyhile St finagle and Ihidd pinch hit for hint annsingly on the /lour ,it .'nuil, prngrantFred will give scarrck a thought hi the hundreds who
weekly crowd into .V/t(",, largest studio .aril the millions
tch tune in on his Inoadcasts. Sri gags to write! No
C. -1rlrr us tu, face!
amateur.
m t" introduce with
nh m ary
tat lung, can'ncl
lanai
1ur1
Itust a summer yacatiiitter. civil :u you and I. with a few tisitut's fnut,ls and
fantii -and I'ortlan,' cheerily doing the work in the
simply five -I-not-it bungalow ruin eo,.kiug, the tempting
I

1

.

i

t-iiIi

ra

mater ',, though

can

t

yon: AVeil. I'll admit

51,If11r1lib1- the kind of a gal who would
iyc at minute's thought to the preparation
c,rr I
you lha[ you
of it meal. Itut that I its
c
h t
should never judge railio performer, bu their voices
tin
IT the characters they
trtrv.
the air.
Take Portland. for instance. The original "Tally
girl of the radio i' des, like the type of person sue represents on her his b ui l's programs than
anfuue vtu could holes to meet, Fnrtiirrninre it
uytnlrl lake lint rot minutes i,f cancer,;pion witlt
really meant what she
her
,

1

Ii-o"

-

\

dishes that they
,Ili enjoy.
"It's such a simple little place, really," l'artland said,
in describing their summer honer to Die. "- I'here is linoleum on all the Hoar, so it', ca,y to keep clean. I have
l

-y
t`-

only an oil stove to cuauk on but I tun
do - wonders with it," she went run.
can ruait. titti,
"It has an oven. >
i

1

"Bake ?" she said in answer to my
query. "No, I can't hake, except lift
breads. \ \'e often have corn bread
and bran nntffins, for we are very
partial to those. Pint I don't go in
for desserts. cakes, pies and the like.
\ \'e would rather finish Id imr natal
with a salad, anyway. Ittat Fin o
away from a hotel
glad to
t
kitchenette that I rally cook o t s of
summer lung. Generally
things
h
nt.nniuu uruni
I try to c +ok ill the
it's cool and before me. e Made plans
for the day. Then the food is on
hand when we get (sack front switnnting. or if unexl,sc tv,l Co nproi\
drops
w:1s very much intereaeil in than
I
list ,rnenuant of Portland's. Fur it
placed her definitely in nits
of thought tvlter,' sununirr a',ukiui it
t. tint buti,ti'
ornan ie+ 1. \\fiattwo lid,
etal u" m,eecd along :me
t.
summer
tit
it
Dec,
when
e,
n gri II ti
f
ning. The member,
specialize in "just thunving a meal
l

-all

':

1

I

.

THURSDAY, JUNE
11, 1936

...-

®

kov

de71.
MONDAY.

-

11

1

-

a ta-£-"

together at the lost minute'. generally
n notch Batto the ace mpannnun of
tering of dishes and rushing hither
and con. The other group -to which
l'urtland so obyiuusi' belongs -prefers to plan ibdnttfinueof on rare "?1

L

/.

JUNI 22. 1936
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MIA

WORKED WONDERS

SKIN!

FOR HER

This advertisement is
based on an actual experience reported in an unsolicited lettre Subscribed
and sworn to before me.

Lester C. Grady

A. Coleman

S.

Norman Siegel

Si

Cleveland Pros. Cleveland. O.

r
The literal of Cad c,, buscs t
thee:,
that all 7:5.1.. Nir,

taux"

r

ri

I

presentation
inR ofn2.i%

artists.
rack

VOW

rr

of

e

1

1

MAJOR
NBC,

Fu

LI:arnurie

n-,.,

Irrr.h/i. -.h1,

3.

ANDRE KOST ELANEF!
an urfl;r vho
and P1nps it
TOWN HALL lONICUT

en

86.8

4.

LUX RADIO THEATRE

..

h:

meld

CBS)

85.5

:Ir.drc

NBC

Pfny.e

rr

63.6

1

ere d -ollen.

I CBS I
81.8
The biggest stunt of IL.11y:eed in radio ter
lionS of !green flits.

WAYNE
CBS)

KING'S

5.

(

.I

(n no t

7.

81.5
(NBC)
feesie s tatty jeusure,i.

11:Tricot ' " '
es Ir
AMERICAN t ALBUM

OF

oFAMILIAR

MUSIC (NBC)
78.7
Frank Mann. due, .if.nr.,e and ehe sonar
dearest to S.01f h.art.
8. FRED WARING'S PENNSYLVANIANS
78.7
(NBC) (CBS)

Tablets

ARE YOU

,craw. of oxr ilia.

JESSICA DRAGONETTE

least
mirror Now
are

ciai'

81.7
;sired Sce ,r

6. CITIES SERVICE CONCERT ORCHESTRA:

afraid of d

all that you

INBCI

ORCHESTRA

r

missing good times

-suffering needless embarrassment-be-

cause of a pimply. blemished skin? Then
this true story from real life is meant for
you! its an actual experience, not an advertising claim -just one of thousands of letters from grateful users of pleasant- tasting
Yeast Foam Tablets.
Let Yeast Foam Tablets help you as they
have helped thousands of others. This pasteurized yeast is rich in precious natural
elements which stimulate sluggish digestive
organs -restore natural elimination-and
rid the body of the poisons which are the real
cause of so many unsightly skins. You'll
look better-and feel better.
Ask ynurdruielst for )'east Foam

fr isr.rr.
9. A & P GYPSIES INBC)
Sc, ens :gainil' Of ehe 1):stinguished

78.4

Seilar

:tutted.

10.

Il.

VOICE OF FIRESTONE (NBC)
77.5
The extraordinary s.ps.: -.,. id:feat,t Speaks.
AMOS 'N' ANDY INBCI
76.8
lorrv,r.

12. BEN

NBCI

s:,
n., ;eh.r..
sontet

r.

-

BERNIE

AND

-

).:

the

o

tot.

u Irr

IG851

73.7

o

WOODBURY P R E S E N T
Tr
PAUL WHITE MAN'S
CA L VARIETIES (NBC)
]3.4
.

22.

2.

75.8

'

iery

CBS

FAMILY

11,

20. BURNS AND ALLEN

'i

I

-te ,,aloss.

CAPITOL

h

r

MARCH OF 'riME

BOWES
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POND'S "SUNLIGHT"

OUT in the pitiless glare of the sun, skin faults are magnified. Color flattens out. Now Pond's new "glare- proof"
powder shades change all that! Scientifically blended
to catch only the softer rays of the sun, they soften its
glare on your skin
Make it
flattering! Away from the dark,

...

deadening "sun-tan" powders
Pond's "Sunlight" shades give

Tablets today-and refuse
.substitutes.
mall Coupo n
NOW for Sample

-

a

rich, glowing look to your tau.
Lovely with no tan!

/L&ti

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.

MONEY -BACK TRIAL -Try fond', Sunlight shade
I I.irht or Dark). If you do not find it
m flattering than
ordinary enn -[mr Auden. tend OP hack die box nad we will

N. Ashland Av., Chicago. III.
Wilb,rul obligation. Idease Tsai free trial
sonlde uí }'real Fo:a::'1`:Idr' ,.
1711 g do

refund purebaoe Price plop towage. Panda, Clinton. Ginn.

--

rrters-

Sunlight Shades -Light, nark. Lore
Glass jars, 354, 700, New big boxes, DOS, 200,
2

-

Stas_

Colnnabt, te16, Pond's Extract Company
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Ellis

fashion people what she meant. She
not only male all the designs. but
she sewed every costume and finally
ran a one -wnman fashion show of
her own. nuulrlling every dress! You
can't beat that for initiative and it
should prove an inspiration to all of
you wh hive soeicday to design
d, -thy, yourself.
Since that single-handed performance. Gladys Parker has branched
out as an important designer of
young, wearable and original clothes,

Left, a culotte in hunting green jersey, blouse of red and
green plaid flannel. Jersey tie
matches the culotte. Below, a
one -piece blue velveteen, with
nickel note -book rings fastening white pique collar and
cuffs and the belt. Right, black
transparent velvet with pleated

white taffeta "fins " -perfect
for tea -dance or evening dates.

et's see

what the doctor says
about laxatives

part
I out
his life studying and healing human
doctor has spent

BEING the baby of the family
has its good and bad points, Patti
Pickens will tell you. Or maybe
she doesn't have to, because any
girl who has had older sisters has
the same sort of problem. You
know how it is older sisters never
pay any heed to your desire to
luck irnd act the least bit sophisticated. Instead. they always give
you advice about everything

-

make -up, clothes, beaus and lines.
Of course. its a little different in
Patti's case because she shares a
career with her sisters and has to be taken seriously,
regardless of her youthfulness in their eyes!
Jane Pickens has been taking all the fashion laurels
for the family this year, what with being voted one of
the three smartest stars in radio. But little Patti can
take her bows. too, because she lias that dashing, youthful
flair for clothes that is so eye -arresting in the 'teens and
early twenties.
Patti has charm plus. Slender but softly curved, she's
one of those lucky youngsters who can slip right into a
small -size dress. Her voice is softly slurring, her hair
is a pretty medium blonde shade and her eyes are mostly
green. I asked her if she called their color "hazel" and
she said: "I suppose they are, but don't you really think
they :ire mostly green ?" So mostly green, they are. As

Patti Pickens selects

a

for her hair, she wanted me to say
it was her own color and had
never been lightened. "And it
won't go brownette. either," she
adder) vehemently. "I don't like
the sound of that shade, even if it
may be the loveliest color imaginable I"
There's great naturalness to this
youngest Pickens. And she has a
tremendous enthusiasm for things.
She thought it was fun to pick
a school wardrobe from Gladys
Parker's early fall collection. And
she got a great kick out of posing ill each of them, even
though the NBC photographer told sue that she recently
had been asked to pose again and again for all sorts of
publicity stunts.
Patti and 1 just fell for the new Gladys Parker clothes.
And I bet you have, too. just from looking at these pictures of them. Gladys Parker, you know, is the gal who,
for years, has drawn giddy Flapper Fanny for the newspapers and written those sage bits of advice under each
picture. She looks just like Flapper Fanny herselfhas the same pert way of talking.
Several years ago, she decided that young girls needed
clothes that really expressed their individuality. And
having a lot of grand ideas in her head, she set to work
to design a whole collection of costumes, in order to show

school wardrobe.

Good, too, for

a

a

great

of

ills. As sympathetic as he is with his
patients, he is strictly a scientist in his
attitude towards health. He has, for instance, certain definite standards which
he demands of a laxative before giving
it his approval. These requirements are
listed below. Please read them carefully.
THE DOCTOR'S TEST OF A GOOD LAXATIVE

It should be dependable.
It should be mild and gentle.
It should be thorough.
Its merit should be proven by the test of

feet trust for over 30 years. Since Ex -Lax
was first introduced. it has steadily risen
in public confidence. Today more people
use Ex -Las than any other laxative in the
whole -,rid.
PROVE THE DOCTOR'S POINTS YOURSELF

Try Ex -Lax. See how mild and gentle it is
-bow thorough. Find out for yourself how
easy it works. No upset stomach. No pain.
No nausea. Es -Lax is intended only to
help Nature -and to do it without .shock
or siolence. And as important as all these
advantages are to you. remember that they
are doubly important to your children.

time.

It should not form
A perfect outfit for fall
activities. Velveteen jacket,
tweed skirt, flannel

blouse.

a habit.
It should not over -act.
It should not cause stomach pains.
It should not nauseate or upset digestion.
EX -LAX MEETS THIS TEST AT EVERY POINT

which are sold all over the country.
She gives provocative names to most
of her dress designs and she can dash
off the most swagger sports suit one

minute and very .wish, print trotter
evening clothes the next. I think the
hest description of her fashion style
is that it has "swing."
Lint back to Patti. I thought that
it would be timely to talk about
school
( Con tin rrìtl on pane J'S)

career or home -girl

1-t

Next time you need a laxative remember
this: Ex -Lax fulfills the doctor's requirements at every point. Doctors everywhere
use Ex -Lax in their own families. Mothers
have given it to their children with per-

When Nature forgets
remember

-

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

A PLEASURE TO TAKE

If you have been taking nasty. draggy.
tasting laxatives, you'll be delighted to
find how pleasant Ex -Lax is. For Ex -Las
nisn,> ¡list like delicious chocolate. Children actually enjoy taking it. And it is
just as good for them as it is for adults.
Al all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.
Or if you'd like to try Es -Lax at our ex-

pense, mail the coupon.

r

weirr; , a.a,)

TRY EX LAX AT OUR EXPENSEt

Name.

L
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And They Said
It Couldn't Hap-

j

radio,

in

Mystic oaths of secrecy that
curdle the blood. . . Savage
Ruth.
floggings by night. .
.

.

less intimidation. political wire.
pulling .
and murder. The
Black Legion!
What is the real truth about
this terror cult menacing Amer.
ica with torture and lynch law?
What part did women play in
this amazing network? Is the
combine smashed, or is it only
waiting to strike at organized
government?

Read "Secrets of the Black
Legion" in the September IN.
SIDE DETECTIVE. Chief Henry
Piet" of the Detroit Police. gives
the complete picture of the
picture that
Black Legion
will startle those who believe

-a

that such things "can't happen
here! "
important features for
September include nine true
stories of crime and punish.
meet. illustrated by exclusive
police photos.
Other

understanding of political problems, going

THIS greatest of

George

all election years,

it's up to the ladies -the girls who
vote. They've had the ballot a long
time and to date it hasn't mattered
much. But this year they hold the
key. The wiseacres all agree that the
party that captures the female vote
wins the White House. Which being
the case, you're going to see history
made between now and November.
Especially radio history because this,
above all, is a radio election.
You're going to hear eighty per
cent. of the campaign right in your
loudspeaker.
You're going to hear something
like ten billion words. This, according to the best available estimates.
Words poured into the air by some
50,000 speakers. Many of the voices
untried. Rank amateurs. Some of
the voices will be those of the great
-President Roosevelt, Ex- President
Hoover, members of the Cabinet,
senators, congressmen, judges, captains of industry, farm leaders, and
local big shots.
You're going to hear them over
the three networks. And over the
powerful individual stations. They're
going to cannonade out of phonograph records in the honky-tonk sta-

INSIDE

L. Sabin, chairman of
the Republican National CommiHees Radio Commission.

Thomas

spend between $5,000,000 and $7,000,000. Which is more than three
times as much as ever was spent before. Which is about the sum the
Rudy Vallee program has cost its
sponsors in the seven years it has
Heavy dough and
beets on the air
it's going to be squandered like
water. Even the Communists will
spend.
Its the last Presidential election,
Republicans spent 5421.123; Democrats, 5336,508. Less than one-million dollars. This year radio time is
more expensive -and vastly more of
it is going to be used. The President
usually speaks free of cost, but
has to pay like anybody else when
he makes a campaign speech. He's

DETECTIVE
..

lOc

Indiana's popular Governor,
Paul V. McNutt, brings youth

1r

and vision into politics.

YOU CERTAINLY HAD JERRY

;

MAYBE IT'S THAT ALL OVER FRAGRANCE IDEA
I LEARNED
IN PARIS.

BUT, HONEY, GLORIA DOESN'T
MEAN ATHINGTO ME. HONEST!
THOUGH THERE IS SOME-

THING ABOUT HER

lions. No ear, however small and
pink, however plugged with cotton,
will be safe from electioneering. The
arguments, the statistics, the assaults,
the entreaties will come hammering
into tin cabins and onyx chateaus,
into Model T's and Rolls -Royces.
You're going to see more money
spent on radio than ever has been
spent before on a single enterprise.
Between now and election clay, the
authorities figure, all parties will

Lautd-

GOING LAST
NIGHT,GLORIA.TELLME- WHAT IS THIS
'SOMETHI G° HE RAVES ABOUT?

rM NOT A JEALOUS WIFE. BUT
IAM HURT. YOU DANCEDS /X
TIMES WITH GLORIA!

Kent

l

.

-Wel244. Set2

to elect our country's next president?

The September Issue is Out!

On Sale Everywhere

1 S

bringing into homes a better

By

pen in America!

LU[

S

U

H. V. Kaltenborn, noted political commentator, keeps us
informed on current events.

MEN ADORE IT
... JUST TRY
MAVIS, PEG.

.

MM.M!

NO WONDER MAVIS MAKES
A HIT WITH MEN IT'S ADORABLY

t

JERRY, GIVE US A CHANCE.
WE ADMIRE YOUR WIFE,TOO.

ALLURING WAY TO KEEP DAINTY

RUN ALONG,SHE'S

IN THIS HOT WEATHER!

A CHARM SECRET!

.zr

SAY,

.

FEMININE.AND WHAT AN

going to deliver at least twenty. At
the rate of $30,000 or more, this is
dough. i lis rival will talk more.
You're going to hoar a more entertaining hraud of politics than ever
you heard before. Speeches will be
shorter. Oh, yes. they have learned
that mere radio time is not enough.
The President has taught that. Two
hours of Nat and Halt will Lore the
Mme eightmost conscientious.
minute speeches. More fifteen- minute
orations. Ferrer hour -long political
lullabies.
And more music. There also will
be satires, skits comic monologues.
A lot of out-of -wort: stars are going
to have political jolts these next few
months, reading lines calculated to
crush the rival candidates. Privately,
the slogan is: "Lough Nom not of
ogee." There will be singing. Political amateur nights.
Virtually every known radio
record is going to topple during the
next few months. For the first time
in your careers you are going to enjoy politics.
The campaign which always, in
all previous history, has been waged
its the evening hours. this year will
be fought out over the air in the daytime. At least half of this radio
totaling for votes will take place in
the morning and afternoon.
The rem of for this? Well, in the
first place, radio time is cheaper during the day. In the second and more
important place, these are the hours
to catch the housewife. Mornings
from now on will be less chtggecl
with recipes, style and stropping tall::
and more (Continued ort page PtJ1

n

MY SWEETHEART.

Always remember it...the allure

of MAVIS' all -over fragrance
your .,kin -preRemember this

Straight from Paris comes titis delightful first -aid to feminine el farm.

it atuallr prnlecte
vent dryness

Mavis gives you a feeling of e,ni '.Iaut
freshness
tantalizing fragr, nee men
cant resist . . :\bray. :,it, r you
bathe, before you dress .:tictun.rit
your daintiness will, iIrliehl hit litters
all over. It keeps y
n -.h till day
evening
J1aci. brine, .- n
time enchantment al nnl

before -you- dress beauty rite. Sun'll
enjoy it! .\nd -so Will those around yon!
Try Mavis today.

-a

.

...

n

f

MAVI
S
6
vt,Liiirte

r

r

.

.

Mari., Talcum in die, :dk and it size. st
drug and depnrtmeut stores- ennveni.nt
111 é .,x' at 3- :,rid -11V ii ir,',. R'Lin
Ht.l,.
lt',' invite you
try lbrcii- a+, ,nip.,u.

r

l

\IwAI,nllt.
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WINNER/

Miss Harriet

Br

pictured above
after rreceiving a pe n
is

from
Edmond 155th St.),
c of New York's fashDIGGER'Ce

ionable hairdressers.

I

have become
"Since rinsing my hair with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash,
increasingly popular, " says Miss Harriet Brandon of Indianapolis, Indiana.

IRST girl to win the title of MARCHAND

BLO N DE -OF- THE -MONTH, lovely Misa
Brandon told us she early realized how important it is
for a girl fully to develop one of her charms. "By
keeping my hair always soft, bright and lustrous I add
immeasurably to my appearance," says Miss Brandon.
Whether blonde or brunnette, you, too can gain new
attractiveness -a charming appearance your friends will
admire, by making soft lustrous hair your secret of
loveliness.
BLONDES -Keep your hair the popular golden shade
with Marchand's. To brighten dull, faded or streaked
hair, rinse with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES -Rinse sparkling highlights into your hair,

with Marchand's. Or, using Marchand's full strength,
you can lighten your hair to any lovely blonde shade.

MARCHAND'S
GOLDEN HAIR WASH

BLONDES AND BRUNETTES-Use Marchand's to make
unnoticeable "superfluous" hair on face, arms and legs.
Marchand's alone keeps you dainty and alluring
over. Start today! Get a bottle of Marchand's Golden
Hair Wash in your drugstore. Or use coupon below.

-all

WANTED! ATTRACTIVE BLONDE
FOR FREE VISIT TO NEW YORK
Marchand Blonde -Of- The -Month contest. Full details
in your bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. At
your druggist. Or use coupon.

ORR YOUR DRUGGIST PON MaRCNRND'S Tooar. OR USE

COUPON BELOW

CHARLES MARCHAND CO., 521 Wn 23rd Street, New York City
Please let mctry for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN effect of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin, or money
order as convenient) fora full Used Mettle.
Name__ Address....__.__............... _.._... .... ....__..

Ciry._._. ___.......___
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Ed

Radio has no performer who takes
nius of gagdom. He is consistently
Little do his listeners recilize the
what he hopes is an enjoyable

Wynn

Wynn, the geconscientious about the preparation of his programs.
wearying hours he spends each week rounding out
half hour for them.
his job more seriously than does Ed

Ever since Ed Wynn came to radio, he has succeeded nobly in making listeners
laugh and laugh heartily. After he retired from the air in 1935, he was besieged with thousands and thousands of letters and personal requests to return. He was genuinely missed. He came back for Plymouth with ether
antics just as laugh- provoking as he ever used.

Wynn has become a symbol, not only of comedy, but of radio, as
well. The mention of his name immediately suggests the best of fun
and merriment. His humor is for young and old, for Park Avenue
and Tenth, for the General Store and the ship at sea. It has no

Ed

limitations.
Lending invaluable assistance to Ed Wynn on his Plymouth
Program are Graham McNamee and his contagious chuckle;
Lennie Hayton and his orchestra; the King's Men; and the
Girls Octet.

-a

To Ed Wynn and his Plymouth Program
grand relief
from the cares of day -RADIO STARS magazine
presents its award for Distinguished Service to

Radio.

-Editor.
19
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"I could live my own life, on the air," says
Ginger Rogers.

"And work and grow with radio."

SAID to Ginger: ti you had to make a definite choice
between radio and pictures
you were told that you
could be a picture star or a radio star for the rest of
your natural life-which .would you choose to be?"
Said Ginger. without hesitation : "A radio star."
"But why ?" I asked, while in glittering procession the
Rogers screen triumphs panoramaed before my mind's eye.
"For so many reasons," said Ginger, "that I'll get
jumbled up trying to explain them. First of all, because
it would be something new for me. And I always take a
vital interest in anything new. New countries, new people, new problems, new things to do, intrigue me! I dislike roots and rules of three and routines."
I remembered some of Ginger's enthusiasms-remembered Ginger's mother telling me about Ginger's childhood
conquest of the piano. It seems that when Ginger was
about eight, she took to thumping the piano keys lustily
I

-if

and with horrendous discord. Perhaps from an instinct
of self-preservation, certainly because Mrs. Rogers always tried to develop any interest or talent of Ginger's,
she got a teacher for Ginger. And for three months the
small, determined Ginger ate and slept at the piano. Came
the day of her first recital. The child mounted the platform. She rendered McDowell's To A Water Lily. There
was thunderous applause. She banged into Bach with
fervor and finesse. And timbers shivered with Fort
Worthian plaudits.
Ginger does everything with the same exuberant enthusiasm.
When the world- famous team of Astaire and Rogers
began their first picture together there were those who
wondered how the little Rogers girl would keep pace with
the nimble - footed maestro of the tap, Fred Astaire. Of
course she made her first public success doing the

...

mmtnm... .
Fred Astaire .
Charleston, but even so
Well, the little Rogers girl loses five to eight pounds
per picture. She practises, they practise, for hours and
hours and hours. They never know whether it is Christmas Day or New Year's Day or Easter or a birthday. The
calendar is not. Calories are not. But the whole movie going world knows now how the little Rogers girl keeps
pace with Fred Astaire.
Ginger finished ordering poached eggs and grapefruit
juice. She said: "Kinda funny of me to talk about what
I shall do as a radio star! Kinda polite to wait till you're
asked, don't you think? Because I've never been asked.
I've never had any big radio offers. I've done quite a
lot of broadcasting as a guest artist, you know. But I've
never been on a real, sure- enough weekly program and
no one has ever asked meto be. Once. I took Leslie Howard's place on the Shell Chateau. I've been on Mary Pick ford's Parties from Pickfair broadcast. I've done other
broadcasts on the Shell. I did a dramatic sketch on the
Hind's Hour. On the Parties From Pickfair program I
sang the song I-ah, there-wrote myself. You know, the
'I Can't Understand Why You Don't Understand Me'
little Rogers' number.
"And I love it! I am a radio fan. I want to be a
radio star! I'm crazy about Fred Waring's program and
Amos 'n' Andy and Jack Benny and Jack Hylton.
"I can sum the whole thing up by saying that radio
seems to promise me the life I want. In every way.
"In the first place-and though I'm probably not the
first person to think of this angle -it's the only theatrical
career which can certainly be as long -lived as the person having the career. For ability doesn't age. It mellows and matures with age and experience. Only the
(Continued on page 66)
body ages, and the face.
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Joe Penner, demon
ex -duck salesman, is

His
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back in all his bucolic
blandness-but he's

not selling anything!
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"Say," Joe offered with disarming candor,
used to work the rackets!"
Several pairs of ears wiggled simultaneously.
I leaned forward, the reportorial instincts sharpened. with hopeful visions of a mysterious
early life beyond the pale, while the rat -tat of
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tommy guns sounded in the mind. Then I
looked at Joe Penner's amiable countenance and
sat hack. Joe looks like a young student, a
clerk, a round- faced, medium- smallish, neatly
dressed person, nothing like the dopey characterization he affects professionally, yck not
wholly different. He might be many things-to
look at him
but not a racketeer. Definitely

Joe Penner fondly
kisses his famous
duck good -bye.

LIKE

many another axiomatic saw, They never
come hack is open to a certain amount of question. Fight champs, perhaps, never do. There
are certain matters of stamina. age and legs
concerned that seem insurmountable. But give
a good radio comic a gag man and the will to
try something a little different
and they do
come back.
To mention only one of the more recent
comebacks, Ed Wynn, after a long absence
from the air, has returned, successfully, as
funny as he ever was. And now-after just a
year away from the microphone -Joe Penner,
demon ex -duck salesman, is back, in all his
bucolic blandness; still lisping famously-hut
sans duck, sans Nasty Man, sans gags.
"I've been selling things all my life," Joe
says with what might come under the classification of a wistful chuckle. "It was nothing new
to me to be selling ducks in the old radio show.
But now I'm through-that's why the new show
concentrates more on situation stuff instead of
just gags and catch lines."
We were in Joe's hotel- Penner, Harry Conn
and your reporter. Harry Conn is writing
the new show, after having helped, for something over five years, to make Jack Benny's
program one of the topnotchers of radio. Joe
Penner mentioned rackets and somebody told
about an old racket that had just been pulled
on him.

...

not!

...

"Yeah, I was," he grinned. "When I was
about sixteen years old, back in Detroit, I decided I had to make some money for myself.
My folks were pretty strict with me and 'we
didn't have much money. I couldn't even take
a girl out.
So I went to work peddling magazines-house to house canvassing...."
"But the racket ?" I suggested.
"That was the first racket," Joe grinned.
"The magazine was the Home Friend, and I
remember I used to wonder how they could
sell it for ninety-nine cents for a three -year
subscription and pay me over a third of that
for commission. You know how they did
it was a cheap little affair, printed like a small
tabloid newspaper and full of patent medicine
advertising. After I'd been selling it for about
a year I figured I ought to do better, so I
organized a crew of my own and promoted
myself to crew manager. We used the old
'Good morning, madam, will you vote for ese?'
sales talk.
Every subscription counted for a
thousand votes and enough votes were supposed
to give me a college education."
Joe shook his head. "I believed in the racket
-all the time I was working it. Then, one day
in Hamilton, Ohio, I woke ,up with a funny
feeling.
I called out to my roommate and
there was no answer. I felt still funnier when
I discovered that he had ducked out on me with
all my money, checks and three or four hundred
dollars worth of subscription receipts. I was
out of the magazine business, and stranded.
"There was only one thing to do-I called up
home, on reversed charges. When I left home
my mother warned me not to send for money.
But I stuck, so I (Continued on page 60)
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TO RADIO listeners, as to theatre -goers, Jane Cowl
needs no introduction. Her voice has come to us over
the air in the Lux Radio Theatre. Last fall she gave us
one of her outstanding stage successes, that tenderly
lovely play, Smilin' Through, and in the early spring we
heard her in Lilac Time. Of both these plays Miss Cowl
not only was star but co-author. Too, we have heard
her in a scene from Romeo and Juliet on Frank Fay's

Friday night program.
One might fancy that radio would be peculiarly unkind
to Miss Cowl, robbing us, as it must, of the privilege of
seeing her in all her colorful and appealing beauty. But
such is her skill as one of the major artists of the theatre
and such the arresting, exquisite quality of her voice,
with its emotional overtones, its ache of pathos, its lilt
of joy, she admirably rounds out the picture for the
listener on the air.
A radio listener herself, Jane Cowl especially enjoys the

Of the comedians, Jack Benny and Joe
Penner are a delight to her. Radio drama, she feels,
holds great possibilities. With more adequate preparation, such as the stage gives to its presentations, there is
no reason why the full magic of illusion cannot be
symphonies.

captured.
"There are good stage plays and bad ones," says Miss
Cowl. "Some moving pictures are impressive and some
are mediocre. There are fine radio programs and there
is drivel! But there are playwrights capable of writing
great plays for the air, and there are artists capable of
presenting them. So we can have what we want. It
depends on us."
"Do you like women's voices on the air? ", I inquired.
It depends on the woman. If she is someone with a
trained speaking voice-yes. I enjoyed tremendously
Geraldine Farrar's talks on opera at the Met, last winter.
Judith Anderson was lovely on a recent Rudy Vallee

ilkasia___C

\

\

"Sleep till noon -and then get everything done before one o'clock!

That's

America!" pungently declares Jane Cowl.
By

Nancy Barrows

She has a beautiful speaking voice. But many women's
voices, on the air, are too thin, too high. They sound as if they hadn't
breath enough. It's a strain to listen to them. They should have a
basso profundo, like mine!" She laughed.
We sat at a small table in the hotel dining-room. It was dimly
lighted, cool, quiet and, at that hour, practically deserted.
"I have to eat at this ungodly hour," said Jane Cowl. "And afterward I rest for a while before going to the theatre. So I thought
this would be a good time for us to talk."
And I was glad of an opportunity to talk with Jane Cowl anywhere,
for her mind is stored with wisdom, keen and fascinating, and she is
a gracious and charming person. Listening to her low-pitched, delightful voice, watching the play of expression across her sensitive
face, the movement of her long, slim hands, recalled countless' hours
in the theatre which her art has made memorable.
I spoke of her lovely Juliet of some seasons past, which was acclaimed by critics as the most exquisite Juliet of our time and which
touched a high point of beauty in the theatre. "I haven't wanted to
see another Juliet since," I confessed. "I don't want to dull the

program.

impression."
"That touches my heart!" Her dark eyes shone softly.
Juliet.... I established a record for Shakespeare-did
you know that ?-six hundred and ninety-eight performances. I crossed the continent with it twice. I haven't
wanted to see another Juliet, either," she admitted. "I
didn't see Katharine Cornell's- though I am very fond
of her. I told Kit that if she (Continued on page 54)

"Radio may be our
awakener," says Jane
Cowl, lovely artist
of stage and radio.
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Jack Hylton -idol of music lovers here and abroad,
favorite of royalty in England and on the Continent

King and with his brother, the Duke of Kent.

HYYANH
By

Leslie Eaton

COMMAND performances may not mean very much
to us over here, but they stand very definitely for genuine achievement abroad. Many of our own prominent
actors and performers have been thrilled to heed that
royal command and inspired to do their best in the
royal presence. But to date an Englishman holds all
records for popularity with the wearers of crowns and
the most blasé American might well be proud of similar
recognition.
The late King George and Oueen Mary of England
commanded Jack Hylton to appear before them not once.
but four times -and he is the only person to have that
honor. To appear before the royal family once is something to write home about, but four times -well, it had
never happened before. Btu King George was delighted
with the music of Hylton's well trained band, with his
entertainers, with the entire, colorful revue-as delighted as any of his subjects, who already had crowned
their favorite band leader as their King of Fars.
Hylton long has been a favorite, too, with the present
Ftemratìm, by Hamilton Greene

And he has won many distinctive honors in
other countries. .. .
You wouldn't guess it, to see him, to talk
with him. He is quiet, unassuming. A short,
stocky man with sandy, curly hair and friendly,
twinkling eyes behind shell-rimmed glasses. He
is reticent, reluctant to talk about himself or
his affairs, making light of the honors that have
been heaped upon him and speaking in a voice
But
so low it is difficult to understand him.
on the podium, baton in hand, he is a very different person, alert, dynamic, the master
showman who, with a well -timed gesture, can
bring out the full strength of the brasses. the
sweet tones of the clarinets. His orchestra
is note perfect, always. They have no music
before them, but instead watch every gesture,
every facial expression of their leader, who
conducts with the skill and precision of a symphony director, though with less formal
posturings.
I saw him first at a regular Sunday evening
broadcast of the Realsilk program. He had been
seated inconspicuously with his performers at
one side but rose to smile and bow almost self consciously at the announcer's introduction. He
took his place casually, faced the orchestra and
raised his hand.
Thereafter, every movement. every gesture, as his shoulders swayed and
his feet kept time, brought immediate response
from the carefully trained American "band
that Jack built."
It might have seemed to the average
European that Jack Hylton had everything. He
was "tops" in his own country, he was popular
everywhere on the Continent. The late King

Albert of Belgium had called him a "tonic." In
Berlin, crowds turned out to greet him. In
Paris, they idolized him. His was the first jazz
band to play in the Paris Opera House and he
was made Chevalier of the Legion of Honor"for services to music and to France" -and
later received the honorary title of Officer of
Public Instruction.
Italy's royal family responded warmly to his music. Mussolini had
He had played for
become an ardent fan.
royalty in Sweden and Spain. In his own country, he was a member of the College of
Heralds, which entitles him to a coat of arms
and there is a rumor, which he himself discounts, that he may be knighted (anti it is not
unlikely, now that Edward. who danced so
much to Hylton's music in other days, is
king).
But America beckoned and he was eager to
accept that invitation. New fields to conquer,

-Hylton knew that he
until he had won
America's favor.
But there was one apparently insupêrable
obstacle. Eager as were those who had heard
him abroad, or over the short wave, to have
bim here, he was refitted permission to bring
his English band to the United States.
"For ten years, we wanted to come." Hylton
explained to me, "but it could not be arranged
until last fall, and even then I could not bring.
my boys. They came over with me and we
broadcast from the Normandie, but they had
to return-with the exception of a few of my
entertainers."
"Then this is your first glimpse of America ?"
I surmised.
(Continued on page 69)

a challenge to be met
never would be satisfied
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Cornelia Otis Skinner of the Jergens program
explains the dearth of good drama on the air.
Photographs by Ben Pioehot
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And some of them, in
SUMMER days
Dog days
the classic phrase, "not fit for man nor beast !" But one
bright boon they bring for radio listeners -in the return
of Cornelia Otis Skinner to the Jergens program. Listening with renewed delight to her inimitable monologues,
presenting the drama of life in its many and various
aspects, one wonders why such gratifying entertainment
should be so infrequent a part of our radio fare.
In the theatre, or in the movies, "the play's the thing."
There we demand drama. We want to see life reproduced, either as we know it or in some strange, unfamiliar
guise. But when we tune in our radios, our choice generally turns to music or comics or news, rather than to
drama.
I asked Miss Skinner why she thought this form of entertainment failed to win on the air the popularity one
might expect for it.
"We haven't, I think," she said thoughtfully, "the imagination necessary to set the scene, to build up the essential background, visualize the characters as we would see
them on the stage... If you previously have seen the
actor or actress on the stage, it helps greatly, of course.
Take Ed Wynn, or Beatrice Lillie
think they're excruciatingly funny! I've seen them so often on the
stage, I know exactly how they look when they are speaking. When Beatrice Lillie, for example, lets her voice
break in that amusing way, I can see just how she looks.
But some people, who never have seen her, don't find her
funny on the air.

-I
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"The voice alone," Cornelia mused. "cannot create a
fully rounded picture. Our memories are visual. not
audible. I saw Sarah Bernhardt, for instance, when she
was quite old. But I don't remember the famous 'golden
voice e-which then was somewhat tarnished
remember
her as an old, broken woman."
"Would it help in creating the illusion for radio
drama," I wondered aloud, "if we put out the lights, or
closed our eyes. to sit in darkness as we do in the

the family living-room, speaking as person to person,
without benefit of microphone. Do you think of your
audience in that way ?"
"Oh, no!" Cornelia said quickly. "I never think of
the audience-never picture it -when I am broadcasting. The microphone terrifies me! It's a little easier
for me this year," she went on, "but I never feel corn fortable in the studio, as I do on the stage... On the
stage you have the costumes, the lights, the make-up
and out in front you feel the response of the audience.
feel it building up as you go
It's a tremendous

-I

theatre. .
"It might," Miss Skinner agreed. "It might help to
preserve the illusion which the actor is trying to create.
I always close my eyes when I am listening to music
on the air. It helps to keep within the picture. In our
homes, our attention is so easily distracted... We see a
picture slightly askew on the wall, or a bit of dust on
the rug. The lack of a book reminds us of something we
want to look up in it. Someone walks across the room.
The dog scratches a flea, or chases his ball. And the
mood is shattered. In the theatre, of course
her
dark eyes flashed, "we wouldn't be guilty of such discourtesy!"
That, I thought, as we sipped a cooling drink and gazed
for a moment through the windows at the changing panorama of the East River, blue and brilliant in the midsummer sun, is a point worth considering. Courtesy to
the artist on the air... If a person, sitting in our living-

-"

room. were speaking, we would not move about, let our
attention wander. But the person whose voice is coming

Miss Skinner in three
popular róles, NightClub
Girl, Transatlantic Call
and Hotel Porch Gossip.

-

on...

help."
"Does the studio audience help ?" I asked. "Does it
give the same; or a similar response ?"
"No!" She smiled. "There are too many distractions.
They are interested in the mechanics of the broadcast
the sound effects, the musicians, the microphones. .
There's no illusion for them! I don't blame them." she
added sympathetically. "The mechanics of a broadcast
are very interesting. I have some friends coming over
from England this summer. I shall take them to see a
broadcast. But I'm not having any audiences in the
studio this summer!" And she laughed softly.
"What about the unseen audience ?" I pursued. "Does
your fan mail bring you any of the response you miss?
Does it bring helpful suggestions, or criticisms ?"
"It's brought me some awful scripts !" She laughed.
"Of course I couldn't use them anyway
write all my
own. And criticism.
Some (Continued on page 62)

-

Cornelia Otis Skinner, famous stage star
and radio's popular young monologist.
to us over the radio is not before our eyes, and we
forget our manners -forget that someone unseen is
working hard to entertain us -forget that the audience
as well as the artist must contribute to the illusion.
"Some radio actors," I said, "have told me that they

think of themselves, while broadcasting, as coming into

..
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Jack Oakieminus the beard!

UmYVIUHU'S UAUflHY
One weave a dramatic spell such as he alone can weave.
Aged prop boys, tense and motionless, wept honest tears
as he ran the gamut of human emotions. Ran? It was
just a walk for Oakie.
title is being used.
The scene over, Oxide retired to the sidelines. his disWhen we were handed an assignment to talk about
concealed behind a growth of beard.
radio with the Great Oakie we knew we had a grim task tinguised pan partly "That beard," we asked. "Is it
before us. Oakie, the unapproachyours or is it Paramount's ?"
BY
able, silent as the Sphynx, moody as
He gave it a tug. It was his.
Or seldom
Garbo, seldom talked.
"I'm wearing it for MacMurray,"
Leo To wnsend
stopped, we couldn't remember which.
said Jack. "You see, with two good So this is the story of how, disnobody would look at Fred,
guised as a movie executive-all it takes is two million looking guys in the picture,
a beard."
dollars and a Rolls- Royce-we slipped past the Par- so Oakie grew our offer of a ciarette. "If Oakie's beard
He refused
amount gates and on to the set of The Texas Ranger,
through!"
where the greatest matinee idol since Barrymore was burns, MacMurray'sdoesn't start talking about radio, we're
And if Oakie
MacMurray.
Fred
and
Parker
Jean
with
scene
sharing a
So, grasping him firmly
First we stood, with the crew, watching The Great through, we thought to ourself.

WE WANTED to call this story At Last-Oakie Talks!
But, after a couple of hours with Oakie, we decided on
At Last -Oakie Stops! That's probably why neither

"Right now," says Jack Oakie, "the air

is

full of Benny,

UN

THE

by the beard, we told him our mission and asked him for

statement.
lie thought for a moment. It's always nice to have
people think for a moment before they say anything. He
was still thinking when we nudged him. He awoke with
a start, and we introduced ourself and asked our question again. This time he talked.
"You can say." he announced, "that Oakie thinks radio
is here to stay.
"The radio industry will be pleased to know that you
speak so well of it," we assured him.
"Yes, sir." continued Jack. "It's an amazing thing.
First the telephone, then the airplane, then the quintuplets,
and now radio. Why, I remember the airplane when
everybody said it would never replace the horse. Lindbergh's Folly, they called it. Why, I even remember the
horse. but I can't think of its name. Now you take
a

Cantor and Allen.
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"But what about radio ?" It seemed to us we had come
to discuss that subject.

"Radio? Oh, yes. A wonderful thing. As a boy, I
used to dream about radio."
"When you were a boy," we reminded him, "there was
no radio."
"I know," said Jack. "But that was back in Sedalia,
Missouri, and we didn't even know radio hadn't been invented. As a matter of fact-"
"What we really came here for." we cut in. "is this.
Is there any truth to the ugly rumor that you are about
to head an air show ?"
"Why not ?" said Oelde. "Right now the air is full
of Benny, Cantor and Allen. A little Oelde might be a
good thing for it. As a matter of fact, I've already done
an audition for a musical show for Gillette Razors."
All of which means that by (Continued on page 52)

-"
A little Oakie might be good for it!"
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Frank Crumit and Julia Sanderson,

who is Mrs. Crumit, find their

Frank

Vivienne
in

pattern

a

most successful one.

IT WAS almost as if they were meeting for the first
time again. An exciting first time. Each of them playing up to the other, the way a man and woman will when
they find someone who holds an instant importance for
them.

Frank Crumit had been talking with that easy friendliness of his and then Julia Sanderson came into the
Broadcasting Studio, laughing in her breathless way and
with her came half of the musicians on the program.
The most popular girl in a smart country club could have
come out ón the verandah just like that.
"Here comes Julia with all her beaus!" Frank said
and he really should have been ashamed of the pride
in his voice! Doesn't the man know bragging about his
wife like that isn't being done nine years after marrage? Or doesn't he care?
"Oh. hello there, Mr. Crum/mat "' Julia came over
and held out her hand and immediately there was almost
a shyness between them. The sort of shyness that holds
tenderness and enchantment and dearness, just as her
ridiculous pet name for him had held all those things,
too.
That first time they met must have been like that. It
was the day rehearsals for Tangerine began and Julia
Sanderson was terribly excited because Frank Crumit
was going to be her leading man.
"I had bought one of his records a few weeks before,"
she said. "And adored it. I used to play it over and
over again until the day I saw father wink at mother
when I put it on. After that I felt rather inhibited
about it and played it only when I was alone. So when

l

rumit, with
Oakland,

Betty Be Good.

Life, to Frank and Julia, is still the some
joyous adventure that it was nine years ago.

the manager told me he was going to play opposite me
I didn't even mention it at home because those parents
of mine are just as big teases as they are incurable
romantics."
It was Frank Crumit's first venture in musical comedy
and you might have thought a young man from vaudeville would have been pretty thrilled over it all. But he
wasn't.
From that first day he had rehearsals in an uproar.
Climbing up chairs, scaling the ladder at the side of the
stage, like the clown he is. Refusing to take anyone or
anything seriously. Even Julia Sanderson, the star. And the whole cast
laughing uproariously when they
By Eliz
should have got down to the serious
business of learning lines.
Benneche
Even Julia found herself laughing
with the others. Julia who had been
on the stage since she was fourteen
and whose parents had been there before her. Julia, to
whom the theatre was the most important thing in the
world. Julia, thé glamorous musical comedy star, who
was used to an awe from her leading men that practically amounted to reverence. Even Julia laughed.
Silly how it all started. Laughing like that. Laughing
as she never had laughed in all her hard working young
life before. And finding a laugh clutching at her heart
even more than a tear could. Finding it catching at her
throat. Finding suddenly that the only thing important
to her in the whole world was Frank Crumit with his
crazy antics.
Tangerine opened in Asbury Park in spite of Frank

"""v,
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Julia Sanderson, with John Hazzard, in a scene
from her musical comedy success. Tangerine.

Crumit and his tomfoolery. And that night. with every
one beside himself with excitement and with that
quickening tension backstage that always comes with an
opening, Julia Sanderson didn't even mind when her
forward young leading man came into her dressing -room
for a little chat.
He sat there as casual as ever, for once the only
sane member of the cast and for the first time in ler
life Julia didn't feel jittery at the prospect of an opening. When he finally left, she turned to her mother.
"Mamma, will you buy him for me ?" she asked.
That was the first inkling her
mother had that this time it was
with Julia. But Julia had
serious
abeth
known it for weeks. Had known it
since the day the song he sang to her
Petersen
at every rehearsal had suddenly become different. Had become real.
You all remember that song. It
was called Sweet Lady... And after Tangerine opened,
everyone in the country was singing it. You've heard it
on the radio since, for Crumit and Sanderson have used
it for their signature and will tell anyone who asks that
they did it for sentimental reasons. Frank Crumit had
written that song before he met Julia but from the time
he did meet her it became her song and hers alone.
"Sweet lady," (it goes. Remember ?)
"Sweet lady, make believe I hold your hand,
Sweet lady, make believe a wedding band

..."

Only after the first few (Continued on page 83)
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A glimpse into the varied and

colorful experiences, the

chances and the choices that make the man-Edwin C. Hill

-fa-

Two views of Edwin C. Hill
miliar to you as the reporter of

The IlumanSide of the News

as the Hearst Metrotone
In the latter
rôle you see him up above, as
he fits his voice to the action

and

commentator.

of the news film being
projected upon the screen.
EDWIN C. HiLL, as the star reporter on the New York
Sun over a period of twenty years, was affectionately
known, through the printed page. to a large metropolitan
audience. Most of us may remember the day when. possibly quite by accident, we dialed into the middle of a
radio broadcast of Edwin C. Hill. We stood listening to
the most sonorous and bell -like voice we ever had heard
over the air. We were further impressed by the dramatic
appeal and-the forceful and colorful quality of his language. Before the conclusion of the brief talk, a third
impression sank deeper than all the rest. The human keynote -human intuition, human sympathy and human
interest.
We had been curious for a long time to make a full length portrait of Edwin C. Hill. However it was common report that this man. who has known and interviewed
more world celebrities than anyone else. was a total loss
when he came to being interviewed himself. After listening to him on the radio, one scarcely could credit this
report.
The very first time we met Edwin C. Hill, in person,
we were surprised. In the flesh this man did not seem to
We had pictured an
match the voice on the radio.
idealized man, from the golden energetic voice. An endancedon
the wavesof
tirely unreal person, who fairly
ether in his enthusiasms; a vibrant being standing on tiptoe to pour forth in resonant billows those winged words
of sheer beauty.
We had been whizzed up to the twenty-third story of a
New York skyscraper and found in the farthest corner of
a tortuous hallway, a dmir labeled Edwin C. lull. A

buzzer rang and we were admitted into the little "factory"
where 77w Human Side of the News is manufactured.
A tired -looking man arose from a swivel chair behind a
workmanlike desk and gave us a hand that was like ice.
He was a symphony in gray; grayish eyes. gray hair and
a gray suit, where those brilliant, flashing, clashing pyrotechnics of manner and speech had led us to expect a
brighter color. There was a strained, anxious look in
his eyes. "Pardon nte. if I seem to be very nervous today." were the last words we would have expected him
to say. The room was more of a study than it was an office.
There was a bookcase filled with works of reference and
books written by Mr. Hill's friends. The walls were
fairly covered with large photographs of men famous in
modern history: Presidents Taft, Harding and Wilson,
Chauncey M. Depew, Ivar Krueger, the Match King. and
a score of others, all autographed with some personal line
of dedication.
"Persons you have interviewed ?" we asked.
"Friends,- replied Mr. Hill.
"Just how did you come to get into radio ?" We had
always been curious to know.
Without hesitation, he launched

By

Henry

Albert Phillips

forth:
"There's an age-old argument,"
turning towards us in his

he began,

swivel chair, "as to which plays the
greater part in determining a man's
career -whether it is heritage or
environment. if equal fascination
is

the

(Cnutiuurd

an

page

73)
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them!"

Joan
Joan Marsh speaking.
Marsh who. in Hollywood, was one
of the most popular belles of the
town! What has happened to the
vivacious blonde, who was beaued
by a different fellow every night,
whose name was linked with this person and that in rumored betrothals
by columnists from coast to coast?
"At first I thought that kind of
thing was swell," she explains. "I've
changed. Perhaps I never really
liked dashing from night club to
night club. But I know definitely,
now, that type of life is not for the
real me, the true Joan Marsh." Her
serious eyes beg to be believed. Her
fingers fuss with a collapsible cigarette holder. "I have decided life
holds so much more than just playing. I have found happiness, in the
few months I've been in New York."
Why has Joan Marsh decided to
concentrate on her work? Why has
she turned her back on love? How
has she been able to resist accepting
one of the many proposals of marriage which have been offered to

lier?

"Because I didn't love any one
man, I guess. I liked the idea of

would like fo go back
to Hollywood," says Joan. "But only
to visit. I'm through with pictures."

"I want to be able to soy to myself:
'Joan, you're moking the most of
yourself!' To me that is success."

being taken to different places with different people. Jobs
always have come easy for me. Perhaps that is why I've
never been tempted to enter a loveless marriage. It isn't
that I have left behind me all thoughts of love. As any
other girl I hope, some day, to be married, to have children. But in the meantime. I must find myself. I must
know what I want out of life. And until that time comes,
one mast do something. You can't sit still and let the
world go by. That is why, to me, radio is the answer.
It allows one freedom to think, to do the other things
which are part of living."
Her eyes peep out from beneath a large picture hat of
blue -the color so becoming to a natural blonde with
saucer -like blue eyes.
"I want to study music. I rehearse two or three hours
every day with an accompanist. I want to know more
about the lives of great artists."
One of Joan's avocations is painting. She has sold
four of her works. The check for the last one-twentyfive dollars
framed. And it is amusing how this happened. A wealthy man remarked to a friend of the radio
star that he needed one more picture for his den. The
friend took him to see Joan's work. When he saw just
what he wanted, he said to Joan "What will you sell this
for ?" Joan was overcome. She had no idea what to
ask. She was thinking of saying fifteen dollars, when the
non said "I'll give you twenty-five dollars." Joan, in
her astonishment, gulped that the price was satisfactory.

satisfactory, and I was so thrilled that
she remarks.
Besides acting, singing and dancing and painting. she
recently had a song published, My Very Own. which she
herself composed. Her talents spread in every direction.
She intends to improve herself continually.
"I've just been given a gorgeous hook by Thomas
am thrilled
Craven on the lives of the modern artists.
to death with it!" I This book is one which requires intelligent reading.
Joan has indeed become serious
minded to find enjoyment in such works. It is the continual effort to find herself.)
Joan's younger clays were not very happy ones.
"From the time I was twelve, when I was just a kid."
says she who is now only twenty -two, "1 was terribly
unhappy. My home environment was anything but pleasant. (Joan's parents were divorced when she was fifI
teen.) I was in boarding -school most of the time.
hated it so that I would cry for hours at a time. I vowed
I'd run away. I used to go out in the wisely and write
unhappy poems.
These poems must have carried something of a child's
heartache, a childlike sincerity, for a publisher. upon reading them. offered to publish them in hook form if Joan
would write ten more to go with them. But in her busy
life she had not vet found time to do this additional
work.
"When I was sixteen I started (Continued an lmge 441

"Some day

"MEN ? I don't want to talk about
Joining

Walter

Woolf King

in

I

some of the most

pleasing singing
heard over the
air, Joan Marsh
comes to you on

The Flying Red
Horse Tavern.

By
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Four favorites feature the pop-

ular summer radio programs.
Margaret Speaks (upper left) is starring on the
summer series of the Monday night Firestone show.
And listeners are delighted with her lovely songs.
The jovial gentleman in the center is Don Wilson,
Jack Benny's sport- announcing stooge, starring on
the Jell -O summer show while Jack's in Hollywood.
Upper right, Hal Kemp, whose popular orchestra is
featured on Phil Baker's Gulf program. His ultra smart syncopation continues to make dance history.
And here is 'Honey Chile," of The Atlantic Family
program. In real life she is Margaret Johnson, and
is
known as one of radio's most beautiful girls.
42
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Bob Hope of The Atlantic Family

k hailed

as

radio's

comedy discovery of

1936
v

THE first thing you think. when you meet Bob Hope,
into the wrong apartment on Central Park West. A secretary opens the door
and with a hurried: "This way, please," leaves you standing at one end of an enormously long all- green-andwhite living -room.. Far down by the windows, across
the tops of low-slung white coffee tables and streamlined
chairs. a tall young man in a yellow sweater rises from
a window seat and comes to meet you. When he stands
up two Scotties tumble from his lap; he lays aside a fat
volume which turns out to be Education Before Verdun.
"Hello," he says and grins. "It's still raining a little.
isn't it? Are your feet damp ?"
By that time you're sure this isn't the Bob Hope
whose fun is a star part of the Atlantic Family broadcasts, who is being hailed as radio's comedy discovery of
1936.
In the first place he just doesn't look like a
comedian. He's still in his twenties and his cheeks are
rosy and a couple of boyish cowlicks keep his brown hair
from being the plastered cap he has tried to make it.
He might be a tennis pro or a Yale undergrad or even
a young doctor -but never a zany of the mikes. in the
is that somehow you must have got

second place he just doesn't act like a comedian. He
hasn't one of the earmarks of show business, none of the
smart crack, personality-boy, hail -fellow -well -met stuff.
He doesn't say: ."Well now, let's get to work-what do
you want to know about me ?" He says simply: "I'd
like you to meet Suds and Amos," and points to the Scotties. "Suds is Amos' mother. By the way, do you like
war stories? I read 77íé Case of Sergeant Grischa-"
The secretary pokes her head in at that point. "Excuse me, Mr. )lope, Frank Parker wants you on the

By

Mary

Watkins Reeves

'phone."
And you feel relieved at this evidence that at least

The little swimmer and
the brave lifeguard -Bob

Hope and Honey Chile.

"Don't shoot until you
the whites of their
eyes!" begs Honey Chile.
see

because they've acted all their lives, but show me a higname comedian who's successful because he's gone
around all his life being just naturally funny and l'11

He just doesn't look
like o comedian, does
he? Bob Hope himself)

you're in the right place and this is the right man. But
how he got to be a comedian, how this lean youngster in
the yellow sweater got to be the rave of radio in the past
few-months-well, it looks as if that might be a pretty
interesting story.
As Bob himself told me: "1 guess comedians aren't
born or made, either. They sort of happen."
Now the evolution of funnymen is a very curious
thing. Heaven knows if anybody could dope out a way
to evolute a few he certainly could make a fortune, because radio's biggest under-supplied demand is for competent laugh -getters. People are successful singers because they've sung all their lives, they're successful actors

give you half the CBS network -well, two tickets to a
broadcast, anyway! Every one of the gagsters on the
air today was formerly something else, everything front
dancers to violinists to advertising men to coal dealers.
And suddenly. you never know exactly how. they discovered they were funny.
Look at Bob's case. He was born in London in 1908.
and if it really takes an Englishman till next Monday to
see the point in a joke, then you'll have to hand him some
credit for courage in undertaking a comedy career. His
mother was Avis Townes, a noted concert singer on
European stages. Shortly after Bob's birth the Hopes
moved to Cleveland, Ohio, and Mr. Hope settled down
in the printing business.
There were seven boys in the family and no girls. The
third oldest son, who was to turn out to be a comedian,
spent a normal childhood doing the things all normal
kids do. There is nothing on record to show that he
ever panicked the neighbors with any stunts funnier
than those every growing boy thinks up-except, perhaps.
the time he decided to become (Continued on page 76)
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"OF COURSE

we aren't really Vic and Sade, and our
lives are different-but they are similar. We really lead
the same sort of simple, normal life. I don't think we'd

disillusion anybody!"
It is Bernardine Flynn speaking. She is younger than
you think of Sade as being, perhaps -young and slim,
with dark brown hair and dark eyes and a small, sensitive face. She is shy and quiet, but with a delightful
sense of humor underlying her gravity.
She is very happily married, though not to Vic. Her
husband is a prominent doctor and to Bernardine, the

at once how well they understand each other, how
thoroughly they enjoy being together and working together. They've worked together now for four years,
in this program and on others. ( Vic and Sade have been
on the air four years and over a national network. with
Proctor & Gamble as sponsors, for a year and a half.)
And because they like and respect each other so much
and because they like and respect Vic and Sade and Rush
so much, they bring to their parts an understanding and
sincerity that make these characters living. breathing

y

see

Miriam Rogers

Sade and

young Rush are so

real, we feel we
actually know them!

Getting

Rush

all

slicked and shined
and all ready for
school is no small
task for our Sadel

people.

"Of course we have a very clever author," Bernardine
explained. "It isn't an easy sort of program to write,
because each day's episode is complete, has to have its
little climax. Other daily programs are regular serials.
with consecutive action. but this is a series of little
episodes strung together. And although there are as
many as twenty-five characters, Vic and Sade and Rusk
are the only ones who ever speak. That is handled very
cleverly too. The author-Paul Rhymer -makes the
others seem real, even has them in the same room, but
they don't speak!"
"Except Rush's dog, Mr. Johnson," Vic laughed, "and
Ile only says 'whoosh!'"
Vic is, as you know, Art Van Harvey. He is a genial,
friendly, soft -spoken person, of medium height, with gray
hair and warm gray eyes behind glasses. "I am not an
old -time thespian," he said. "I never strode any boards
-thank goodness!" All three laughed and he went on
to explain: "I think that,- in radio. it is an asset not to
have had much stage experience. You see. everything
depends on the voice, on inflection. Stage actors become
used to depending on gestures. (Continued on page 80)

"Do' you like my hot?" Sode (Bernardine
Flynn) asks of Vic (Art Van Harvey).
nicest thing about radio is that it gives her a chance to
pursue her career and still live quietly and contentedly at
home.

The main charm of the "house half -way down the
street" is its naturalness, its simplicity. It might be your
home or mine. The people who live in it-Vic and Sade
and young Rush -are so real, we feel that we actually
know them. And the things that happen to them, laughable or sad. are the sort of things that can and do
happen to everybody in this everyday life of ours. Humdrum, sometimes, but it is the human way that Vic and
Sacie and Rush react to those little everyday dramas that
makes them so vital, so appealing. And always the saving
sense of humor, the quiet understanding that pervades
their daily life together.
And in meeting the real people behind the familiar
characters, I was particularly impressed with that same
delicious humor evident in their friendly bantering. You

and

-

The "house half -way down the street"
Vic and Sade and Rush (Billy Idelson(.
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Is

Benny Rubin really as happy as he would have you think?

"I'M

the luckiest guy in
the whole world -and the
happiest, too!"
It was at least the tenth
time in a short half hour
that Benny Rubin had reiterated the statement, almost defiantly. Restlessly
he paced the floor of his
modest hotel suite, gesturing intensely with hands,
His jet
arms, shoulders.
eyes glinted with fervor.
A child could have seen

By

Ruth

Geri

make things a little pleas-

-

anter for poor kids, sick
kids, blind kids, bad kids
all kinds of kids.
"Now take this afternoon, for instance. I'm taking my ball team to a baseball game. We go nearly
every day during the season. Wonderful bunch of
boys! I picked them up in
the park. They're all poor,
like I was. Don't get much
fun out of life. When I
bought uniforms for them
and gave them balls and
bats and equipment they
were in Seventh Heaven.
Maybe a little thing like
that will keep some of them
from going sour on tthe
world and ending up in a
reform school like I did. I
have four ball teams-one
in Chicago, one in Boston,
one out in California and
another here in New York.
The boys write to me regularly and I send them

that Benny Rubin was playing a performance. A magnificent show it was, too,
and not for the benefit of
the press but for the benefit
of the real Benny Rubin,
the most heartbroken down
ever to toss a quip up the
canyon of Broadway.
He whirled about, drew
Here is Benny Rubin in a happy intera deep breath and plunged
lude with his little daughter, lila.
into a cascade of words as
a man dives into an icy
pool.
"See what I mean? Look
money
much, but
I'm not a good
at me
enough to show them that
lookin' guy. I have no edusomeone cares something
cation except what I've
about them. That's all kids
picked up. I don't have
need to keep straight
what they call background.
little interest.
I was a bad kid. I spent
"I know that probably
three years in a reform
sounds like bragging-but
school in Shirley, Massait isn't. It's all selfish on
chusetts. And now look at
my part. I get a terrific
me! I've got -well, I've
got my health. I've got
glow out of watching those
kids get some pleasure out
work that I love, and believe me, you'll never know
of life. Take a look at these
what my radio program
letters
means to me- helping kids
Benny pulled a sheaf of
to get a break, helping
mail from his desk. The
them to get jobs, giving
letters were brimming with
them a little encouragement
gratitude and thanks from
when they need it most.
all sorts of institutions for
One of Benny Rubins loyal friends is
"Did you notice that kid
children, acknowledging
Claudette Colbert, lovely movie star.
who was typing when you
his help in raising money
came in? He's my secreand bringing cheer to their
tary. He has a magnificent
unfortunate wards.
voice. He sang on my pro"They oughtn't to thank
gram. The kid was out of work, needed a job badly.
me. I ought to thank them," he explained fervently.
was able to give him one. Last week I placed three young "Why, last year I sat in a room in this very hotel. so
people in jobs -and I'm placing others right along.
discouraged, so broken, that the only way out seemed to
"Of course, it isn't much that I do-but it's my little be the window. I mean it! I was going to jump out and
hit. If I were rich like Rockefeller I'd endow institutions end it once and for all! But now, you see, these kids
to help kids. But I'm not. If I was real smart and had have given me an interest in life. I have something to
an education maybe I could discover a cure for tubercuwork for now. I had to succeed on the radio because I
losis or cancer. But I'm just a plain guy. All I can do is had to have money to go on with the work I'd started.
give what little money I've got and my time and effort to And believe me. I've been paid (Continued on page 56)
.
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Martha Deane

is

as

folksy

and welcome as your best friend

WOMEN have been teased so much about talking a lot,
it must be gratifying to the ladies of the nation to know
that one of the most sensational hits on the air is a program on which a woman talks for forty-five minutes a
clay, six days a week. No star, no music, not even a script.
Just Martha Deane -talking on in a chatty, neighborly
kind of way. And making everybody listen.
When Martha Deane was created, two years ago last
May, nobody -not even the sponsors -expected her to
make a great stir. The station -WOR, at Newark, New
jersey -simply wanted a woman to conduct an afternoon
program which would be of special interest to housewives.
Fifty women, prominent in various careers, applied.
l4'OR chose Mary Margaret McBride. Nobody realized
!hen that she had a good radio voice and an attractive
wer- the -air personality. They chose her because they
thought her experience as a newspaper reporter and successful journalist would be a good background for the

be herself. She had to forget the microphone, the radio,
and talk just as if she were dropping in to see the woman
next door back home in Paris, Missouri. She had to say

set her down

"tomayto" and "nether" and "you all" and leave the
final "g" off "ing" when it seemed natural to. She couldn't
talk any other way.
Of course, as it turned out, it was her very naturalness
that enchanted her listeners and skyrocketed her program
to success. When Martha Deane hesitates over the pronunciation of a three -syllable word. or falters over
whether to say "set" or "sit," following her choice with:
"Well, I hope 'I said it right," -her listeners are delighted.
It makes her seem as human as your best friend.
And when she says suddenly to the announcer. Vincent
Connolly: "Vincent, you still look sleepy!" Then, with a
little laugh, aside to the radio audience: "You know, Vincent overslept this morning. He was almost late for our
morning broadcast at Bambergers." It's a spontaneous
little snatch of conversation, trivial perhaps, but as genial
as a handshake. And it makes the listener feel as if the
program coticerned no one but Martha, Vincent and

an

herself.

work.
So they gave her the folksy name,

Martha Deane, and
before the mike. She was to talk for half
hour. And over the air that's a long time, even for a
woman! Later her period was increased to forty -five
minutes.
Martha Deane admits now that Mary Margaret McBride was scared. Fifteen minutes after she went on the
air, she knew that she never could do the program if she
had to use a script; that she never could talk in a stagey,
so- called cultured way. She had to be natural. She had to

Or she says: "I thought this last week-end was the
nicest smelling week-end of the whole year; didn't you ?"
There is a slight pause, while she seems to wait for your
answer. Then: "Well, I really did
and she launches
into a description of her week -end in the country.
She never is glib. Rather, at times, she is delightfully
inarticulate. So she tries, (Continued on page 58)
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Ted
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ing plots
a few tricks

with SMU
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Ted Husing, at first,

By

At the
Texas Cen-

tennial Ted
Husing broadcasts The high-

lights in his
entertaining,
vivid manner.

Anne Waring

wasn't interested!
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WHEN

1942 rolls around Ted Husing will be a multi- millionaire. Three
million is the mark he's set for himself and in the past two years he's
already made a quarter of it. His
first ten years on the air he didn't
make anything but a living.
That
was the way he wanted it. His first
ten years he was getting ready to get

rich in radio.
And that's where Ted Hosing was
smart, smarter than any of his colleagues nbw in the business. He told

-with typical Husing candor -but he needn't have
bothered to state the obvious. Anybody who hears his
story will have to admit the microphone's mile -a-minute
man has played his cards like a wizard. A patient wizard.
And now he's cashing in heavily on the results.
For most stars radio is a quick-money racket. It has
to be. Fame is fleeting and the future's fickle and you
either grab the gravy while it's rolling your way or not
at all. Ted Husing turned down plenty of juicy chances
to make a fortune during his first ten years at the mike
and nobody could understand why. Well, now they
know.
In two seasons he's coined more dough than he
could have in all those years put together. And he'll keep
on coining it for a long, long time, because he's earned a
solid -rock foothold in the ether industry.
"I'll tell you how it was," Ted reminisced for me the
other day, "in '34, you know, I celebrated my tenth anniversary on the air. As special occasions go, it was a
washout. In the first place Bubbles (she was ex- Follies
girl, Helen Gifford, wed to Ted for a dozen years and
lately married to orchestra leader Lennie Havton) and I
me so

I

had jusf reached the parting of the
ways. It had to end and it did and
I felt it pretty keenly. Our marriage
had been the most beautiful relationship I'd ever known and for a while
there I was -well, like a lost soul.

"I remember sitting in this very
chair until almost daybreak one morning, all by myself, thinking back over
things. I didn't have much to show
for ten years in this business. No
money to speak of -and, suddenly, no
happiness. I'd come a long way and
worked like the dickens and had fun doing it. I'd made
I'd
a lot of enemies and I knew it and I was sorry.
made some friends, a few good ones. But I hadn't a
Hosing,
and
say:
'See,
I
could
look
single thing that
at
it took you ten years to get this but here it is!
He took off his silver- rimmed glasses, blew his breath
across their lenses and wiped them on a plaid handkerchief. "I didn't have," he added. "a single thing to show
for it all-but one."
We were sitting in Ted's office in the Columbia Broadcasting System building. It's an unpretentious office,
small and narrow with only one window looking out over
the rooftops of midtown Manhattan. On the glass in
the door is printed his name and under it Les Quailey's,
his right hand man. You knock and walk into what
could be a disarranged study room in any boys' dormitory.
The walls are covered with trophies. emblems, pictures,
newspaper dippings, bookcases, unidentified junk and
autographed photographs. The floor is uncarpeted, the
desks are pencilled and marred by everything from cigarette burns and spilled ink to (Continued on page 78)
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LINES
"SHE'S LOOKING OLD"

LARGE PORES
"SHE'S LOSING HER LOOKS"

BLEMISHES
"HER SKIN IS NEVER CLEAR"

start in your
Under Skin-and there's
where you must treat them
These faults

Dorothy Day: "Pond'. Cold Cream keep. o,)-Ain wee woo, little linee."

the skin diagram below. See, just under
the skin, all the tiny oil glands, blood
vessels, skin cells, which rush life to your
outer skin -keep it free of Haws. When
they lose vigor, skin faults begin.

_$

AGLANCE at your skin -and people
form opinions! A single blemish ...

"Her skin's never clear." Tired lines
"She's looking scorn and
creeping in
"She's
old." The first coarse pores

...

losing her good looks!"

...

Things you yourself hardly notice. But
they are there -giving you away, sometimes unjustly.
You call change all that!
Surprise
everybody with a glorious new impression
of your skin -in a few short weeks. You
must begin at once to fight those faults
people notice. Fight them right where
tune begin -in Your ...r - -_! >: 0. Look at

...

start here...
l'n.ler the skin

re blood
vessels, oil elate' nerves,
Mao.
ben th,.elailRead
Oral, mine

kin

1

a7.,
'

Good looks

fr

uvn

...
rannits

t
steeenn

'

...

...
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More than cleansing -this way

.a

óP

But you can keep theni active! Rouse
that underskin, by the faithful use of
Pond's deep -skin treatment -and those
little faults will quickly go!
Pond's Cold Cream is made with fine,

Miss Bettina Belmont
my skin in good condition
with Pond's Cold Cream. It never
lets blockheads, coarse pores, a
blemishes come out an my skin."
"1 keep

specially processed oils which go deep. It
lifts out all dirt and make -up- freshens
your skin immediately. Now -pat in a
second application, briskly. Feel the failing underskin waken. Circulation more
active. Soon oil glands, cells are acting
normally.
Do this regularly. In a few weeks your
skin will be noticed by everyone, but for
a different reason
It's so fresh and
clear and smooth
Gatvsi!a,'(
Here's the famous l'.ui's otut hod:
Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold Cream.
Watch it bring out all the dirt, make -up, skin
Now pat in more
secretions. Wipe it all off'
cream briskly. Rouse that failing underskin.
Set it to work again -for that clear, smooth,
line -free skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat
this treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your
skin becomes softer, liner, every time. Powder
goes on beautifully.
Starr in at once. The coupon brings a special
9- treatment tube of l'ond's Cold Cream.

SPECIAL 9- TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty aide
POND'S, Dept..l -,as Clinton. Conn. Rush special tube
Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous ampler of a ocher Pond's Creams and 5 differs
era
of l'and's Face l'owdet. enclose loft° cover
postage and packing.
of

ses

1

Nam,

-roar,

s

cc.Y`

Sore
co.edaes tau vund...rmrt .amte'
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HOLLYWOOD'S BAD BOY ON THE AIR
(Continued f
rot. rage 33)

the time you read this

(provided you do,

of course), Jack Oakie may be one of your
favorite radio comics.
Frankly, Oakie is anxious to get on the
air. He's bent in pictures a goodly number of years now and he thinks he knows
what audiences like.
Besides, a goal
radio program does a lot toward holstering up a guy's picture popularity.
It's on that last point that Jack has persistently argued with his studio. The
powers that be seem to feel that a radio
program might lessen Jack's prestige at
the box- office. They point to Jimmy Duraute and .shake their heads. When they
finish, Jack points to Eddie Cantor.
At the sante time, Tack realizes radio is
no pipe dream.
He knows it means
plenty of hard work, even more exacting
than pictures. He knows that the Jack
llennys and the Eddie Cantors are on the
top because their half -hour shows represent a whole week of diligent preparation. When a guy is working all week
in pictures, a radio show means a lot of

extra -curricular activity.
Since Jack's "reform," however, he has
more time and more ambition to help hint
along.
It wasn't so long ago when he

tried his best to live up to his title of
flotlt,,.'ood'.e Bad Boy. Every night Ilse
gay spots were full of Oakie; he was the
head waiter's delight and, to that large
group of chiselers in Hollywood, he was
dream come true,
up the check.

a

Oakie always picked

Then something happened. Love came
along when he met Venita Varden. He
married the gal, and the next day four
night clubs closed forever. No Oakieno drinkce. But let's get back to our subject while tee with clutch his beard.

"While I think the Jack Benny type of
show is swell," he said, "my own preferfor character stuff. What I'd like
to do is dramatize a lot of the old Ring
Lardner stories. There's plenty of material there and most of his characters arc
like the guys I play on the screen. I think
they'd be a scream on the air."
If you know anything about Lardner's
Elmer, The Great, you should have a
pretty fair idea that Oakie is correct.
"Here's another idea I'd like to work
out," he continued. "If I'm doing a master of ceremonies act, I'd like to get a dignified guest star -someone front pictures
-and do a little kidding with them. Kay
ence is

-

Francis, for instance.

She used to play
comedy with me years ago and now she's
gone in for the higher things. She'd probably enjoy letting her hair down once in
a while -especially at a price."
"And what about the little wife?" we
asked.
"Practically all the comedians
on the air make their wives work."
"I believe," said Oakie, "in the sanctity of the home and the 8 -hoar wife. I
think every wife should work. In some
cases, I think even the husband should
try to help a little.
"Besides, he added, "Venita's voice on
'Ise air is a ringer for Mary Livingstone's.
Now if I can get to sound like Benny-,
the Oakies are set."

It looks as though the Oakies are just
about set anyway, for at the moment of
writing Jack has several high -powered
sponsors on his trail, just in case he
doesn't sign with Gillette.
"It's all very simple," said Jack, tucking in his beard and preparing for a getaway. "They want ()aide, Oakie wants
money.
They get Oakie. Oakie gets
money. Government gets Oakie, govern ment gets money. You can just say I'm
5
doing it for my country!"

HOSTESS
THE RADIO
Continued frota
(

ahead, wort: in the cool of the morning
and cook sufficiently large quantities of
certain foods to have
goodly supply on
hand for several meals. Then with the
help of the trusty can- opener the meal
as

can be "filled its" with such things front
the pantry shelf as canned spaghetti. baked
beans, soups and fruits, to supply
well
a

balanced menu without much last minute
fuss.
To my way of thinking this advance
preparation and quantity cooking idea has
much merit. So Hutch, in fact. that unless
you are just camping out this summer I'm
sure you would profit by carrying out some
of Portland's suggestions along those lines.
"I roast a leg of lamb or a large ham,"
Portland informed me with her cute, pert
little face as serious as could be. "That
gives us plenty of cold meat to have with
salamis and to make up into sandwiches,
for days and days. In Ilse oven, with the
roast, I'll sometimes hake sweet potatoes
Yost know Jack, don't
d !a Jack Smart.
you ?" she inquired. "He's one of the
program.
He's a marcomedians on our
velous cook!"
Yes, I knew Jack, who is fat and jolly
and looks like a person who enjoys eating.
"Many's the fine meal Jack has prepared for us," Portland went on. "He's
with us on every broadcast, you know..
Fred, you see, keeps his company of comedians intact so that it's just like a stock
company. And isn't it great," she laughed.
"that Jack is as good a cook as he is a
comedian! The sweet potatoes I mentioned are his own invention.
'they're
baked until tender and then split lengthwise After the potatoes have been mashed

pope 11)

they're put back into the shells and topped
But
with marshmallows and almonds.
first they're flavored divinely. Dressy?
Olt my. yes! And scrsunptinus l Would
you like to have the recipe.'"
Would I like to: I certainly tvould1
And would you like a copy.? Well, you
may have it. For I not only copied it
down as Portland gave it to me, hut after
testing it out myself I had it printed as
one of the regular monthly Radio Hostess
recipe cards. You'll love the delicate
flavor of these potatoes (its the orange
juice that does it I) and you'll especially
appreciate the fact that they can he prepared in the morning or any old time
when your oven happens to he going anyway. Then, just before dinner, into the
over they go for a final heating and
browning process that brings them to the
point of perfection -at which point they
are served to the flattering accompaniment
of the ohs! and oh's! of the assembled
diners. In order to get your copy of this
recipe -neatly printed on a card. ready
for your recipe filing cabinet -all you have
to do is ask for this month's free Radio
Hostess leaflet. Use the coupon at the
end of this article for convenience.
Butt let's go on to some of the other
dishes described to me in great detail by
Portland and for which you also will find
recipes in the same free leaflet. The roast
ham she mentioned is one of these -and
Portland's way of fixing it is something
pretty special. For haul cooked according
to her directions comes to the table hiding
the excellence of its flavor under the most
tempting of glazed coats -all brown and
shiny and studded with cloves. No South-
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ern Style Roast Ham can compare with
it, I'm convinced, after trying out this
splendid recipe!
With this ham. Portland often serves a
Casserole of Cheese and Macaroni. This
too can he prepared in time morning. although it is well not to add the topping
of buttered crumbs until just before the
final heating.
"We're very partial to all cheese dishes,"
Portland told tee, after describing the
above mentioned amain course accompaniment. "Recently a friend gave me another cheese recipe that I plan to try this
sumnmer. I've never made it myself but
I've tasted it at her house, of course.
That's how I happened to get the recipe
it was so delicious that I asked for a copy
on the spot. It's a Cheese Ring for salad.
It's =molded on to a large platter for
serving and the centre is filled with fruits
marinated in French dressing. I have a
couple of combinations of my own that I
plan to fill the centre with, but I'm not
going to try to improve on that cheese
ring because it can't be done! What I like
especially about it is the fact that a salad
of this hind takes the place of dessert for
any occasion no matter how formal. Not
that Fred and I are ever formal, really,"

-

she hastened to add.

"I've never gone in for making ring or
border molds before," Portland admitted
almost apologetically. "But I'm surely
going to try my hand at it this summer.
I've always liked these gelatin -base borders and I've beets particularly interested
in therm since the trip we took to Holly wood when Fred was in a picture, last
year. They go in for things like that

RADIO
extensively out there. you know. It does
make such a pretty- Lnking dish. too. with
the centre of the mold filled with bright
colored fruits or vegetables. taut honestly
I'm not quite _are h, ti you e :ds,ut it:stopped t" exBight then and there
pard..ri nm. htrs.
plain to Miss
Allen -boy to "go about. it.- .\nil I'm
going to repeat this expla,tat ion here. too.
feel that many women, besides
keause
Portland are a little Isd)iclw'Iballus mold:illy when
pi
ing and unnudding more,. cs.,i
it cones to larger mold such as the border molds mentioned in this recipe. But
as I held Portland in my iary hest !centreIts really very
demonstration manner,
easy when you know h, any!"
I.irst, chill your mold or in dds. (Tovll
find metal molds more satisfactory than
because they are
enamel or glass
lighter to handle and s their contents will
chill more quickly. You can buy aluminum
border or ring molds for as low as twenty
cents in chain stores and smaller ones for

STARS

FOUND

HURRAH! I'VE

,

Hfia-

A DISH MY HUSBAND

1

LOVES_ AND IT COSTS

,

1

LESS THAN

3 A PORTION
HERES' HOdY/THAPPENED

FOOD BILLS,

50

SHE TAKES JANE,c AD/i/CE

MY PROBLEM
EXACTLY.
BUT HERE'S
WHAT f DO n'

JANE, NEED HELP.
HAVE TO WATCH MY
I

I

BUTJIM'S

FUSSY ABOUT WHAT

HE EATS

SAY, THIS IS MARVELOUS

SPAGHETTI-

IN

EVERYTHING
BUT PRICE!
IT COSTS LESS
THAN 3fl A PORTION

A

REGULAR

MILLIONAIRE'S
DISH"

even less.)

Some people think that rinsing the molds
facilitates ummolding.
cold water
Frankly I've never noticed much differin

ence. Fill molds almost
in refrigerator and drill

to the

top, place
If you

until firm.

for

speed you can use the
freezing compartment of an automatic refrigerator, or place the mold directly on
ice: whether in the ice box or in a bowl
doesn't matter. Be careful to chill and
nut to freose the mixture, however. When
adding fruits. veget :tides, meat or fish,
allow the gelatin base to thicken somewhat first, then the food you add will not
are looking

"float" but will remain evenly distributed
throughout the mixture after the "folding
in" process is completed. When the content
of the mull is tiro, loosen the pop edge
with a thin, pointed knife. Then dip the
hot -water and hold
mold in warns
it a moment. (Not ton long. mind you!)
Dry the outside of the mold. place the
plate or platter you intend to serve it on
it- bottom side up, with mold carecentered. Insert plate and mold,
holding them together lirmiv as you do so.
Slake gently once, place on table and lift
off the mold. Garnish large molds with
lettuce after unmolding. Small. individual
molds may be unmoldetl right onto a lettuce leaf if the lettuce is held on the plate
before the plate is placed over the mold.
And presto! There you have a salad
of which a chef might be proud. Especially
if you stake it according to the recipe
given nie by Portland and fill the centre
Of the mild with one of the two special
combinations of fruit: and vegetables that
With this new -found
she also supplied.
knowledge all you eed is the list of ingredients given in the leaflet.
And remember, the leaflet :Aso gives you
the Glazed Ham recipe, the Casserole of
Cheese and Macaroni and Jack Smart s
Baked Sweets. Then for these who prefer
fish to meats in the hot weather. I have included a Special Salmon Loaf that is
great Allen favorite. "I use canned salmon, with mayonnaise to bind it together

LET'S

HAVE

THIS KIND OF
i

HARD

fully

NO, EASY AS EASY!
IT COMES ALL

SPAGHETTI
OFTEN. IS IT
TO

READY- COOKED.
I'M SO GLAD
JANE TOLD ME
ABOUT IT e'

MAKE?

-rot

instead of eggs," Portland informed me,
thereby providing further proof (if any
were needed/ that her knowledge of txtoking has been gained through actual experience.
With the ham, I suggest that you serve,
(Continued on Polo'

ti)

You, too, will find that this

delicious spaghetti helps you
serve better meals for less money
Ys the thriftywoman's friend, all right
-this tempting, savory, ready-cooked
spaghetti with the rich, flavorful cheese -

I

and- tomato sauce that good home cooks
declare is so much better than theirs!

Endless ways to use

it!

You'll marvel how many things you
can do with Franco -American.
It's the perfect accompaniment
for meat or fish ... It makes
wonderful main dish for lunch
or supper. It gives zestful flavor
to cheaper meat cuts. Its simply
grand for "dressing -up" left.
overs. And everybody likes it.
Even those who once thought

MADE

B Y

T H E

M A K E R S

they didn't care for spaghetti at all,

with FrancoAmerican.
Yet it costs less than 3¢ a portion.
You couldn't possibly buy all your
ingredients
Franco- American chefs
use dean in their sauce -and prepare
spaghetti at home for so little
And think how much easier Franco American is, how much time
it saves you!
No cooking
or fussing; simply heat and
serve
Truly, you'll never
bother with home - cooked
spaghetti again once you try
Franco -American.... Why not
get a can of this delicious
are delighted

-

...

...

...

Spaghetti today?
O F

CAMPBELL'S SOUPS
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IT ALL DEPENDS ON US
',)
(continued from

were better than f, I'd be cross because
I hadn't (lone so well -and if she were
nut, I'd c cross because she hadn't dune
better!" 5læ snhiled whimsically. "EveryI

one says she
said sincerely.

was

fuliet"

a !n<-ely

she

-

We spoke of her play, First Lady, then
final week of the season-and seInc Bunts \lantle, dramatic critic,
as .tits of the seasons ten hest plays.
"I have enjoyed playing in it." Miss
Cowl said in answer to my question. "I
like working for George S. Kaufman. the
author. But the pace of the play has been
wearing. these hot nights. Mr. Kaufman
likes it played very fast.
set Ilse pace
keep it up throughout. I feel I
anal if
have kept faith with him. But sometimes
I think Pd rather play sir- emotional ales
at nice than . fast -paced
mcdy.
n
it
would take less out of me! On the other
hand:' she amended, "there is Cte tonic of
the audience response. It lifts you up
I asked Miss Cowl if she were interested in p,fities, with reference to this
play. in which sire creates considerdtle
confusion in the course ,.f a preliminary
presidential campaign.
"But First Lads really isn't about politics;" said Miss Cowl. "It's a satire on
social life in \Vashington. And I ant only
inn,. rreriny
well informed about politics
and candidates
"I feel deeply, bitterly, about many
thFrvs," she wean on, "but how far can
one ':now the actual truth of them? \Vhat
does anyone know of the invisible elemet's of any situation?
"i'd Ihke to know what actually is
I. :: pprnìng an
Russia :" said Mros Curd,
"Whether the experiment really is a sucBut i can't know. If I went
cese. .
.
to Russia. 1 should see what they wanted
I know- nothing about mame to see
chinery. \Chat marvels they have accomplished in that line are beyond my comprehension.
I know there is genuine
beauty there in the arts, the theatre. The
in its
lected

1

1

r

..."

.

Russian ballet again is on the way to being
what it was in the days of the Czar. But
what It all means to the middle class, the
thinking class, I don't kn..'is:"
"But:" 1 suggested. "a comparativelyfew years ago that class sat about, discussing Lenin and Trotsky and saying:
'They represent a snail minority,'-thinking 'it cat: t happen here.' And all the
while it was happening -and they. themselves. became the helpless minority. SupPose we are underg.;ing a similar experience?"
"I ant American," said Jane Cowl. "My
parents. MI Ixth sides, are New England
for general inne. I was horn its Boston.
I have within me a deep, instinctive, inherited passion for liberty, for independence.

"But I could bear a certain amount of
regimentation, if it were for the good of
I could bear being
the greater number.
told that I must wear a uniform and hat
of potato sacking and eat black bread. I
don't care much for white bread anyway!
All I ask is that they leave me alone up
here!"
And she tapped her forehead.

pm

"Leave ate the rigln to think for myself."
"But rceimcntati,m doesn't stop at uniforms," I arguer, smiling at the picture of
Jane Cowl in tdam sacking.
"It goes

"'What do you think would have been
the reaction," I asked her, "to nominating
woman for vice- president'"
"Again it all depend, on tire woman.
l'ni not a ietninist p; r se. I wouldn't yore
a

on and on -and how ran YOU he free 'up
here,' if you're not free anywhere else?

'If

you

take the first stem, y.m

.,i!l

for

take

lost: " I quoted.
"I think America will fulfill its destiny," said Jane Cowl with conviction.
the

"\ \'e

along, sometimes indifferent,
sometimes
sometimes
complaisant,
indignant-then, suddenly, we !wake up and
go into action.
"Ltmk at the crime wave
For
years it rolled .,t. unchecked. Then we
woke up and did something abort it.
Capone is in .Alcatraz, the G -\fen have
triade kidnaping unprofitable. Lucian, and
his henchmen have gone to their reward

-I

r

-

.

go

hope!
'.That's America " she .smiled.

a woman merely
because sins was a
woman. But if she possessed the essential
qualifications. .
For instance. Ruth
Bryan Owen. our Minister to Denmark
brilliant
nd. sterling integrity,
never
venal-she tnwould he admirable in any office.
It world," she mused. "have drawn
a tremendous response biro nn walitell voter
have nom mated s,nheone like Mrs.

"Sleep

noon -then get everything dine before
o'clock!
"'Ilse rising generation." she went on
earnestly.
a
thinking genereti mt.
They're not hs the ilask- hating,
ring

till

one

youngsters of a generation ago. hThey'll
think, and arm...
Anti :unong there are
future statesnuon -who will not be venal.
May" \\'e sin :sil hate our atealsening.
be it will come through radio
don't
know. Maybe it will ramie through ter -

-I

rible.sullering -1 hope ant! But America
will work nut its destiny."
"Du' you think radio is awakening
national consciousness?" I asked her. "Is

-to

"Ile:tvens, what hate I got here ?" she
hroke off to stab with an inquiring fork
an brit-teem-looking breast of capon which
the waitress had placed before her.
"You need to eat
I
smiled. "You've
a Lard evening ahead of you :'
"I'll have a hard et erring if I eat all
that I" She sighed. "It', !difficult to think
of anything you want to eat, when it's so
hot.... How I shall cnjny my vacation!"

-"

shy

ured.

"Ito

yon visit your fancily in Boston?"
asked.
"I have
Lunily -no father, mother,
brother, sister -not even a wusün.
She looked suddenly small and lonely as
she spoke.
"1 have no one in the
1

n

.

world...

of our own responsibility'

it educating us, its listeners. to awareness
Are women,

No one, perhaps. in the sense. of relationship. But friends, and loyal ones, Jane
Cowl has beyond (,.manna. From these,
isles and other friends of long
stage
standing, I have heard tall: of Jane Cowl
that vaunts the heart.

do you think. becoming. through political
broadcasts, more interested its p :.litics ?"

h.,nte

"It

depends Int the listener-n the
liters
woman--the voice
the air..
r
bliss Cowl, "more
is nothing:" said
powerful than ` the hunhan voice- regardless of what it is :tying
its effect on
human psychology.... Suppose one than
has a charming voice, a winning radio
manner -and another speaks harshly,
belligerently.
Which voice. do you
.
think. will ring with the most authority's
"The average woman- whoever she is.
she went on. 'the woman who ha= nit perpublic affairssonal connection with
whose husband is a grocer or a butcher
-what is she going
and not a c
iral broadcast: li..wv
to act out of .t
whether she is lisis ,Lo
n

1

-in

.

tc.i,._
pat

S.
,

r,

.

c

ashi or strategy-to

r

, :t hut''
.pinin.

political expediency'
all side, and form a
sari t listen to Borah

and li.,osevelt :r'.I Farley and Landon....
The best she can do is listen to the cony
mcntatnr.s and draw what conclusions she
can front them.
entators,- said Jane
-'I like the
feel
Cowl. "Especially nhh Boalee Carter.
that he insist (snow what he is talking
about. If he didn't, they'd skin him alive
I daft like the ones who seem to attack
things just for the sake of stabbing at
There's tau much of that in
someone.
the world! And we, who want the truth,
1

I

are confused, misled

Ire

it."
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Still.

one does want "snmenue to came
u." "Hate you a dog?" I inquired.
had a dog.
Ilut when tics' husband
(lied, I sold Illy home in the country. One
person." said lane Cowl tersely, "cannot
make a hone.
And the servants. the
-ordering are a responsibility. .
So.
when I decided to come in town and live
at a hotel, I gave my dog to a friend who
loved hint,
l wouldn't keep a dog in a
hotel. I can't get up early in the morning to take hint to walk. And I wouldn't
leave him for a bellboy to
"lie used to travel with me." she went
on, "when I was on tour..
At first
he hated the noise of the trains -then he
got used to it and didn't mind it at all.
He had a little traveling box and when
the trunks and the box were brought out,
hell jump in his Leos anti sit there, all
eager and expectant, ready to go.
.
They're suck companions.
"Speaking of dogs -anal of the impossibility of knowing the truth about anyone,
" Jane Cowl's v ice quavered
huskily. "It's a curious trait in human
psychology -that when anyone reaches any

"I

walk....

.

.

.

eminence in the public eye, there always
are hands reaching nut --tr, tear him down!
"One evening, in the theatre, some friends
of mine sat its front of a man and a woman.
During the intermission they heard the
mean
say: 'Isn't it a delightful play)
Don't you like her ?' And the woman
said: 'No-I don't like her. If you
hadn't especially wanted to see this play,

RADIO STARS
we wouldn't have come. But I couldn't
like her in anything she didl' 'Burt why ?'
the man asked. 'Because she's cruel to
dogs,' the woman said. 'But how can you
possibly ]mow that ?' he demanded. 'I
heard,' the woman said, 'that she went
off to Europe one summer -and left her
Pekinese shut up in her apartment -and
it

omaitee

comes to
Is like these

died!'"

Miss Cowl

seemed visibly to shrink.

Her eyes were misty with pain. "Who
could have started such a dreadful story?
That woman never, never will believe I
didn't do anything of the sort! Never in
the world!" Her lips quivered.
"Why
do people invent such things
How could
they make up such a story -out of what
whole cloth?"
" 'They' -who start these malicious and
destructive stories," I mused, "-that vagase,
unidentifiable They, of 'They say'-must
be a group of disembodied demons!
No
human being could he so heartless and
irresponsible! I suppose, if They could
hear you-see you now-They would say
you are acting, to hide a troubled con??

,

Wise
girls guard

CHERIE OVERTON,

..

....,..",

popular New York debutante,

writes: "I could never think of facing the whirl of
parts. and dates it I wasn't sure about my skin.
Lux Toilet Soap has done wonders for It!"

against
COSMETIC

consonants correctly, or your inflection is
wrong -or what not. It seems to me an
admirable idea-and a tine national spirit
-to make correct speech available to anyone, ty eradicate unpleasant or provincial
or cockney accents.
"Voices," mused Miss Cowl again, "are
the most potent, the most compelling things
in the world.
And, coming over the
radio, divorced from form and background,
they are especially powerful..
"But through those voices on the air,"
she repeated, "may come our awakening.
At any rate, they will make us think
and when we have thought, we shall act
some time between noon and one o'clock!"
We had finished our coffee now and we
rose and walked toward the elevator. She
seemed small,
thought, as she walked
beside nee -tiny, almost. But her true
stature. I felt, was well above the average
-tall as she seems to be upon the stage.
The right to think, I reflected as we said
good night-the right to he free "up here,"
is, as Jane Cowl aptly says, the essential
liberty. It is what distinguishes free men
frota slaves. And if radio preserves for
us that liberty, we need not fear for others.
But again, as Miss Cowl has said, it all
depends on us!
.

artist,

says: "My skin grew nicer after I used Lux Toilet
Soap. When I was married, peeplesaid the bride had
lovely skin! Naturally, t always ese this soap."

scienceI It'.s ahxwli nande !"
She nodded wordlessly and lighted a
cigarette.
"Shall you spend your vacation in
Europe, or in England ?" I asked, seeking
a happier subject.
"England!" Light routed the shadows
from her eyes. "1 love England. My
people came, originally, from Somerset. I
hope, too," she added, "to go to Lake
Como and to visit two or three other
places on the Continent.
But England
always delights me sr, it's hard to leave
it. I usually take a house somewhere in
the country -or a Rat in London for a
few weeks.
"Have you heard of the new voice culture in England? I'm going to look into
that when I get there.... You call Central ma the phone and ask to be put
through to a certain number. When they
answer, they ask you to speak a sentence
or a phrase. They listen to you and then
tell you just what are your faults of
speech-perhaps you don't sound your

..

CAROLYN M. JACOBI, Boston fashion

SKIN
the screen

stars' way

young Morristown, N. J., secretary, writes, "Everything you say about Lox Toilet
Soap is true. It keeps my skin so clear and smooth.
Nobody knows It yet, hut I've met the man.

AILEEN RYAN,

Cosmetic Skin
with Lux Toilet Soap," says
Ruby Keeler. "I use powder and
rouge, but I use this soap regu"rlUARD against

.

--

laxly to keep my skin

smooth."

Cosmetics left choking the pores
cause Cosmetic Skin -tiny blemishes, enlarged pores. Lux Toilet
Soap's ACTIVE lather removes
every trace of dust, dirt, stale
cosmetics. Use it before you renew make -up ALWAYS before
you go to bed!

-

I

1

Ruóy !reeler
WARNER BROTHERS STAR
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HAPPY -GO- LUCKY?
(Crewieued front parr
I m happy."
big dividends. Lo.,k at nit
mind strayed to
Bent
sf,.kc
lday, t and Shakespcme \\!mat v.as
aIbio_ ab, ii
that a :n,tatU Il?
But
who ",loth pr,I ,t
n ich."
tened with wmlrr at the unfolding of
this mat's story because it revealed amafng courage. Your throat would tighten.
your heart would .lche al his pitifully
brave effort to convince, nut the world.
lint himself that life. after all, had been
wonder iul and just and kind. As he enIlm d about children and the joy it gave
him to work for them. my eyes strayed to

:\

.

o

b

Ilis-

h;md«,mely framed pholugraph of a
cherubic. ringleted little girl. Iknny's voice
diet away. His eyes followed atine.
I:nit she a honey ?" he whispered tenderly. 'That's my little daughter. Lila."
He oas silent a moment. "She's out in
tali iornia -with her mother.' he added.
For a brici fleeting minion Benny
Rubin forgot that he was supposed to Ie
the happiest man in the world. The mask
Gael was bitter.
liar oti and there
stark fain and the ache of lunging, There
nmtrly was explained the feverish enthusiasm and the philanthropy on behalf of
children. Benny's drawn face told, plainer
than any swords could, that all the children
in to world could not till the void in his
heart left by his own little daughter
daughter whom he had given up in mm
magnificent gesture of seli -Ute'riliCe.
Pete men could have survived the buffetof
ing ,f even one of the tidal w
unhappiness and misfortune that bare engulfed Benny Rubin each time he struggled
(oisan! what be ¡hongitt might prove a
little haven of peace. fienn survived
darer such catastrophic disasters and. like
a drowning ran going down three time,.
each time he saw a saving oar held out
by a wum:uis hand -and each time sto it
snatched from his grasp.
For the right perspective on Benm's
three cataclysmic loves, it is necessary first
b, nuderstand him and the little toy from
of Inch
to man of today was fashioned.
Born in Boston, fourth child of a brood of
eight boisterous lairs, his ayes opened
a

-a

upon the seauniest side of life.
never learned to swim or skate nr
ride a bicycle or to do any of the things
most kid: do- because there wasn't any
money:' is explained. ''Ti c only amusement, our ever had were tights atol bseLal. That s why l'm nuts about tights
didn't mind
and baseball t'day. I gars..
bring floor su much until I went b, school.
But then I knew my clothes booked funny.
were alwacs kaulel down to me
Thew
form oty older brothers. :unl by the time
¡lose three got through with them there
oasni t much left except raga, 'The other
kids laughed at me. \Ln be that's why
w,nddu t go."
hated school no much.
1

1

1

Had that been enlightened 1930. sociologists might have taken little Benny Rubin
and inquired into the reasons for his refusal to amend school. But sociologists
were rare in those days and child psySo linde
cboboge almost unheard of.
Benny, at the age of eleven, found himself in a reform school.
,V

Jot')

"I hated psi-l'
the
tt

r

erld.

i

I hated everybody in
sette,,,l,
bated the whole
wanted to eke as m:æó trouble
1

a

berly. -Then they taught
to play the
trombone. \\c used 1,1 hate
ntret
shows and
met! to sine and ,lance and do
comedy bits ill them. l\hy. I'd never had
that much fun before its env life! Bfore
I knew it I
found myself liking the reform
sib,. anil liking everpnne in il. And
altar all else, from the yen first time I
played the trombone out there on that
V1,0 ionn -1 wanted to go on the .stage."
Bruns was sixteen hei.'re the opprms
nitc to realize that ambition came :done.
The two years that intervened after his
1

of

release irum the
nstituti,.n had been
spent in working at t odd jobs and playing
iu amateur shows, wherever and whenever
Le contd lint them.
Bleu his chance
tune, he had fo:nal more Illera jus empb,yment as
traveling salesman. Ile
one niehta in a hotel in \ \estrriy,
sae
Rhode Island, regaling some iellow traveling own with stories. :\ than who heard
hint proved to be the nxmager of a "tab"
show playing the noose and he offered
Bonny a job as an acl.r.
The job paid
far less than Benny was getting as a salesman of rubber Zeds, but it opened Ow door
to the magic world of the theater. That
enough. Benny wired Imi resignation.
in the world of the theater, tie
world where he twos to find riche: and
sticeeoS and heartbreaks and despair, Benny
aet his first wife. His first impression of
the theater liar girl:, girls, girls!
They
surrounded biro. It was hi: first read contact with oomen, for he had grown up in
ut
foully of boys and then spent Hire, wears
in an institution for boys. 'i nmeli baffle!
Benny.
They made him feel shy, awkoard, inferior. as he had felt years ago
in school whet the I..» laughed at his
tattered clothes.
There was one girl in particular.
For a year she scorned Benin's every gesture of friendship. Of course, den, it
would have been that one girl he wanted
alone all others. In the end they eloped.
Nrc.msk Benny ran his hand through
his black hair. "I can't talk about
can't! It had a terrible effect on me.
I
It made me
was only : evnteeu.
think marriage was a ghastly joke. \Chen
it broke up two months litter
swore
there !weer utou td he another w, anau in
my lifes'vc
Time has a habit of shunting aside such
impetuous promises al that schichi Benny
made to himself -that there woonfd be no
more women fu his life. Ten years Passau(
and hie was rich, sucee.. iul.
He had
achieved that Dhiuro Tindc of all vaudevillians-he had trod the sacred hoards of
Neu York's Palace. 'then he stet he'.
Sweet, old -fashioned, carefully brought
up. she had been sheltered by an adoring
family. To Benny, satiated with the fa.

.

it....

1

1

miliar "show girl type."

she seemed

like

one lovely angel. The cynicism of ten
years fell from him as though he had cast
off a chauk. 'There was rcvrrenee in his
adoration, tow. Benny had never heard of
s,

Sir Lancet, t, hot if he had be ac,.tdd have
felt in Mai n..ble a kindred soul. Each day
w
nmiracIc wimh it: fresh realizathat tlhfo usitu of demnrc Loveliness
He knew
and purity returned his bore.
the sneerss he had won had not brought
the happiness he had expected froth it:
that. he supposed. came with the quiet
contentment of a borne, a wiic, :Ind chil-

ti m

dren.

Al that time the motion picture industy
was such an infant it had not yet learned
to talk. The screen was at the height of
its silent eminence. Benny was offered a
j
Norma Talmadge.
in Ilollyw «o!.
Mary Pirkiord, \lalmel Normand were in
their heyday. Benny, writing script and
appearing with glamorous Marion Davies,
felt that despite its ill -rescued beginnings
life had been gourl to him. He was making
big money -and saying it. His favorite
diversion w'a, accompanying real estate
men to home sites. He had picked a location for a beautiful home for his bride-

b

Evenings in Hollywood are long and
dull for a man oho likes cxcitemrut -and
cant have ft. New York seemed (en thousand miles away and the long -distance
telephone was a poor substitute far a
Everyone
warm, flesh- and -bred girl.
went out on dates at night. It was a case
of "when in Rome
and the little
extra girl seemed pathetically lonely. She
teas pretty. 1..,, although then. as note, a
pretty girl in Holly ovo,ol is as r, amnnn as
per,,.nal prunnun on Broadway.
In
short, Benny took the little extra girl out.
C asml enough.
No harm in ft.
She
knew hi, heart was in New York. They
just dined and danced and laughed and
chased away their lneliness.
But the
girl in New York heard of ft.
Her disappointment hurtle) through
thousands of miles of wires. Benny made
no effort to deny he had taken the other
girl nut, Ile admitted it frankly. Patiently he tried to explain to the girl in
New York that of course he loved her
only her. A icw days later a registered
letter brought about the termination of the
Sr, chusel the unfinished
engagement.
chapter ui the rue most nearly perfect in
Benny
Rubids
checkered li iv.
all
Ile was bitter. lie might, he reflected,
.

:

-

have lied and slammed the fateful fury.
He sought solve in the little extra girl
and found her ss apathetic. They didn't

Ime each other-didn't pretend tu,. But
between then stretcher) a tenuous Mond of
sympathy. One night Benny leaned across
the expanse ui red and white checkered
table cloth.

"\\tat

say

we

blurn,l suddenly.

get

married, kid ?" he

"You need somebody
to take care of you."
The girl looked at him with listless eyes.
"All right, Benny';" she agreed quietly.
Slrmgly enough, the loveleü union
turned out letter than the most optimistic
prophet might have foreseen. When little
Lila was ¡ern Benny fell that he had not
been cheated out of happiness, after all.
His love for the chubby, blue -eyed, goldenhaired child surpassed all else. lie had a

RADIO STARE
lovely home, a child he adored. What
more could he ask? You couldn't, he reflected, have ererythiug.
Tiren an obscure cloud on the horizon

blackened suddenly. Benny's wife, never
robust, fell ill. An ambulance came one
day and took her away to a sanitarium.
For three years she fought against tuberculosis and when she did finally return
home she was oddly changed and moody.
Benny's fortune had been spent on her
cure and while she had been away, he had
been both father and mother to little Lila.
The blow fell with the suddenness of a
pole -axe.
"Benny, I want a divorce," his wife said.
Slowly Benny's stunned mind functioned
again. He understood. He nodded dumbly.
He knew that love had cone for tree.
"Okay, kid, if it'll make you happy," he
answered miserably.
Lila's mother married the man with
whom she had fallen in love while in the
sanitarium. Benny, with one last gesture,
gave her his blessing, their hone wills all
its expensive furnishings, his automobile
and every penny in his bank account.
And a monthly allowance.

"Of course I couldn't stay in Califorout there knowing that . . .
knowing
well, it would have been too
bard, that's all. Eddie Cantor loaned me
$1,000 at his request. I Caine to New
York. I'd been away a long time. People
forget quicker in show business than anywhere else. I hadn't any money or any
prospect of making sonic. I don't think I
cared very tnuch, though. When I kissed
my little girl goodbye, I felt my life was
finished anyway. On you know, she came
to see me last month," he amended
eagerly. "Say, she's some kid I"
Benny digressed for an hour to talk of
nothing but little Lila.
"Of course, I'm all right mow;" he resumed. "I got all straightened nut, and
you know what did it? That night I was
telling you about, when I was sitting in
this hotel thinking about die window, the
phone rang. It was the chairman of some
women's committee. Wanted trle to appear at a benefit. t started to say 'no.' I
didn't see how anyone who felt like I did
could cheer anybody else. I hung upon her.
"Then I sat down in a chair and began
to talk out loud to myself like a crazy
person. Maybe I was a little crazy.
"'Don't be a fool, Benny. Pull yourself
together,' I said to myself. 'Lots of guys
have had tougher breaks than you have.
Stop thinking about yourself all the time.'
"That was it. Stop thinking about myself. That seas what I had to do. I called
the woman back, and told her I was sorry
I'd been so rude. And I played the benefit. After that I visited the reform school
I went to when I was a kid. Say, by the
way, diet I tell you they made me a member of the board of directors.? That's a
Trot one, what?
Me
"But I got all straightened out, see? It
seas fun being of some use in the world.
More fun than anything I'd ever done before. Why, before I knew it I had my
radio program. I told you I was the
luckiest guy in the world, didn't I? Yes,
sir! The happiest, too." His voice trailed
off,
"Tire happiest none in the teorld!"
he whispered doggedly.
The bravest, maybe-but
No, Benny.
not the happiest.

MOTHER, HERE'S A
LETTER FROM MARY
BREAKING OUR

HOPE!
HONESTLY, I
THINK THERE'S
A JINR ON MEI
SO

ENGAGEMENT;

,,ia-work

...

DID

I

JIM, YOU CRITICIZE
OTHER PEOPLE FOR
BAD BREATH -DO
YOU KNOW THAT
SOMETIMES YOU..
WELL, MEAN, WHY
DON'T YOU SEE THE
DENTIST TODAY?
I

JIM, MOST BAD BREATH

IS CAUSED
BY FOOD PARTICLES THAT
COLLECT AND DECAY IN

HIDDEN CREVICES BETWEEN
IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH.
ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL
CREAM. ITS SPECIAL PENETRATING
FOAM REMOVES THESE
1

ODOR -BREEDING DEPOSITS.

mum
!

2 MONTHS LATER-Nosap
BEN/ND HIS SPARKLING SMILE

Most Bad Breath Begins with the Teeth!
WHY let bad breath interfere with
romance -with success? It's so easy
to be safe when you realize that by far
the most common cause of bad breath is
. improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid
deposits, in bidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
mouth odors -of dull, dingy teeth -and
of much tooth decay.
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special

20t

LARGE SIZE

Giant Size, over
twits as mush,

penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
methods fail to reach. And at the same
time, Colgaté s soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel -makes
your teeth sparkle.
Be safe -be sure! Brush your teeth ..
your gums
. your tongue
. with
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!

_ COLGATE
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AMERICA'S IDEAL NEIGHBOR
a check for three dn,11ar..
Mary
But the story has a sail v
Margaret was extremely shy. Friends and
relatives came from evert curlier of the
county to the McBride farmhouse to hear
the details of how the hnr -tear old had
written and sold a poem. With each new
batch of arrivals, Mary Margaret was
trotted out, check in hand. Painfully self conseinus, she suffered tortures! Finally,

tnisuece -s ielI to describe for you the odor
of the honeysuckle, but gives up. ending
her sentence with an expressive little sniff.
She tells then of the sweet smell of grape
blossoms, warm with sun, but adds niat-

and

-

ter- oi- iactly: "I couldn't smell them s
well, because I was eating a piece of cabbage." And she laughs. But that reminds
her that somebody told her about cooking cabbage in milk. "I never heard of it
before: did you? Its delicious It really is."
So. the program grows an you. And
becomes as welcome as a neighbor who
drops in with: "I can only stay a little
while -keep right on with your ironing-It sounds so casual. Su easy. But of
course. it cads be. If you analyze the pronil see it is much more than
gram,
forty- -live minutes of amiable chatting.
Listen critically and you'll discover that
into each program Mary Margaret McBride slips six or eight first -rate human
interest stories -stories any good newspaper reporter would love to get. They
are brought in causally. without headlines.
told with the news sense, the color and
economy that is the art of the best reporter.
Now it lakes time to find these stories.
Every tine there must be a fresh supply.
Each day, after the exhausting business of
broadcasting. she must begin the search
for the next day's material. Something
new, something amusing. something human. Something that will interest everyone and offend no one. This program that
sounds so natural and easy-that sound,
I could do it with no fuss
RS if your
at all -really takes a superhuman amount
of judgment. time and thought.
Mary Margaret McBride carries it
alone. toil. Except for she helpful
heni.r' and "I don't ;flank s " of the
soling, blond announcer. Vincent Connolly.
Bot while you marvel at a person who
can conduct, successfully and all alone.
nine broadcasts a week (.she has two -a-day
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday,) the
really amazing thing about this young woman is that she has reached the top in two
.separate careers. Until June of this year
she still was shouldering the responsible

ene day, in the agony cif her embarrassment, she turned suddenly, tossed
the
check into the lire and fled from the roam.
But anyhmv, the poem was published and
rrcrchndy was very proud.
Among the proudest was an aunt who
was determined to make Mary Margaret

I

If you like to draw, test your sense
of design, color, proportion, etc.,
with our simple Art Ability Test.
An opportunity to get a frank opinion, free, as to whether your talent
is worth developing.
Magazines, newspapers, publishers
and advertisers spend millions yearly
for illustrations. Design and color
influence the sale of most things we
buy. Artists have become important
to industry. Machines can not dis.
place them. If you have talent,
train it. Drawing may be your surest
road to success.
The Federal Schools, affiliated with
a large art, engraving and printing
institution, has trained many young
men and women now serving industry as designers or illustrators,
capable of earning from $1,000 to
$5,000 yearly. Its Home Study
courses in Commercial Art, Illus-

trating and Cartooning, contain

exclusive illustrated lessons by many
famous artists. Practical instruction
by experienced men is the reason for
its many years' outstanding success.
Courses sold on easy payments.
Send today for Art Test and Free
Book explaining present opportun.
ities in art. Just fill out and mail
coupon below.

FEDERAL SCHOOLS, INC.
9996 Federal Schools Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Send me. without obligation. your Art Test
and Free Book.
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artist.

magic of her dual success probable
firm belief that you can do anyyou want to do. if you want badly
cnugh to do it.
always wanted to write. Even when
she was a tiny child- .scarcely old enough
to spell out the large letters in her brightly
colored picture honks, she wanted to write.
When she was five rears old she derided
that since she was going to he a writer,

GOVERNMENT

START $1260 TO $2100 YEAR
Common esu.aimn
sufficient,
MEN

position ni editor of the %Vomen's Page
for the Y. E. ,1. Sioidienlr. And there are
many people to whom Mary- Margaret McBride, the writer, is a much more important person than Marcia Deane, the

radio
The
is her
thing

Occupation

Age

r

oi

he mikht as well start. So she wrote a
poem called, The Ocote. Having lived all
her five years on a Missouri farm. Mary
Aargaret never had seen the ocean. But,
auybnw, she wrote the poem. Her father
sent it to a farm paper, The Drovers'
Journal. Almost by return mail the paper
sent Mary Margaret a stile of acceptance
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Lady Principal of William Woods College.
small .school in Nl issouri, founded be
the aunt's husband. Marv- Margaret told
the aunt that she couldn't be a lady principal because she had to go to Ness York
and be a writer. But the aunt said that
was a lot of foolishness and not to argue
with her. She was going to see that Mary
Margaret was properly educated and
turned into a first-class Lady Principal.
It wasn't until the end of her freshman
year in college that Mary Margaret finally
convinced the aunt she was going to be a
writer, not a lady principal. The aunt then
withdrew her support. And Mary Margaret fount) herself, at the beginning of
her sophomore year. penniless, down at
the I ciiveraity of If issouri. wondering
how she could work her way through three
more years of school.
There was a small, sad daily paper in
the town.
Mary Margaret offered the
silitur her services. He hired her-for ten
dollar, a week, in and when he cold pay
her. She was to he reporter, society editoe, prm- reader, copy reader, and help
make up the paper when it was necessary.
It was hard work, but wonderful experience. She was clever, too. at simplifying the work. For example, she knew a
man at the local ice -cream[ plant Each
day she called hint and he told her what
families in town had bought a lot of icecream. In that way she always knew who
a

-

setts

giving

a

party.

Every month or so the owner of the
paper despaired of keeping it alive. But
Mary Margaret wangled a few new subscribers, or sold an extra column of adtising, or wrote an especially bright
feature -and made the polar take a new
lease on life.
Two weeks

after

she

was

graduated

from the University. the paper breathed
its last. Now she say's: "Isn't it marvelous
that it kept alive till I was graduated'

It

seems as if the little paper's destine
was to see me through school: doesn't it ?"
It never locals to Occur to her, even now,
that the energy she poured into it was

what kept the paper alive!
Her goal after graduation, of course,
seas to get to New York and he a writer.
She took a job offered her on a Cleveland
paper because Cleveland was nearer New
York than Il issouri was. She had just
received a raise to forty a week when a
religious organization in New. York of-

RADIO STARS
feted her a publicity job at twenty-five.
She didn't hesitate. What if the salary was
less?

New Yurly was her goal!

Two weeks after she arrived there, the
religious organization collapsed and Mary

Margaret found herself in a strange city
without a job,
It was a catastrophe. But she wasted
There were other
na time in weeping.
jobs to he had. She was in New York
where success was for the taking.
But it is somewhat ironic that her success as a writer -the career for which she
had natural talent and great ambitionshould have taken years of hard work and
struggle to achieve. And that success in
radio came easily, almost over night.
It still is difficult for lier to believe that
radio fame has cone to her. That she,
Mary Margaret McBride. is ads, Martini
Deane. She spetd<s of Martha Deane in a
detached kind of way that is as surprising
as it is amusing.
She says: "I listened to
a recording of one of her broadcasts, and
I didn't thin!: she had a particularly pleasing voice." (This scats said after someone
quoted Mary
Pick ford as saying that
Martha Deane had the hest radio voice of
any woman on the air.) Martha Deane to
her always is "she;" never "I."
Yet she takes her radio audience with
a seriousness that almost approaches awe.
Until recently she carried the daily batch
of fan nail with her from the studio each
day. It was quite a bulk, but she packed it
into a brown paper shopping bag and
hauled it along to teas and on errands,
opening and reacting the letters eagerly as
time permitted. Finally her "bosses" convincer) her that it not only was exhausting
to carry it around so, but it looked funny
Now her secretary opens the nail and
holds it for her.
It was characteristic of her to have been
surprised and touched when a group of
women:, organizations recently :married
Martha Deane a medal for lier contribution to radio. She says with almost childlike candor: "I don't kn,w what I conSomebody said
naturalness.
tributed.
Doesn't scene like that's anything to get
a

WHAT

IS THIS

WOMAN AFRAID OF?

How often

a

haunting fear spoils

good times! But now -women can say goodbye to all that! A new
and different kind of sanitary pad is here! Just ask for Models.
Then forget all your old worries
for Modess is certain -safe!

...

medal for, though; do you think ?"

The medal was presented at one of her
regular broadcasts held, 'fur the occasion,
at the Grand Central Palace in New York.
Twenty thousand women rushed the doors
It
to have a glimpse of Martha Deane.
also is characteristic of her that the
broadcast wasn't particularly successful
because, she says: "f couldn't keep my
mind on the program. I kept worrying
ahotut all those women, some of whom had
torte long distances to attend. It was a
terribly hot day, They were crowded in
there. most of them unable to hear, I was
so upset, I simply couldn't think.
She is one of those rare persons to
whom success is sweet chiefly because it
enables her to make others happier. Giving
security to her family, sending her Mother
and Father to Florida for the winter, putting a younger brother through college.
Some prophesy that some day Mary
Margaret McBride will have to choose between her two successes and that her
choice will he in favor of her first love,
writing. But she denies this, saying that
she never, now, will he satisfied to give
up radio. Good news that is, too, for the
thousands of homes where she is as welcome as the sunshine, every day

NOW I No shadow of fear need cross your mind,
with Certain-Safe Modess! Unlike many ordinary reversible pads,
Modess has a specially treated material on sides and Back to prevent striking through! No chafing -the edges stay dry. Modess
stays safe
stays soft. Wear the blue line on moisture -proof
side away from the body and perfect protection is yours.
FEARS ARE NEEDLESS

...

-

End "accident panic"
ask for Certain -Safe

Modess!
The Improved Sanitary Pad
Try N -G

t'-O-the

safe, easy- tause douche tablets. Cleanses! Deodorizes!

(Moto contraceptive.)!n

a

Refreshes!
dainty Blue and Silver Box-at your dent or department store.
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HIS DUCK'S GOOSE
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CLEANS TEETH
Spongy, bleeding gums reveal
the dangers of half way care of
your teeth. Don't wait for this
to happen. Begin now to use
Forbads, the tooth paste that
does both jobs- n,titeos tooth
and sajeyuarde gores at the
me time.

ÓSAVES GUMS
Forban's
different from all
other toothpastes. It brings you
the ferrous formula of Dr.
Forban -now used in concentrated form by dentists every-
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where to combat gum troubles.
It gives you two -fold protection, yet costs no more than
most ordinary tooth pastes.
Why take chances with half
way dental care? Begin using
Forhan's today.
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Any complexion can be made clearer. smoother.
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
a
lltslets beauty treatment.
MermoeoUsed Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young,
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Ju l put
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l
skin every
you sleep.
night
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hlnolzed Wax brings out
hidden beauty.
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At drug and department stores everywhere.

asked for a hundred bucks. My lather
was working for five dollars a day and I
had n idea where the hundred was coming front. But they sent me enough to
get hone on. Then I stayed at home
for a while until I Regan to get the itch
again to travel around.'
Joe Penner has few reticences and no
affectations about his origin. fie was born
in a srall Hungarian town called ylagy
Becskerek and on his recent European
trip-his list-lie trade a point of revisiting the home town. "It used to lie
Hungary;' Joe says, "but now it's CzechoSlovakia or something."
He came to America when he was
nine, in June, 1913, and he'll tell you with
relish that he came over on the old Car pathia -the ship that rescued the Titanic
survivors -and carte, incidentally, in
steerage.
"We were the only Hungarians on the
boat" he says, "sty father and I, and
there was at least one of everything else.
M3' father was sick as a dog on the trip,
but the only thing I disliked was the black
coffee and buts they used to feed us. That
and the hose they' used to wash down the
quarters at six o'clock every Horning.
You'd sit on the edge of your 3-decker
bunk and if you didn't get your feet, shoes
and clothes off the floor when the water
cante swishing along, it was just too had!
While 1 wasn't sick at all on the crossing,
two weeks later, after we'd landed, the
ground started swaying under me and I
was sick."
Penner, elder, worked in Detroit in an
automobile factory and when Joe had
grown a little and had some schooling he
worked for a time with his father until,
at about sixteen, he left home, as noted, to
sell magazines.
One of Joe Penner's greatest ambitions
is to lead an orchestra. As a youngster
he studied violin -and talking of that
brings us to another "racket:"
"The next job I held," he says, "was
to give away fiddles. We had a shiny
violin in a cheap, imitation leather case
and the trick was to hang around a school
as it let out and pick out some kid that
looked like a good prospect. I'd pick some
studious-looking kill, wearing glasses, mayhe, get to talking to him and show hint
the fiddle. 'Look, sonny,' l'cl say, 'how'd
you like to have this for nothing ?' The
kid would say he'd like that. 'And how'd
you like to play in a school orchestra I'm
organizing ?' Usually the kid would be
sold, so I'd get his name and address and
go around to see his mother. 'Smart young
man you have there,' I'd say. 'He's very
anxious to have this violin. And I'm here
to give you the chance to get it absolutely
free.' Then I'll tell her about the school
orchestra that was forming and wouldn't
she like her son to he in that, too? The
gag was that the boy had to go to this
music school for lessons-tat two dollars
a lesson. After thirty -eight lessons the
fiddle was his! And the first six bucks he
paid were mine I"

fl'a'tlf
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"But that isn't really a racket," I offered.
"After all it's just a selling scheme."
"Sure -and it's still going to-day," Joe
grinned. "There was use time when I was
stranded in Toledo. Ohio. and I saw a sign
for a music school that was working the
same gag. I figured there was a chance to
" He sighed ruemake my fare home
fully. "But nobody in town knew me and
they wouldn't trust me with the fiddle for
a come -on. I tried to work it without the
fiddle but it didn't go.
"Then there was the 'picture racket'. t
carried a big case with a beautifully colored
and framed enlargement in it. I'd set the
case down outside the door so it wouldn't
be seen at first, when the dour opened, and
ring the doorbell. The trick was to get
inside the house. Ii necessary we'd set
the case inside the doorway as the di nr
opened, to keep from having it slammed
shut. Once inside I'd pick out a picture-- a snapshot or a photo and rave about it,
I'd haul out my sample pictures and sell
the woman the idea that her picture would
be enlarged and colored just as heau$i fully
-and for only two dollars. It seemed unbelievable, and a bargain. Usually I'd get
an order."

"Where was the racket in that,?"
"Well," Joe looked sheepish. "You can
believe it or not. but all I knew was that
they really did stake a handsome colored
enlargement of the picture for two dollars,
hundred per cent.
I was -so help me
sincere in selling housewives the idea. It
was some time afterward that I 6.und
out just what happened when the picture

-a

arrived.
"A follow-up Oman would arrive Willi
the elaborately framed enlargement. He'd
exhibit it and help the buyer rave about
what a good joli had been done Then hod
flash a bill for twenty-eight dollars, The
Woman would saw: 'I paid two dollars for
the enlargement; and it would turn out
that the twenty -eight was for the frame!
If they squawked he would agree that the
picture could be seat hack to the factory
and removed from the frame and returned.
But by this time he had managed to have
it hanging in a prominent place. And the
picture was sealed in the frame so
thoroughly that she could see he couldn't
just take it out without ruining it Besides, it might take eight or ten weeks before the factory could get around to removing the picture and sending it hack

héd finish, just pay the
difference and have this beautiful thing
intact? And more often than not iced
stake the sale.
"As I say, when I found that out I quit
that selling job -and it was one of the
last selling jobs I had-until the Duck
Salesman, on the radio"
You remember the show, of course. It
started in the "catch -line" era. Every
radio comedian had a catch -line that was
plugged; there was Ed Wynn's So- o- o -o -a,
Jack Pearl's i 'us llm Dore. Sharlie ?, and
Joe Penner s It'nnno Bay :I Durk? Joe's
new show isn't using that. He's the Black
to her. Why- not,

roll
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;Weep in a family and the comedy is based
mainly on situations rather than on gags.
This new show, incidentally. was one of
the quickest sales in radio. Eight hours
after his first rtadine of the script. Joe
played an audition of it for toeon:alt. And
a half horn- niter the anditi. t the directors
of the company had bought the show.
\leanwhile Joe will be making tires
pictures for R60 and broadcasting iron,
the coat at the same time, so it looks like a
wetly busy season for the es- salesman.
But there'll he no more selling if Joe has
anything to do with
pictures, fiddles,
magazines or ducks!
"Going on at six o'clock Sundays is a
better time for kids to listen," Joe says.
"Although they managed to hear the old
show, and pick up the catch -line well
enough to kill it for tee, eventually. But
that's the wont part of a catch -line.

it-

If

hey don't pick it up it's no good -and
,i they do, it's killed in no time."
So the duck's goose is cooked! Enter
the Black Sheep. Oh. yes-there's one other ambition of
Joe's. When he was on the coast last he
looked around for a house in Beverly

"I didn't bother much about the
or swinnning pools or anything. The
did was to measure off the
first thing_
backyard U. see if there was enough room
to pitch hall in it."
Joe likes to pitch. And if the house had
too small a backyard, the deal was off.
But he never pitched Professional hall. "I
only like to pitch to a catcher," Joe grins,
and I don't let anyone stand too close
Hills.

house

1

catcher!"

to the

He doesn't think making a single picture means anything, recause before you
get around to slaking another one the
public has forgotten the last One. You've
probably seen him in Paramount's College
Rhythw and Collegiate.
He's played in circuses. vaudeville and
stock burlesque. finally winding up in two
musicals on Broadway. both of which
flopped. His first hit was on the Rudy
Vallee chow as guest artist, in 1933, and
he's been doing all right ever since.

He's not
nese

particularly worried about the

show; he thinks

its

good and there's

particular idea in his mind that he's
making a "comeback." The old program is
through-so he's back with. another one
and a diffeivnt idea, which is, perhaps, as
no

N girl can he too sure ofher
daintiness

to make this

Armhole Odoi'Test
If the slightest dampness
collects on the armhole
of your dress, it will cling
to the fabric, and the warmth
of your body will bring out
an embarrassing "armhole
odor" each time you wear

the dress...
F you have beers taking your daintiness for granted, because you deodorwill be wise to make
this simple "armhole odor" test. You
may be unpleasantly surprised!
When you take off your dress tonight,
smell it at the armhole. If you have ever
perspired in that dress, even slightly, you
will find that the fabric at the armhole
bears an unmistakable and unlovely odor
.. in spite of your careful deodorizing!
The way that dress smells to you -is the
way you smell to others! And the warmth
of your body brings out the offending
"armhole odor" each time you put on
the dress!
ize regularly, you

Complete protection only
in underarm dryness

It is not

enough to keep your underarm
sweet. Only a dry underarm can keep
you and your clothes safe from perspiration. When there is any moisture at all,
it is bound to dry on the armhole of your
dress and rob you of that perfect exquisiteness that is your goal.
Thousands of users discover with relief and delight that Liquid Odorono

gives complete protection from "armhole odor," because it definitely keeps the
underarm not only sweet but perfectly dry.

Your doctor will tell you that Odoror'io
works safely and gently. It merely closes
the pores of the small underarm area, so

that perspiration is diverted to other less
confined parts of the body where it may
evaporate freely without giving offense.
Saves expensive frocks

-

Odorosa is safe for your pretty frocks, too
no grease to make them sticky and messy.
It will save you too -frequent cleaner's bills
and the often permanent stains that follow
underarm perspiration.
Odorono comes in two strengths-Regular and Instant. You need use Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) only twice a week.
Instant Odorono (Colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin or quick emergency use-to
be used daily or every other day. On sale
at all toilet -goods counters.
Send today for sample vials of both types
of Odorono and descriptive leaflet.

it should be.

He's thirty -one years old, married to
Eleanor Mae" Voe_t. a former Follies girl;
his speech has a slieht trace of the natural
fiat lisp that he emphasizes in his performances. He's a very natural guy and a likable one He doesn't take himself seriously.
works pretty hard and seems to enjoy is
Ent be; through selling things!

In

the October Issue of

RADIO STARS
One of the Frankest

Articles Ever Written

RADIO AND THE

RACETRACK

RUTH MILLER, The Oloron Co., Ins.
Dept. 5E6. 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada. address P. O. Bor 2:120, Montreal)
I enclose Be for as node vial, of both Instant and Regular

Oloron

and descriptive leaflet.

Name_
Address.

City_

State
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MUST YOU ALWAYS HAVE
MUSIC?
(Continued from holte 31)

have criticised my natural speech-not my
character dialects
they .say it's not
American'
She looked puzzled. "1
don't think I speak like an Englishwoman! Do you?
"I wonder," she nursed, "why people
seem to resent cultivated speech? Why
do they feel that if it is habitual for them
to use a rolling 'r' nr a flat, nasal twang,
they mustn't change1 They change everything else. to make themselves more pleasing, more attractive.
Even the Scars
Roebuck catalogues advertise the latest
beauty aids!
Everyone, all over the
country. wants to be smart, polished in
their appearance-but not in their voices!
"I have a friend," she went on, "a really
beautiful woman, motet, chic. up to the
minute in everything but her voice. I Sandi
to her one day: 'Do you realize that you

-

--

WHEN the evening's entertain ment is over
and you've turned
off the radio
turn your footsteps toward the kitchen. There,

satisfy that hungry feeling with
a bowl of Kellogg's Corn Flakes
in milk or cream. They're satisfying, full of flavor. And so easy
to digest they help you sleep. Sold
by grocers everywhere.

I;are the most atnteiuus

HOLLYWOOD TALENT PARADE
A we 1.1, ,
ade or to tnrostore-o ,.
the Moor. oho and Pacific Coact N. Il. C.
tied Network.'l'I,uroduy nights,

SINGING

LADY

-

dur ex
5:ao to 5:45 e

Network.

Nothing takes the place of

CORN FLAKES
Enjoy Your Work! Good position
in hotels for -omen , e Hostess.
Housekeeper, Manager eue. Train

hone is leisure time. One Lewis
writes: "Hostess. Manager
Country Club, open all year.
Salary .1135
.
monthly and full maintenance for my
Write for Free Book.
u ,I,ildren and self."
St
tudent

of

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SC!I0111.S,S'a. hIP.81l1.Waxhinyion.Il,C

Finds Way To Have
Young Looking Skin

at 35!
SMART, modern wo
num no longer submi

t

she

-'

ueìnable. Why
the most luscious tan
shouldn't your speech be equally chic!'
And she agreed that it was logical -but
site couldn't do it!
"And I:" Cornelia finished with a laugh,
"I suppose I could change its speech to
suit my critics -but that would be an
affectation I"
I laughed with her. It seetor absurd to
think of Cornelia Otis Skinner's 'affecting"
anything. She is utterly straightforward
and sincere.
Charming without pose.
Spontaneous and friendly. Oddly, too, she
is rather shy. Not in any gauche sense,
Daughter
hut with a modest reticence.
of a famous stage star, Otis Skinner, beloved by theatre -goers of llore than a
generation -and famous in her own right.
Cornelia stoves in no glittering aura of
superiority and success. Meeting her
casually in the gracious setting of her
New York apartment, you would think
of her as ally happy young wife and
mother. In the room where we sat chatting were evidences of simple taste, of
keen and various interests apart from the
theatre.
"This is my 115111 room;" Cornelia said.
o

Sinned,
Sined and Sunday
r dix N. B. C. heals Blue

F. x e r r,

And

and agreed
'Rut
with
aSr
l'_
she said, 'I cant change it-That wvtdd be
an affectation!'
"'But why? i asked her. 'When short
hair became fashionable, you bobbed
yours. When :meta, is smart, you have
laughed
`,

You'll enjoy these programs:

KELLOGG'S

'r'.'

to the tragedy of "old
skin" just because they
are 30, 35, 401 A wonderful new creme, applied at night like cold
cream, acts a scientific

way to free the skin of that veil of semi-visible
darkening particles which ordinary creams cannot remove after a certain age. So genie and
quick ---often only 5 days is time enough to
bring out a glorious rose petal softness and
fineness and white, clear look of youth. And,
the way it eliminates common surface blemishes -ugly pimples, blackheads, freckles-is a
revelation! Ask for thiscreme-Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores.

"I love it."
Open bookshelves lined lite end of the
room, opposite the wide windows looking toward the river.
"It's a trite expression:" Cornelia said,

"hut they're 'friends' -George Eliot. Bret
Harte, Dickens
re -read Dickens cnnstandy- whenever I travel, I take lone
one of his books along.
On one of the shelves stood a medal,
mounted on a wooden plaque It was the
medal awarded by Radio Stars Magazine ba Cornelia Otis Skinner last
summer. "far Distinguished Service to
Radio." A nodal richly earned by her
distinguished world last season on the

-I

.

Jergens program.
"It is a beautiful medal." Cornelia said.

6?
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"I'm very proud of it."
That brought us hack to our discussion.
"Do you," I asked, "have to rewrite your
skits largely for radio broadcasting ?"
"Oh, yes," she said. "ICs difficult, too
the cutting, the timing-mailing roam for
the descriptive lines that must substitute
-inadequately -fur the visual impression
-the sound effects -the commercials.
I work and work on them... It's months
before I dare use one! I try them out
on Mother and Father and on my husband. Front my father and mother I get
the theatre reaction, From ely husband
I get the layman's reaction. That's very
valuable to me. I haven't tried them on
the cook," she smiled. "But I think that
might he a good idea. I never feel satis-

-

.

fied.

She sighed.

I
recalled several of bliss Skinner's
"monodramas" which, heard during last
seasons broadcasts, remain vividly its the

memory-the

young
mother
helping
Junior with his homework, the Southern
girl ill the Louvre. Anne Boleyn on her
way to the scaffold -and wished that I
might hear them again.
"I do repeat sometimes," she aid. "But
not till after a Tong time."
"I wonder," I said, "why it wouldn't
seem worth while to a .spoesar to repeat
current programs? For instance, repeat
your Sunday night broadcast on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday during the week...
So uftee you wait, eager to bear a certain program, and then -just as it goes on
the air -the telephone rings, or someone mantes calling -anti before you can
get hack to it, it's over and gone and you
never can get it again. In the theatre,
if you miss a play one night, you can see
it the next night. Or, if you have especially enjoyed it, you can see it again

and again. Mightn't repetition help build
up all interest in dramatic programs:
Cornelia considered. "It might
she
agreed. "I don't know. Dramatic programs face sit many difficulties. The tithe,
for one thing, is too short.
You can't,
in a fifteen -minute period, or in thirty
minutes -not even in an hour -long program- create for a listening audience over
the radio the same effect that is created
immediately in the theatre. And," she
reiterated. "to create the illusion, the
voice alone is not enough. Real enjoyment of urania on the air will have to
wait till there is some means of seeing
the actors.
I ventured another question; "Do you
enjoy radio dramai"
"1 don't
her eyes held a whimsical
smile. "'This is it dreadful thing for ate
I listen
to say -hut I don't listen to it
to music
levee Mir the symphonies
and I enjoy- the news broadcasts, and
some of the conticsLike a child slightly embarrassed) by
its own frankness, she veered away from
the subject. Thoughtfully she regarded
a moth -hall which rolled out from among
the cushions of the couch. "We're just
in town for the day," she explained. "The

-"

.

.

.

-"

-I

I

-
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apartment's all packed away in moth -bans.
We're staying out in the country for the
summer.
We just carne in to go to a
dinner tonight." Her eyes strayed to an
enlarged kodak picture of her boy, standing with his dog beside his grandfather
and grandmother in a lovely sylvan setting.
"He's bigger than that now;' she

IN POPULARITY

I commented on it.
"Tell me," I asked, "do you answer

said, as

your fan mail yourself ?"
"Yes, I do," she said. "A good deal
of
Some of it is very, very kind...
When anyone writes me that he or she
has listened to a certain sketch, or particularly enjoyed a certain character I
have portrayed. I always answer those letters. .
Many of then, of course, are
from very young people.
.
I used to
write fan letters myself. when I was fifteen!
So few older people take the
truuhle to tell you they have enjoyed
something you have Clone. A friend of
mine;' she went on. "told me, the other
slay, that she had not missed one of my

it...

.

.

broadcasts last summer.
But she never
tcrole or told iveat the ti:nc! It helps
n much, to hear kind things." she said
s

in.erely.
An nter

opened.

,ounde,! down

tine

A man's

step

hall.

"Alden!" Miss Skinner cried. 'Alden

-"

she said breathlessly, as he Staid in the
doorway, 'they're coming! They're coming!" Her voice was electric with joy.
"I got the cablegram .this afternoon. I've
been paging you all over New York!
I couldn't wait to tell you! There's the
cable on
y desk
cried when I got it

-f

-I

was so happy!"
Her tall, lean husband picked up the
eahleuram and read it aloud. ''This --'
he said, "this makes the year perfect !"
And the light in his eyes matched that in

KCIDLS tell a story. Unknown
three years ago -now up among the
leaders. The reason? Try a pack. Enjoy the agreeable coolness of the mild
menthol. Taste the rich flavor of the
better tobacco blend. Notice the easy on- the -lips touch of cork tips. And

Sales of

in every pack comes a B & W coupon good for nationally adverti éd
merchandise (offer good in U. S. A.
only)
Smoke up, cool down with
KoeLS. They're better for you! Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corporation,
P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Kentucky.

...

her.

They turner) to nie. Both half incoherent with delight, they tried to explain.
Some very dear friends of theirs in England-they never had been over here-they
had invited them to spend the summer with
them-they had been afraid they wouldn't
be able to accept-hut they were coming!
"Radio
murmured Cornelia
Otis
Skinner very softly. her eyes shining mistily, "makes this possible. .
And I knew she was speaking to her -

-"

self.

And in that swift little scene I saw
another illusion created -the picture of an
ideally happy home life, of mutual friends
and shared delights.
I
realized, too, that not even the
mingling of those two ecstatic voicet could
snare that picture so vividly as did the
sudden shining light of happy faces, of
eyes eloquent with wordless j,'y,

SAVE COUPONS

... MANY

HANDSOME NEW PREMIUMS

Illusion. I seas forced to concede, oweo
much to the visual image. Yet. as I left,
I found the lilt of happy voices still echoing like sweet music in my mind.
WHAT HAS BEEN
HAPPENING
TO

JAMES

WALLINGTON?

YOU'LL FIND
IN THE OCTOBER
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NO

MORE MEN!
(L ouli,ueci from page 41)

running around to night club4-1 was out
morning. noon and night.
thought these
things would counteract en morbidity,
which was bcrmitig s. intense:'
Joan \harsh, at twenty-two. talks as
though she were an old lady. Perhaps it
is because she has seen a bit of life in her
few rear; on titis earth. Site has known
heartache -the kind of heartache that only
a child in an unhappy home can know. a
terrible sr for of
, urity-. She has
known success as a'hmotion picture star.
And she has been in love, a love which
she knew couldn't last, so turned her

site

hack atom it.
"We were too young," she said. "\Whew.
a girl and boy marry before thee knowwhat they really scam out of hie, that
marriage can not possibly last. So I knew
it was better to stop before we made that
mistake.
"I do not believe in regrets, either. I
think a person should profit by mistakes,
not waste time and energy in regrets.
That is the way I Zook upon the crazy
hie I led in Holly wood. At that time I
thought that 'et .x.1 time: was the road
to a happy life. How wrong I was'" Her
head was slightly turned, her eyes looking off into the distance. It is with her
eyes that Joan .seems to portray her emotioss. For the first time during luncheon
her hands were still, the cigarette holder
lay on the table. forgotten.
"I wasn't making any progress," she
continued. "True, I was staking a success
on the screen but I. Joan \larch, wasn't
getting anywhere. I wasn't any less sad
than I: had been back in hoarding- school
days. I. myself, wasn't growing. It had to
stop. Do you see what I meanii
''Of course 1 like to go dancing. I enjoy the company of a young man as any
other girl does. But dinner and dancing
isn't living. As a diversion. fine. But there
is so much more in this world. And 1 mean
to find it."
Joan Marsh deserted Hollywood a little
over a year ago to make a personal appearance tour. That was her first step
in getting away and meeting different

But why, with a successful motion
picture career. with men at her feet
everywhere, was site unhappy
"Because I was tired of playing. I was
tired of going with a lot ni people who
were nice enough, it is true. but who meant
very little or nothing to ei e. I have a
few close friends in the movie townpeople I love. About six, I should say, and
they are all married."
Why has filth towns playgirl turned
from it? Is it the influence of radio -a
strict master to its workers? Or is there

1

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF This
BACKACHES
Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief Of Pam

M y sufferers relieve nagging backache
Quickly. once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are one of Natures chief way.
of taking the acids and waste out of the blood.
so get
If they don't miss 3 Dints a day and matter.
rid of more than 3 pounds of waste
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may need flushing.
If you have trouble with frequent bladder
passages
an burn, the is miles of kidneytubesftmay need
flushing out. This danger signal may be the beginning of nagging backache. leg pains, loss of
pen and energy, getting up nights, swelling. puffiness

the eyes

and dizziness.

-

Don't wait for serious trouble. ask your drug ed successfully by
gist for Dense Pills
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief
and will help Hush out the Ia miles of kidney
tubes. fret Doans Pills.

people.
Her ambition was to du radio
and stage work in New York City. During her tour, she played a theater in uptown New York -that was a year ago,
She was sitting in her dressing -rant one
day when her maid announced Ray Pier- ..,

who had played with her in pictures.

was driving by wbru I saw your
,..itne on the marquee out front. I had to
n hack and .sae hello." he said.
was delighted to see him. He introduced a friend. Jean Paul King, one
of radio's ace announcers.
"Wiry dont you do some radio work ?"
Pierson asked her.
She replied: "I'd love it!"

Mr. King remembered the enthusiasm
of Joan Marsh and the next time she was
in town -hut I'm getting ahead of my
story.

Hollywood was reticent about releasing
its singing and dancing star. Joan seau
called hack to the film capital to make
three more pictures. But not until after

ia
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had

made

It

appearance

personal

record-twenty-five consecutive

weeks to

packed houses.

When she had finished the remaining
pictures called for by her contract. she
said to her mother; "I'm going to New
Murk. I'm tired of Holly wood and pictures. I've got to get away. I'm in a rut"
Mrs.' Barr (her m, nher has remarried
since her divorce) knew her daughter's
determination, will power and courage.
She said: "All right, my dear. Ii that is
the thing to stake you happy, by all means
do

it."

sonny hidden

reason locked

in the secret

of Joan's heart
"There is nothing secretive about my
feelings." she hastily says. "I ahn just like
any other healthy normal girl. I decided
I knew all there was to know about pictures." (She's been in pictures off and on
since the tender age of nine months.) "I
chambers

?

run not it careerist -than person who. above
all else, must be true to her art. I want to
be true to myself. Of coarse I like to ac-

complish thing.. But I don't want fame.
I want success."
True, these two go hand in hand but
Joan is not interested in the glamour of
the movies, in having heads turn wherever
she goy

"That doesn't mean f don't like to please
people, either. But I don't want to he
successful just so people will notice tee.
1
want to he able to say to myself. 'Joan,
s oce re staking
the toast of yourself.' To
me that is success. It is a selfish desire,
perhaps, and vet pleasing others gives me
great happines_"

Joan told of a recent week -end when she
was the house guest of a friend whose
hone was in the emntrr. Sunday aitcrtimmn friends dropped by. Joan was asked to

"An elderly couple sat in a love seal,
listening to ate;" she went on. "The
gentleman's arm was around his wife. A
sweet picture. Then I finished my song.
heard one
I nearly wept with joy when
say to the other; 'Wouldn't it be nice if
we had someone like that in our home ?'"
As she recalled the incident, her large blue
eyes filled with tears.
It r rase to understand what that
couple meant. Joan has such a vi utng,
naive way about her.
She is not the
movie star with arched eyebrows. In fact.
she allows her eyebrows to grow absolutely natural, much as a girl of sixteen.
Her make -up is extremely conservative.
"When I canne to New York in April.
1

(Continua/

on page 35)
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THE RADIO HOSTESS
(Continued frote page 53)

,

Portland does, Corn Bread Cobs. These
are individual corn meal muffins made by
the following recipe and baked in special
iron pans which have "cups" for the batter the exact shape of an ear of corn.
Gives quite a party-ish air to one of the
world's easiest hot -bread recipes. Bake
these in regular, small muffin pans if you
as

dont care to

be

GIRLS!

quite so fancy.

CORN BREAD
(CORN MEAL COBS)
corn meal
1 Cup
X. cup white /lour
3 teaspoons baking

MR. PAIGE

Paige

&

Barton, Inc

powder

tablespoon sugar
teaspoon soft

I
1

egg
1
?} rep

milk
MISS NORRIS

tablespoon melted .shortening
Combine corn meal. flour, baking powder, sugar and salt. Beat egg, add milk.
Combine with dry ingredients. Add melted
shortening and beat together thoroughly.
Pour into hot, greased Corn Cob moulds
or muffin pans. Bake in hot oven (400°F.)
20 -25 minutes or until done.
Another great iavoriie of the Aliens in
the hot -bread line is Rich Bran Muffins,
filled with raisins acrl equally good
whether made with sweet or .sour milk.
An especially nice feature of these is that
they stay fresh for a considerable length
of time so that you can make up a large
batch and serve Them at several meals.
1

Wells Employment Agency

"Please send me another
secretary, Miss Norris. I had
to let that other girl go."
"Why, what was the trouble,
Mr. Paige? She had a Nolen.
did record as a worker."

"Oh yes, she was good in
her work, all right. But I
just couldn't stand to have
her around."

RICH BRAN MUFFINS
rep .drorlcning
cup fi,gli! brown .agar
egg, rcrl! hrn!nr
I erup sour milk
ot! cups all -bran breakfast cereal
I

"I'm

1

I cup four
1% teaspoons baking powder
4 teaspoon soli
teaspoon soda
2/3 cup seedless raisins

Cream together shortening and sugar.
Add beaten egg, sour milk and cereal. Sift
together flour, baking powder, salt and
soda. Add raisins to flour mixture. Combine with liquid mixture, stirring only
until flour disappears. Fill greased muffin
pans two -thirds full and bake 25 minutes
in a moderately hot oven (400 °F.)
If sweet milk is used instead of sour
milk omit the soda and increase baking
powder to 1 tablespoonful.

"I certainly will, ,SIr. Paige."

7 TNDERARM perspiration odor is an

lJ

annoyance men will not tolerate
in a girl, either in the office or in social
life. And why should they, when it is
so easy to avoid -with Mum!
Half a minute is all it takes to use
Mum. A quick fingertipful under each
arm -and you're safe for the whole
busy day.

If you forget to use Munn before you
it afterwards. It's harmless
to clothing, you know. And it's so sooth-

skin, you can use it right
after shaving the underarms.
hag to the

Mum does just what you want it to do.
the disagreeable odor of perspiration, and not the perspiration itself

It prevents

Remember, a fresh daintiness of person, free from the slightest trace of
ugly odor, is something without which
no girl can hope to succeed. Blake sure
of it with Mum! Bristol -Myers, Inc.,
630 Fifth Ave., New York.
ANOtHER USE FOR MUM is
on sanitary napkins. Enjoy

Please send me Portland Hoffa's
recipes for Fred Allen's
favorite
foods.
Name

MUMS-O

Address

City

State

sorry."

it to me, will you ?"

dress, use
RADIO STARS' Cooking School
RADIO STARS Magasine
149 Madison Ave.. New York, N. Y.

so

"And say, buy some Mum
for the next girl and charge

the relief and freedom from
worry about this source of
unpleasantness, which Mum
affords.

takes the odor out of perspiration
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I'D GIVE UP MOVIES FOR RADIO
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until this ole red head becomes an
grayhead.
a consideration for any person -and most certainly for any actress
and timer than most certainly
for any
screen actress.
You kilOse the familiar
Hollywood slogan, 1lie life of a star is
fire teas Well, thafs the curse of the
cinema actress.
That's the sword of
Damocles hanging over our heads. And
the radio has no such sadistic slogan and
no such sword to mow us clown in our
prime. It is rather dreadful, really, when
you think of working as hard as we do
in pictures, putting all of our eggs into
one basket which may collapse in five years!
"And then I feel that radio is peculiarly
what I want, being me. You know me!
I don't give a darn about being dressed
up, very often. Oh, now and again I like
to put on the glad rags and step out to
the Grove or the Trocaderol or somewhere.
But usually I'm to he seen floating about
town in a pair of overalls or slacks, as
guiltless of lipstick as the day I was horn.
But I always have a guilt complex about
it. I know that I shouldn't go about as
do.
I'm probably letting my public
dawn.
" \Veil, I wouldn't be letting the radio
audience down if I should broadcast with
cold cream on the Rogers face and curl
patters on the Rogers hair.
Because I
wouldn't he selling the Rogers face and
form on the air praise he Radio fans
wouldn't know or care how I looked and
I wouldnt have to care, either.
"I guess I can't be called conceited, anyway. Maybe I haven't a normal interest
in myself that way. Freud might give me
a break and tell me that I am not an exhibitionist. But I am. of course, in
way. All actors and actresses arc, or they
But I
wouldn't be actors and actresses.
wouldn't miss not being seen. not one brit.
On die contrary. I could just he myself."
It did seem to me. looking at Ginger as
we lunched together in the RICO commissary, that the Rogers face and form,
however lightly their owner may hold them,
are as good arguments as any I know for
speeding up television. For she had come
to lunch with me straight from the set of
7
Dance. straight from the arms, as
it were, of Fred Astaire. And she wore
a dinner gown of sheer, breath -like metal
cloth, an underwater color of palest, faintest blue. A sleek gown with a smart
little jacket
. And the beautiful, long waisted figure, the red gold hair the color
new
pennies
of melted
"And then, too," Ginger was saying, "I
could live almost anywhere I [night feel
like living, if I were a radio star-anywhere in the United States, that is. I
could plug in from New York, Boston,
Chicago, Washington- wherever I happened to be when my broadcast went on.
As it is I have to stay in Hollywood,
whether I like it or not. I happen to like
feet,

t, tgKER

TERRIS

And the face and the body are not on
exhibition on the air. And so, unless I
should be struck dumb at sunrise, I could
keep on broadcasting until the last dance
step had danced away from these dancing
one

I
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in 90 days at Home

list

Free For Asthma
and Hay Fever

If

ter you suffer with attacks of Asthma
ILIe you choke and )gasp for breath, if Hoy
Fevre beeps you sneezing
nei]
and snuffing while
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Your eyes
to the
tinuously, don't fail to send at on
Frontier Asthma Co. for n free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live
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under the

Slnl,
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trial.

If

you hove suffered for a life -timo a d tried
everything you could learn of without elief i
of
evenn if you aare utterly discouraged, do
hope but rend today for this tree
trial. it will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 266 -A Frontier Bldg.,
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

,Riinued front page 21)
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It's home. And so it's no real hardBut there are times when my feet
sprout little wings and I'd like to be utl
and away. There are times when the
wanderlust has to loe downed. It wouldn't
have to he clowned on the air,' laughed
Ginger, "just curbed a hit!
"I believe, too," and Ginger's eyes were
serious "that I could build for myself
the kind of a career I want -on the air.
it.

ship.

I wouldn't run the risk of being typed. I
certainly would not he called upon to dance.
Not until television, anyway. And why
cross bridges until you corne to them?
I could gain a pound or two. I want to
get assay (rein dancing, too much of it,
anyway. I started in pictures as a dramatic actress. People seem to have forgotten that. I xodell to do dramatic work.
And on the air, I could.
"_And I wish." said Ginger, earnestly,
"I wish you would ask the public a question for me when you write this story.
Ask them what they would like true to do
when, or if, I go on the air. Ask them
whether they would prefer me to do the
light musical comedy type of thing? Would
they like me to do scenes from my pictures? Or would they prefer dramatic
plays and sketches? Or what? I hope
they'll tell me. Because I could use their
response as a sort of thermometer for future use. I hope not too for in the future.

"Don't think," said Ginger. as Victor
Young stripped at our table for a moment
to tell Ginger he hoped she could rehearse
for the Shull program later in the day.
"don't think that I am being glib about
this. I realize that it is not as easy as
it sruid
"I think that radio work is easier than
picture work.
I'll say that without
knowing

so very much about it.
But it
stands to reason that it must be. In the
first place there is only one thing to
work with-the voice. And it's certainly
easier to perfect one instrument than
many. In radio you don't have to worry
about clothes. You don't have to spend
the hours and hours ire spend standing in
tor fittings. You don't have to give time
and thought to snake -up. You don't have
to be photographed, for stills and portraits.
You don't have to care how you look nor
worry about the sets, the camera, the lighting. We spend weeks, Fred and I, just

rehearsing. We spend many more weeks
in production.
After that. we have to
stanch by for even more weeks for possible
retakes. We have not only to dance and
to sing but we have to speak lines, to
dress and to look as well as possible.
"On the other hand, each radio broadcast, assuming that you are on ones a
week, takes just that one week to prepare.
There is the matter of learning the script,
of one or two rehearsals for timing and
so on, and that is that. Once I had learned
the ropes, what kind of a microphone suits
me best, the distance I should stand from
would come fairly
the mike and so on
easily, I think. Just as, when you first
make pictures, you have to consider timing
and spacing and what your best camera
angles are and what they are not-and
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fter

a

time, all such mechanics become

ecoud nature.

"But, easier than pictures though

I feel
-adio would be, (here is plenty to learn, I
kow. Matter of fact, I think I dial learn
Bore during the few broadcasts I have
made than in almost anything else I've
ever done. I because fully conscious, at
any rate. of what it means to have to put
everything you've got, everything you are
into one medium -the voice.
A broken
heart, a soaring, exultant spirit. brooding
melancholy, ecstasy almost too deep for
words -all of the major chords and minor
keys of which the human spirit is capable
Regisnicest be registered in the voice.
tered so precisely that the fans can feel
they are seeing as well as hearing. It's
comparatively easy to play a symphony
with an orchestra of many pieces. It
would be a 'lone de force,' indeed, to play
that same symphony on one instrument.
But that's what must he done on the air.
"In the play I did when I took Leslie
Howard's place on the air, there was a
love scene where I was supposed to kiss
I
the boy who played my sweetheart.
worried about that kiss when I read the
script.
I didn't see how we would get
it over. After all, if you can't see a kiss
?
l felt sure we couldn't make a resounding, smacking sort of noise to indicate that we had kissed
Well, I found
that all I had to do was to put the hack
of my own hand to my mouth and snake
a little sighing noise. a sort of 'ilrnnunrn'.
"It seems," laughed Ginger, "that you
sort of act with yourself on the air. I
kissed myself
"You're on your own on the air, too.
It isn't like working in pictures, where the
director and the assistant director and the
camera -later and the sound -men stand by
you until the last foot of film is shut and
everything is safely 'in the box.' You
have guidance and direction every foot of
But when you are
the way in films,
broadcasting you are alone with your soul!
You are rehearsed beforehand, of course.
The producer of the program times you
to the split fraction of a second. If you
are singing on the air. you are synchronized with the orchestra.
But once you
step before that mike you are without
benefit of distctimt of any kind. You are
your own man. And there is no help for
you but in yourself. No one can prompt
you. If you go up in your lines; you are
up and you stay there. There can he no
retakes as in pictnres. Tots can't see the
rushes and insist on doing certain scenes
over again because of this or that.
"Which is rather good for one, I think.
One is apt to get clinging- vineish and pass the-puckish in pictures. There's nothing
but the air to cling to, once you are before
the microphone. There's no one to pass the
buck to. You stand or fall by your own
voice. You haven't any face, any gestures,
an
painted backgrounds to divert atten-

..

I

I

tion.
"One thing I know," said Ginger, "and
that is that if I am ever really on the air,
really a radio star, I shall never read my
scripts. I'll memorize my lines as I do
for pictures. I'm a fairly quick study and
I would make it my business to he quicker
for the air. There would be something
sort of sing -song and nit-and-dried to me
shout reading lines from a -piece of paper.

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT
CRISP AND CRUNCHY
QUAKER PUFFED WHEAT
IS MIGHTY GOOD TO
EAT. BUT NOT EVERYONE
REALIZES WHAT A
FINE FOOD IT IS. LOOK
140W IT COMPARES IN

«

Sunday breakfast
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cream," says FRED MACMURRAY,
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know that many radio stars do and get
away with it beautifully. But I don't think
I could.
I wouldn't want to. The spontaneous type," laughed Ginger, "that's me
"And I'd certainly take lessons in English, in diction. Most Americans speak
carelessly. How carelessly most of us
never know sinless we begin to broadcast.
Radio has certainly taught me how carelessly I speak. For instance, I always
say 'Tell 'inn to coon over. Most people
do. I never thought about it. I never
knew that I did say it that way, until I
began to broadcast and was told to say
'Tell him to come over.' I usually say
'That'll do' -and it sounds all right to the
naked ear. But for the ear of the microphone you must say 'That will do'. You
I

I
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can't slur your words.
"In pictures, on the stage, there is so
much to distract the attention, the actual
actors themselves, the backgrounds and
so on, that the way words are spoken
blends into the whole. But on the air
words are all there are and they have to
Inc said right.
"Oh. I'll fore it" sighed Ginger, "I could
live my own life-on the air. I could go
I could play around in overto town
alls without a prick of conscience. I could
gain ten pounds and who cares? I could

{q

...

have some time to stay at home and be

AT DIME

I

my voice.

.

.

"Surely I'd give up pictures for radio,
I had to," said Ginger, "I'd rather not
he faced with so drastic a choice.
I'd
rather not be torn between the two and I
probably won't be. We were simply arguing
an hypothetical question. But if I had to
answer it, well, I leave, haven't I ?"
The assistant director wigwagged from
the door of the commissary. Ginger gathered up purse and gloves. "He means me,"

l

she said, "on the set.
"Give my love to the radio fans," she
called hack as she left me, with that light as -air tread which is Ginger's. "And ask
'em what they want me to do- somedayon the air !"
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features of c dollar lipstick 1of 10[1
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domestic-something I've never been able
to do
I could have some fun with other
girls as other girls do. I could shake off
the Sword of Damocles. I'd never have
to think: 'the life of a star is five years.'
It doesn't mean, all this, that I am not
happy in pictures, because I am. It doesn't
mean that I don't love my work, because
I do. But it does mean that I could work
and develop and grow with radio and that
my success wouldn't depend on my weight
nor the color of my hair our my birth
dates on the calendar nor anything at all
but just the accumulated experience and
depth and understanding I could put into
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Once her lovely voice thrilled Metropolitan Opera -goers. Now Marion
Talley is a radio favorite. She is soon to
be seen on the screen in "Follow Your
Heart," being filmed in Hollywood.

RADIO STARS
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"Oh, no -1 was here in 1929 and again
later. I've been here several times, but
only to visit and I saw only the East
New York, mainly. I have many friends
there."
"But you didn't stay there this time-'
"No, we came directly to Chicago, and
I was glad to start from here, to feel my
way a bit before going to New York."
"And have you liked it here? Has it
come up to your expectations ?"
"It is amazing. I had no idea what your
Middle West was like. I thought of it
as an industrial country-which it is, of
course -hut I pictured it as very ugly.
I never imagined anything like this!" He
-gestured toward the window of his hotel
suite, overlooking Lake Michigan, radiant
in the summer sun. "But then, no one
over there houses how beautiful it isthat is America's fault, isn't it ?"
But if he was wrong about geography,
he was very ouch an courant with things
musical and very much right about what

down
When castles in Spain
Come crashing down,
There's one way to soften
Fortune's Frown

-

-

Buy Beech -Nut Gum
At stand or store
The flavor makes dreaming

...

Worthwhile once morel

people want to hear.
Arriving in New York on October 21st,
October 27th found him in Chicago, playing at the Drake Hotel and broadcasting
over the Columbia network for
the

Standard Oil Company of Indiana, who
had been instrumental in bringing hint
over here. He built up an orchestra with
Chicago talent and trained them intensively after his own distinctive fashion.
In April, they went on the Rea!silk program, over a coast to coast network. And
made an immediate and tremendous hit.
"I did not try to pattern after you
programs," Hylton said. 'but to do
my own way, to give my own show.
After all, that is what I was brought
over here for. And I had my own stars

thitr

-Pat O'Malley

has been

with

me

for

vocalist and dialectician. And
Alec Templeton -did you like Alec? He's
really splendid. isn't he?"
I admitted that I thought hint marvelous.
Pat O'Malley has a pleasant tenor
voice and tells dialect stories effectively.
He has been very popular here as well as
abroad, but it is young Alec Templeton
who has made the greatest triumph, next
Radio listeners and studio
to Hylton.
audiences
thoroughly appreciated his
unusual gifts, and in Chicago, society
with a capital S -went wild over him,
delighting in his remarkable playing and
his clever musical impressions of people
years,

as

NUT
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he had met.
Alec is a

slim, dark -haired boy with
features and a quiet manner, seeming very young for his twenty -five years
and entirely unsophisticated, unspoiled by
tine

his achievements.
Blind since birth, he
was a musical prodigy and had a composition of Ins own published when he
was four years old.
He was born in
Cardiff, Wales, and studied at Worcester
and
at
the
College
Royal Academy of
Music. He has several degrees and has

won many prizes, He plays classical
music beautifully and improvises charm-
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The touch of Jack Hylton's baton
on his shoulder is the signal for a breathtaking performance. whether you are in
the studio watching or listening over the
air. He is one ni Hylton's discoveries and
does his part to give variety and interest
lo a program that it far above the
ordinary in this respect.
Music is his world and he loves il, but
his perceptions are more acute than those
of most people and he has a quick insight
into and understanding of those with
whom he comes in contact, That, to seeing
people, used to superficial judgments,
seems almost magical.
Some filed it disconcerting to have him after a brief conversation. say
"This is you," and running his fingers lightly over the keyboard.
translate their personality into song! One
of the most amusing of his musical impressions introduced over the air is his
impersunatinu of Boake Carter. to the line
of Goody Goody. It is a little gem.
Alec, however, is in many ways just
like any normal young man- eager for adventure. meeting a new cc try and a new
people with enthusiasm and ready for
any excitement. One of his greatest thrills
recently was an airplane fight. It left
hint quaking with nervous excitement hut
thrilled. ecstatic over a new sensation.
Others featured on Hylton's program
this spring were Magda Neeld, a pretty
Australian with a lovely soprano voice,
Irish Peggy O'Dell. and the Merry Macs.
a local harmony tram.
In his own country, Hylton's revue included such well known American performers as Sophie Tucker. the Mills
Brothers. Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong. (Tice two latter he introduced to
European audiences). Bea Lillie is among
the

famous

who have appeared on the

hill. and Maurice Chevalier is one
of his best friends.
The end of his liest season here Mond
him looking forward to his return to
this country in September as eagerly as
same

to the iew weeks to he spent hack home.
"T know now what you people want,"
he said enthusiastically. "and
I know
what sort of performers to sign up while
I am in England. Some of those with me
now will retuns, of course-Pat and Alec,
no doubt -hut of course a feature of the
revue is variety. change. fresh entertainment And it is easier to frame a pro-
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gram over there-for toe. that is."
Knowing that he knew and played the
hest nmsic. I asked him if he were satisfied with his career or if perhaps he had
a secret ambition to conduct symphonies.
He smiled. shook his head. "This is
exactly what 1 want. 1 like both kinds of
music -there is room for both, even on one
program. I often mix them. It is entertainment that is the test, isn't it?
I
want to give the most people what they
like the best! Ili England. we play more
'hot' music -swing music. Negro music.
hecause there are
whatever you call
no commercial progranss, no restrictions
and we play what we want. But of course
you can get too much of Thal. It has to

it-

right on the program."
"And when you play yourself -do you

be spotted

play

jazz:"
don't play much nowadays-or com-

I used to do
pose. or even orchestrate.
all that-1 was the first, 1 think, to
orchestrate music for a dance band. but
nowadays the planning and supervision of

my revue takes all my time. I have two
splendid arrangers -Billy Terceto and

Weersma...

Melle

"But you were asking about the kind
of music. In 1922. I toured with the
Russian ballet. I've made the Rachmaninoff Prelude for the gramophone.
l've
played Wagner, Chopin. Tschaikowski,
Debussy -hut of course it is jazz that is
associate,' with my name."
It was Johannes Strauss, grand -nephew
of the great composer, who said to the
English press: "Jazz music is a drug
hut your Jack Hylton and his music belong to a different category.
He has
come to star, with his clever symphonic
syncopation. There is rums for both his
kind and for mine, in the graceful classic

-

tradition."
And Igor Stravinsky, the famous Russian composer. was so delighted with Hylton's style that he sirote a special cum position for Europe's Jazz King on the
occasion of his first appearance at the
revered Paris Opera House.
"Joseph Hulbrooke is one of the few
English composers who has dared to incorporate jazz technique in his serious
music," Hylton comnnented. "Eric Coates

wrote

a

jazz suite called 'The Three Bears'

r me, but the highbrows were profoundly
shocked.
It is different over herepeople recognized its valise sooner. Noted
composers have written music for Paul
Whiteman, George Gershwins genius has
been recognized and Ferric Grofe wrote
a jazz symphony for the opening of Radio
City. Germany appreciates it, Paris even
more so-1 gave five concerts at the Palms
des Beans. Arts. Jazz, in ley opinion, is
not something to make excuses for, but
a highly developed art, demanding
the
best from its exponents.
"My boys are chosen carefully with this
in mind. They must have personality, sinih

cerity. as well as instrumental ability.
Add they must not lie afraid to work and
work hard. I expect a lot from them and
expect loyalty, too-and give it in re1

turn!"

His American hand has learned that
and they like him for it. They know
where they stand and that, if Inc drives
then hard, he never will fail to reward
them. and publicly, with sincere praise.
He trains them to function perfectly, with
or without hips, so That he can wander
away from the stand or an assistant director lake his place and the troupe carry
on with undiminished fervor. And he is
intensely interested in them individually,
treating them all as if they were members of his family.
These buys have not been faced with
the problems that confront their English
cousins-they have not had to make frequent Channel crossings
and airplane
'lights and travel through five or six
countries in as many days!
But they
did have a taste of touring, of one night
stands and a week Itere. a week there, and
Hylton was pleased to find them as ready
to pack up and go as his English boys.
And he was justifiably proud of the fact
that the house record was broken in Milwaukee, that
Detroit impatiently demanded a return engagement.
When I talked to him, they were in the

confusion of packing and leaving for Detroit again and were anticipating their
engagement in Washington and in Toronto
with especial pleasure. And some of the

RADIO STARS
troupe were wishing they coula go to England. And some of the entertainers were
admitting to pangs of homesickness. .
"You are not allowing yourself much

time at home-dhat do you plan to do
there ?" I queried.
"Perhaps play at the Palladium, if ive
have time -we broke all records there
with Life Begins at Oxford Circus," he
replied, 'Perhaps snake a second picture
ans under contract with the
same
company that made She Shall Hare

-I

-"

dlnsic
That was Jack Hylton's first picture.
made just before he sailed for America
last fall. From it he took the theme song
that has become familiar to you on the
Reafaille program, and The Band That
lack Built.
Jack Hylton is not a man whims one
can know easily. His manner is friendly,
charming, but there is a wall of reserve
that excludes the stranger. We see the
musician, the showman in action, we meet
him behind the scenes, fire questions at
him, are answered courteously and know
bins for a unan of wide experience, of ability, of humor.
We go back a little in his personal
history and the picture becomes a little
fuller, more rounded. Back to a little
boy in a small English village, a little
boy who early learned to play the piano,
But
but who did not like it very much.
his father, who had been a comedian and
perhaps already dreamed of a stage career
for his son, exerted his parental authority
in traditional
fashion. Beginning thus
under pressure, the boy woke up one day
to the realization that he liked it.
His early career was varied. From

Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel

III me..

playing the tinny piano in the bar of his
father's hotel and singing in a church
choir, he became the Singling híi11 Boy, in

practically paid for the upkeep of the

clogs and mill clothes -and, at the ripe

and

age of seven,

he traveled

with

a

troupe

in North Wales. At fourteen, on a holiday, he hung around a small time concert troupe, learned that their pianist was
leaving, asked for the job -and got it At
,sixteen, he was conducting his own band,
touring the provinces.
The war interrupted his career, but he
passes lightly over the years he served his
I

country.

"When the Armistice came

I

was on

I staved on-"
And there he took up his career almost
where he laid it down so that, looking
backward, the war years seem to have had
In 1921, he
nn particular
influence.
formed the band which was to make him
famous and each year has seen it grow
in size and popularity. When he left for
the
his
organization
United States,
boasted the largest personnel of any dance
hand and his fame had reached the far
corners of the world.
The emperor of Annam, for instance,
one Bao Dai by name, wrote to Hylton
and asked him how to form a similar
hand, with native talent!
Hylton wrote
careful instructions, even suggesting pieces
A unique correspondence
to be played.
school and undoubtedly with unique releave in London and so

sultsl
As to hobbies and sports, lie is an ardent
golfer, likes tennis and Rugby, enjoys a
good American baseball game and is the
proud possessor of a racing stable at home.
One horse, his especial pride and joy, has

stable.

He

in addition,
time

good business man
to identify himself
Nowadays, however, he does not take an active part, for
lack of time.
is,

a

has found

with several concerns.

But with all this: "I am a very domestic person," he declared, "I like quiet evenings at bonne. I have a hone in London
and one on the coast-my mother and
father are both living and I have many
relatives
"And all these teas. night clubs and
what not-do you enjoy them ?"
"Oh. yes. a few, now and then. I like
to meet people. But not too much of it,
you knowhaven't been in lour night

-"

-I

clubs since I came to America."
He was looking forward eagerly at this
time to a trip home on the Hindenburg,
partly to save time but even more for
the thrill of it. (He never tales a train
or boat when flying is possible.) I reminded hint that the Zep had been badly
buffeted by winds on a recent trip.
He looked concerned, then laughed.
"July should he better. shouldn't it ?" He
leaned forward, rapped sharply m1 the
wooden arm of a chair.

"Superstitious ?" I inquired.
He grinned, shrugged. "No. not really.
I do what I see others do, sometimes -and
then again, I ride in defiance of them all!"
And rides high and safely on the wings
of -a well- earned success, I thought-this
(to change but
fellow, Jack Hylton
slightly his signing -off message to his
radio audience) saying an revoir ,and
wishing you all the best!
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THE HUMAN SIDE OF
EDWIN C. HILL
(Continued from page 39)
I'r.,hlent of what part pure chance plays
human advancement; the unexpected,
the unanticipated turns of the wheel. The
experience of a good many years in active
newspaper work and in the most arresting occupation in the world -the observation of the human comedy-has convinced pie, at least, that chance, luck
call it what you will
of all the forces
in human life. the phenomenon that makes
or breaks human beings."
We closed our eyes for a moment. The
rich tones and the dramatic story value
in that familiar voice of our favorite
broadcaster made it seem as though we
had turned the knob of a convenient
radio. Or, rather, as if he had faced the
microphone and turned on himself.
"1 don't say that ambition, energy, integrity and education don't play a tremendous part in the scheme of things on
this old earth of ours. But the operations
of chance are so impressive -there are so
many trivial and tremendous examples of
its working for good or for ill as to leave
uo other conclusion possible.
"A most famous example in support
of the conviction is Napoleon at Waterin

-is
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At the turning point of Waterloo,
his final and tremendous thrust-the charge of his Cuirassiers. The charge broke and was destroyed when hundreds of men and horses
uddenly disappeared in the sunken road
that the Emperor's scouts failed to detect
l'etween his cavalry and the main force of
loo.

Napoleon delivered

Wellington's British army.
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many years. Not a journalist, if
please. but a reponer. My only
thought and ambition was to continue in
active newspaper work. And while I was
trekking the woodland trails and casting
for trout, it happened that down in New
York a famous publication was seeking a
change of radio representatives.
Many
p,sibilities were being auditioned. I, certainly, never had thought of making an
audition. But it happened that a young
man on the publicity staff of the Columbia
Broadcasting System was a friend who
remembered that, in his cub reporter days,
I had more or less taken hint under my
wing, had taught him the ropes and helped
him to polish off his stories. Impulsively
he said to the Columbia publicity head:
"Why don't you send for Ed Hill? He
has a world of newspaper experience and
he has a good voice."
And the next day
I received a telegram away up in the
OAS, calling me to an audition of a
cample news broadcast for the publication
you

At
g, depart ment nA pet stores. in
the shaker top can, at 50c.

Roe

patterns undreamed of.
"Character and ability count in this
world, but so does luck. Who can doubt
it? I, myself. have had an example of its
fateful pranks. A few years ago, in 1931, I
was vacationing in the Maine woods. I
had been a reporter for the New fork

Jun for
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I am speaking of.
"I did not win that contest. but by mere
chance, an executive of a big advertising
agency was present at the audition.
He
had not expected to be there.
But he
heard my sample news talk, liked it, sent
for me the next day and the result was
that I found myself in radio-a field of
activity of which I never had dreamed."
lie paused. We felt as though the
radio suddenly had been turned off and
we half expected to hear the studio gong
or chimes announcing the split -second and
a voice calling: "This is Edtcin C. Hnfl
telling us of The Human Side of the
:V, acs, signing off. .
'
It was all so
glamorously realistic of the familiar
broadcast. It took a half a minute for
the illusion to fade, to realize that we still
were sitting in a cosy little office half way
up in the sky, with a man who still was
a stranger to us when he ceased to speak,
tapping his fingers nervously on the desk.
It was hard to say: "But, really, Mr.
Hill, you haven't told us a thing we want
to know, or revealed to us the human side
of Edwin C. Bill..
He was running
true to type, exactly as an old reporter
had told us: "IIe will do everything but
crawl under a bed when he is approached
for his owns story, but can't Ile tell wonderful yarns about other interesting people! Boy!"
There was something wrong somewhere and we fancied we knew just where.
The environment was wrong. As long as
we stared here, he would remain Edwin
C. Hill. the man behind the microphone.
We knew of a little coffee house just off
Br'adway that every news retorter alcove
Forty -second Street loves. People just
bad to he human there.

.

We hadn't been sitting there five minutes before it was easy to see that while
radio had gained one of its grainiest commentators, the press had lost one of its
greatest reporters. We could see that the
recollection of his newspaper days was the
breath of his nostrils. We got down to
realities when we left the radio commentator up there in his airy castle.
"This place reminds me," he said, looking around, animated, now reliving the life
exactly as he tells about it over the air;
"of a small, dirty cafe' in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras. Two men sat drinking, engaged in animated conversation. One was
Ed Hill, myself, reporter; the other was
Lee Christmas, that most amazing ragamuffin and vagabond, drunkard, adventurer. Next day he took me in my white
linens into battle and we captured an
army! And it was in New Orleans that
I found him, years later. in an infirmary,
dying, calling for whiskey and raving that
he would win yet another fortune -in oil
Guatemala! You see, he gave site my
chance, for I always wanted to be a soldier of fortune -even if only for a day,"
"But going way back -what did you
really want to be-as a boy ?"
"As a boy? Well, I'm afraid they had

-in

RADIO
for teaching school. My little
was surrounded by teachers!
My
a schoolmaster and ray mother
had been a school- teacher, in our little
totvtt of 4.000 souls, Aurora, Indiana. The
idea did a whole lut for my vocabulary,
but I had other ideas. I always wanted
to be a newspaper man"
Those erstme picked

map

father was

while sad eyes were beaming now. This
was Ed Hill. himself!
"I dont think I
can look back and say that I distinguished
myself in a single thing during all my formative years.
Maybe that's a record.

High school in Aurora and then college,
where I majored in English first and be-

-"

-

came a lucky victim of chance
(but he
wasn't talking about Chance clear above
our heads, as he had upstairs in the
radio laboratory).
"We had a professor
who illustrated his lectures
irom the
pages of the New York Sun. Well. L
made up my mind that I would join the
staff of the Sot just as soon as I could
get through college.
It was not hard to
see that I was a small -town brash youth.
I went to New York by way of reportorial
jobs in Indianapolis. Fort Wayne and Cin-

cinnati. Without even a letter of introduction, I barged into the editorial office
and faced the editor of the SINN one day.
To crash the gates of the Satt in those
days was equivalent to breaking into Paradise. The city editor never got over it.
I was given an assignment and managed
to stick around for twenty -two years.
That's what Chance slid for me then.
"The most human experience? Oh,
they've all been human... For example,
I shall never forget rear Krueger's eyes
-he was the Match King from Sweden,
whose billion -dollar scüemes nearly blew
up the economic world. The look in his
eyes as we sat together looking from a
window in a downtown hotel facing
Gramercy Park, as though trying to pierce
the haze that had settled over Manhattan
and see the ruinous end of it all. 'Mr.
he said at length 'I believe in three
things: First, silence; second, more silence;
and third, still more silence.' His silence
made the whole financial world rock!
"Then I [net a real Cinderella once. I
had taken leave of absence of my chosen
profession of the press to go abroad for
a motion picture concern and bring home
a new kindof beauty for the screen. It
was in Italy and I had dismissed a whole
day's crop of girls, when I happened to
notice that another girl still sat in the

Hill,'

corner. hands folded, eyes downcast. I
was struck with her beauty and something
more that touched my heart. She had the
vital spark of a radiant personality. She
was not a contestant, she said.
She did
not believe herself beautiful enough for
that.
She had come to speak for her
younger sister whom I had just rejected.
In spite of her shabby frock, she sparkled
like a diamond. I brought her home. That
girl became famous under the name of
Maria Alba and played with Douglas
Fairbanks in his last picture.
"I wonder," lie added reflectively, "why
the fibre magnates must go out of America
to find so many of their beauties? It is
an extremely doubtful theory that romance, fire and passion are to be found
exclusively in Latin lands. In my humble opinion, there are more romance and
fire and passion in the American girls
and more beauty, ton l -than among the
womankind of any other country on earth.

-
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"I don't know, really, whether any sucI have had is due more to my appeal
to the human sitie, or to the appeal of the
human side to me. I don't know." He
drummed on the table, shaking his head as
though he had just drought of it for the
first time. "Certainly. I must have appealed to the human side of the editor of
the Stn, when I trudged in out of the
snow on the night before Christmas with
a hundred dollars in my pocket-more
human than useful! I've always written
about people rather than places- people
at the height or depth of human achievement or failure. I had known Warden
Laves of Sing Sing for years because I
had been going up to the Big House. It
was my 'Inside Story' as well as his, that
we broadcast together.
cess

"Always the human side and both fortune and misfortune seemed to favor me.
Luck was with me when I happened to
be at the side of my great hero-Theodore Roosevelt-on the night of his attempted assassination in Milwaukee. T.
R. had just stepped into his open car when
a crazy -eyed crank leaped from the crowd
and fired a pistol into his breast.
I remember that Colonel Roosevelt clutched
his hand to his breast and that hand came
away red. The next thing I remember
was when the Colonel walked out on to
the platinent of Are Auditorium and faced
15,000 people who sat in absolute silence
as if afraid to draw a breath. None of us
knew
whether the ex- President had
another hour to live! That was one of
highest spots in all my adventures in human interest. Many years later, I stodd
beside another President Roosevelt and
broadcast his inauguration from the portico
of the White House. Again, I sat beside another great man in Rome and he,
too, displayed his human side. Mussolini!
In my opinion, there is no great, outstanding figure in the world today, except Mus-

solini.

"I usually have a hunch its every Delis
stony, and I follow it. While I believe in
Chance, I also carefully watch my step.
because I am a storehouse of fundamental
human weaknesses.
I throw spilt salt
over my left shoulder. I wont light a
third cigarette from one match. I knock
wood according to tradition. I believe in
a psychic sense that enables me to wake
up at a given time without aid of an
alarm clock.
I always play hunches!
Hundreds of times they have developed
news stories for me, won bets at the racetrack and empowered toe to form the
right judgment of strangers. I hare succeeded or erred always on the human side.
XI), first assignment in New York was a
theatre fire and I got nip raise overnight
by writing a human story of the terrified
crowd filing out to the music of The Star
Spangled Boomer. My next important assignment was the Slocum disaster, the
greatest tragedy of the era. I toured the
country with President Wilson, then battling to his death again the hostile sentiment that had risen against him-and that
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went right on without pausing: "My
wife's second husband!"
Listening over the radio to his glorious
voice, we had failed to take into account
the ingredients that must have gone intò
the shaping of a human being capable of
uttering such human sentiments. We shall
always think of him as a barefoot Hoosier
boy who lover) to go fishing ever since
Ise could walk and then came to be -as
President Theodore Roosevelt inscribed his
picture hanging in the office upstairs:

QUICKLY, SAFELY and EASILY!
Feet are easily infected. So don't
accept any treatment unless you
know it is medically safe. Above
all don't cut your corns or callouses or use caustic liquids or
harsh plasters. Be safe and sure,
remove them with Dr. Scholl's

Zino -pads and the separate
Medicated Disks, included in
every box. Pain is instantly relieved and in a short time your
corns or callouses lift right out!
These soothing, healing pads

CALLOUSES

stop nagging shoe pressure;

prevent sore toes and blisters.
Made in sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions and Soft Corns
between roes. fold everywhere.

Dr Scholls
Zino -pads
BECOME AN EXPERT

.
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KEEP YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL
(Continued from

l/
CORNS

ult
ver1.158C.P. .'s

The School That Has
lias Trained Over 1,350 C. P. A.'a

for Application, an old -fogey word, it is
true (sounds a little like Papa Barbour),
hot still a good one: Oftentimes tnothers
are indulgent, yes, even lazy. where the
beauty- grooming
of impatient young
daughters is edncerned. Yet it is the
everyday application of these things that
lays the foundation for the future. Toothbrushing is a habit pretty thoroughly ingrained in home teaching. But hairbrush lug is sort of "slid over," and sometimes
shampoos are, loo. In the beauty alphabet, if should stand for Brushing, and C
for Cleanliness.

Of course small daughters have a way
of fussing over having tangly hair brushed
and they sometimes show a none -too -fond
attitude toward soap and water. But pride
in self is the hest wedge for overcoming
these obstacles. For shampoos, one every
two weeks is not too often. Young scalps
must he kept clean and healthy. I know
just the shampoo to recommend for tender young heads; it keeps the scalp hygienically clean, the hair so it and shining. It
is soluble in hard or soft water, so yon
never have to worry about any sticky residue being left in silky hair. Gold medals
has been awarded it; mothers swear by
it and you'll want the name of it.
And you want your slaughter to have
curly hair, too? Well, you cant make
straight hair into the curly top of a Joan
Barbour or Joan Wilson (aren't they adorable?), but you can encourage curliness
in hair that has any tendency toward natural waviness. Finger -waving and finger curling the hair while it is still damp after
a shampoo is One way; brushing the hair
and snaking brush curls is another and
yet another is "doing up" the hair in the
coil or rubber type curlers which are even
comfortable for little heads to sleep on.
When little curly top has become a
very grown -up young person, maybe she
gets a new dressing-table for her birthday. I am often asked what cosmetics
young girls of the 'teen age should use.
Well, first of all, they should concentrate
on soap and water, not on creams.
CO,
nutics for a young girl's dressing -table
should include a good light powder, a hand
lotion and a creamy lipstick, natural or
colorless in shade. There is one famous
lipstick which will satisfy loth mother's
anxiety to have her daughter "look natural:' and her daughter's desire to use
lipstick, like the rest of the kids. I'm all
in favor of daughter using lipstick, "if the
other kids do it" Don't fuss too mach if
daughter gets a spell of imagining her;

Here's Margaret McCrea, the lassie
from Laurens, South Carolina, whose
voice you hear on the CBS Your

Hit Parade and Sweepstakes program. Margaret started out to be a
school teacher, but after five months
of it, changed her mind in favor of

radio.
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"Edwin C. Hill, of my Unofficial Cabinet,
from his friend, Theodore Roosevelt."
Finally, giving his mute lines of type a
living reality with an eloquence equal to
the richness of his experience and inspiration, on the radio.
When he shook our hand goodbye, this
time it was warm with the throbbing heart
of the world in which he had taken such
a human part. We had been communing
for the past half hour with the real Ed
Hill, originally from Aurora, Indiana.

paste O)

self to he a Greta Garbo, and applies her
make -up accordingly. She will come out
of it and an understanding attitude may
help her more quickly to decide to become
a winsome Janet Gaynor instead.
Adolescent acne should be treated at
once; don't let your daughter suffer
take her to a physician or skin specialist
for a diagnosis. Certain rules for hygiene,
cleanliness and diet are always helpful;
these are covered in my acne bulletin which
I shall be only too happy to send you.
There is grand opportunity for companionship between mothers and their
'teen-age daughters. And one thing that
mothers should understand is that their
daughters want to Ile proud of them;
mothers who are _young and pretty and
smart are a source of great pride. keeping young with your children is your
most important responsibility. As a matter of fact, it isn't just a responsibility
toward your children, but also toward yourself and your husband. Young mothers
often make the mistake of getting mother complexes; they let themselves go. They
forget to freshen up and put on "an evening face' for their husband's return from
the office at night.
It is true that some women seem born
with the gift of keeping young. But it is
a gift that can be cultivated, I assure you.
Lovely Kathleen Wilson, who plays the
part of Claudia Barbour in One :l /ads
Family, has a curly- headed daughter in
real life as in radio life and is a shining
example of young motherhood.
Ti you are a young mother of just -over
thirty and you have been concerned with
embroidering little Mary's dresses, or
whipping up a perfect chocolate souffle,
more than you have been with keeping a
young face, a good tissue cream always is
a good start towards "facing" in the right
direction. Stroke on the cream with
persuasive upward movements and let it
stay on while you take a luxuriously long
rearm bath. Remove with soft cleaning
tissues and then whisk out your bottle of
skin tonic -which you have previously
slipped into the refrigerator -pat on the
ice -cold freshner and you have a face
pinkly -fresh for the make -up box.
Ií you come in the over -thirty. yormgnnother classification, you will want to
work out a definite program for keeping
young. Women over thirty need to revise their diets; to be satisfied with balanced rations of less fattening foods.
Extra pounds add years to the figure.
Some women eat sensibly and yet find

-
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that fat nevertheldss will settle "in all the
wrong spots!" If you're in this class, you
will want to work out a plan of exercise.
Perhaps you can foils the gym, or while
summer is still here, go swimming with the
kids. You may not need much exercise.
A long roll on the floor, with hands high
above your head, f rout one end of the
room to the other, may be enough to massage away ugly hip fat. A few minutes
of practicing correct posture before the
mirror every clay and a concientious effort
to maintain that posture all day, may be
enough to accomplish wonders for you
in the way of a youthful carriage. Even
some young people have old postures.
Keep young in your actitilies. It is unfortunate that the only play outlet of so
If you
many young women is bridge.
really scant to keep young, cultivate one
active sport.
There is nothing to preserve youth in playing bridge in a stuffy
rooln -and probably smoking cigarettes or
nibbling candy all the while.
Keep your ehio young. with deep breathing exercises, a few simple neck exercises

(mostly consisting of stretching)

and massage, patting and slapping.
Keep your feet young. You know that
when your feet are tired and sore from
ill- fitting shoes your whole body becomes
tired and you simply can't feel young. Keep
your feet well -shod but comfortable. If
you have foot troubles, you cant afford to
neglect them. Go to a Podiatrist who specializes in just those troubles. And never,
never wear rundown shoes around the

house!
Keep young in spirit. Never lose your
sense of adventure in stake -up or clothes.
Have your hair thinned and keep it sleek
and well- groomed. Let the term "settling
down- he a red flag to you all your life.
Keep your hands young. Busy mother
hands so often get old before their time.
Safeguard them with gloves while you
are doing your housework and keep them
on a lavish diet of creams and lotions. I
have found a brand new hand and skin
lotion which is a quick -as -a -flash beautifier. It's a lovely fragrant gold liquid,
and it is worth its weight in gold for
keeping hands young. Just a few drops
smoothed into the skin are quickly absorbed. leaving the skin so-it and supple.
and best

of 'all. non-sticky.

When you're

dashing madly to an appointment. after a
session with the dishwater, you still can
have time to apply a dash of this lotion
and it will he thoroughly absorbed into
your eager skin before you're ready to
put on your brand new gloves. To encourage you in your "keeping young" program, I ans making you a free gift sample
. .
offer of this lotion. You'll love it
.

IS IT DRY AND SCALY?
Here's a Face Cream that Lubricates as

aY,.e O EiLP/L
Maybe you area victim of dry skin? About 7 out
of 10 women today are.
Dry skin is due to several things. One is the outdoor life we lead compared to our mothers' time. We
spend more time in the open. Exposure to weather
-to sun and wind -tend to take the natural oils
out of the skin and make it dry and withered.
Our reducing diets, too, are a cause of dry skin.
To keep slender, we leave fats out of our diets. This
cuts down the oil supply of the skin and tends to
make it dry.

that overcomes dryness and keeps the skin velvety
soft and smooth. This lubrication and freshening
of the skin keeps it young-looking. It wards off
linea and wrinkles. It gives it smoothness-permits
it to take make-up better.
In every way you will improve the condition of
your skin with the use of Lady Esther Face Cream.
More than eight million women can testify to that.

See With Your Own Eyes
Feel With Your Own Fingers!

A Dry Skin is an Old Skin
A dry skin is an old skin.

It looks withered

try Lady Esther Face Cream and see
with your awn eyes -and feel with your own lingers-what it will do for your skin.
I am perfectly willing that you make the test at
my expense. Just send your name and address and
by return mail you'll receive a 7days' supply of
Suppose you

and

wrinkled. It looks faded. A dry skin also fails to
take make -up well. It makes powder show up
plainly. It makes rouge look harsh and artificial.
aeinclin
If your ski
dry it would
be well for you to look into your cleansing methods. You must avoid anything that tends to dry
the skin or irritate it. You must be sure to use gentle, soothing measures.

iat

d be

Lady Esther Face Cream postpaid and free.
Use this cream as the directions tell you. Notice
the dirt it gets out of your skin sou never thought
was there. Mark how the pores reduce themselves
when relieved of their clogging burden.
Note, too, how delicately it lubricates your skin
and how freshly soft and smooth it keeps it. A trial
will prove convincing.
Mail the coupon today for your 7 -days supply of
cream, With the cream I shall also send you an five
shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder.

First, a Penetrating Cream
Mary Biddle
RADIO STARS
149 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Please send me your

gift

sample

of new Hand and Skin Lotion.
Naine
Address

=era

Personal querrions me always taken care of
sal renites. 1leave inclose rWm1ed Ad-

It Cleanses

Lady Esther Face Cream is an excellent corrective
of dry skin. For, as this cream cleanses the skin, it
also lubricates h.
The first thing Lady Esther Face Cream does
is to cleanse your skin thoroughly. It is
penetrating face cream. It actually penetrates the pores, but gently and soothingly.
rl-on eon pane ais do a penny pana d., pst I F R E E
Entering the pores, without rubbing. it
lady caber, 20tOAidge Ave., Evanston, IIL
goes to work on the imbedded waxy matter
n -days supply of
Please eend me b,. return sail your
there. It loosens the hardened grime-disberry tether tour Purpose Face Cream, also ell five shades
solves it -and makes it easily removable.
of your From Ponder.
When you have cleansed your skin with
Lady Esther Face Cream, you sea it -you
Name_
can feel itl Your skin instantly appears
clearer and whiter. It feels clean- tingles
with new life and freshness.
AddwBut. Lady Esther Face Cream also lubricates the skin. It resupplies is with a One oil
Lay

Of you bee in Lamm,

,ware lady

r

mare

dao, Ltd, Taranto. oar. )
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WHERE THERE'S HOPE

THERE'S LIFE!
(Continued from page 45)
parachute jumper, sailed out of a second
story window holding on to an opened
umbrella and landed in the front yard
with two sprained ankles. After a month
in bed he gave up his daredevil ambitions
and that was the last of that.
"I used to be a boy soprano," he told
me. laughing. "I loved nothing better than
to stand up in a church choir or on the
stage of some amateur entertainment and
sing a solo. \\"hen I was twelve the
Cleveland Tigers, a professional football
team, made me their mascot they'd carry
me with them on the train when they
traveled and I'd walk up and down the
cars singing jazz songs for tips.
"Usually," he added, "I'd arrive some
with more money in my pockets than the
ball players.
I seemed to have a sixth
sense for spotting the best cash customers!"
After high school Bob entered Western
Reserve University and stayed one year.
He might have remained long enough to
graduate if he hadn't found so many other
Things that he liked better than freshman
(;reek and analytics- track, basketball,
football and especially dramatics. He got
a bigger bang out of acting and singing
in campus plays and musicals than from
anything else. He took tap dancing and
soft -shoe dancing for six months, learned
all the teacher could teach him, organized
his own dancing -school of sixty -five
pupils and conducted it at night when he
supposed to be writing themes and
doing parallel reading in the library. It
iai t surprising that when June rolled
around Bob and Western Reserve parted
company-and that suited him just swell
a
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PROFIT!

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE

-

WITHOUT CALOMEL
And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
HE liver should pour our two pounds of
liquid hile onto the food you swallow
every day. if this bile is not flowing freely,
your food doesn't digest. It just decays. Gas
bloats up your stomach. You get constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.

It takes those good old Cartels Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel "up and up ".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name, Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25e
at all drug stores.
o ,o =t. e. to CO.
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because he'd wangled a job with a stock
company at the Bandbox Theatre fn
Cleveland.
Bob stayed at the Bandbox ten months,
playing the hero ks everything the company
produced. He made ardent love to the
heroines, sang ballads to the heroines, even
broke into a buck-and-wing when the
ocript called for it. And he did it all so
successfully that RS/0 nabbed him for
one of its vaudeville units and kept him
touring from coast to coast for the next
four years as a sort of versatile song -anddance man, a handsome young fellow who
could lit into any act in a hurry and play
ally part.
In 1927 he got a minor rile doing otte
number in 5'idewalks of New York, at
the old Knickerbocker Theatre but when
the show closed he couldn't find anything
else on Broadway. So he and a friend,
George Byrne, worked up a comedy dancing act and went back on the road together doing one and two -night stands.
Which is death to the soul of any vaudevillian who ever has known the thrill of playing on the Great White Way.
They used to talk while they danced
just ad-libbing, silly patter, anything they
thought of to say that sounded goofy.
Sometimes they got a few laughs but the
fact that he had the makings of a comedian
never entered Bob's bead until the night a

-

pit musician in Peoria spoke to him after
the show.
"Look, guy," he said, "you ought not to
be doing a dancing double. You oughta
work up a single act -straight comedy.
You're funny as heck, most of the time."
That gave Bob an idea. So when Byrnes
and Hope laid off for a month's vacation
before starting a western tour, he hopped
a train for Chicago instead of going
home for the visit he'd planned. He sat
down in a hotel room and wrote out every
gag he could remember that had ever got
a laugh, mentorizeel them. worked them
into shape for a twelve-minute routine.
"I was determined to find out whether
I could he a comedian or not," he reminisced. "So I made the rounds of the
dinky theatres in and near Chicago and
offered to do my act, one performance,
for anything they'd pay me. Sometimes I
got four bucks a show. never more than
ten, but I lined up twenty -odd bookings
in straight succession. I wanted to 'break
in' me routine, try it out on diftrent
amdienccs. Every night Ed come back to
my room and strike out the lines that had
fallen flat and substitute something else
to try again the next night. At the end
of three weeks I thought my material was
so sure -fire that I wired Byrnes that I
was going to do a single and began peddling myself to big -time hooking agents.
"Believe me, I peddled, too, and got
nowhere fast! I stuck around Chicago
till my landlady locked up my suitcases
and I didn't have two nickels to rub together. Finally I rook a job, dancing again,
with a boy -and-girl act, for twenty -five
dollars a week. It was an awful come-

down because, with Byrnes, I'd been making three hundred. I decided then and
there that the pit fiddler in Peoria had
given me a burn steer!"
Three years later a revue called Ballyhoo
of 1932 was casting in New York. A friend
of Bob's, who was helping to stage it,
offered him a small sing} -dancy part in
the third act and Bob took it just to come
in off the road for a while. The night the
show was scheduled to open in Newark
was a pretty terrible one -rite producers
were having money trouble, the cast hadn't
got their salaries, it was forte' minutes
past curtain time and half the scenery and
costumes hadn't arrived. The whole works
was in a stew and a huff and the audience
outside was furiously tired of waiting. The
ccnnpany manager begged one of the principals to go out and entertain the house
a while. Only Bob Hope volunteered.
"I walked on the stage," he said to me.
"and prayed to high heaven I could remember that old comedy routine I'd used
in Chicago. I knew I had a swell chance
to make or break myself that night and
it scared me so I stood stock still behind
the footlights and couldn't think of one
single gag: So I just started talking. I
kidded the audience about having to wait,
I kidded the people in the cast, I clowned
around a little and gabbed and said any-
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thing that popped into my head."
The audience loved it. Bob Hope got
the ovation of the evening. Four tines he
was clapped back -and when the curtain
finally rose at ten -thirty he already had
become the star of the show! He had been
hilariously funny for an hour and a half
without one single pine of prepared material. Ballyhoo opened on Broadway a
week later with BOB HOPE in tall eleetries; they've stayed there ever since.
Roberta, .Say When and this seasons

Ziegfeld Follies are only a part of his aychicvenicnts.
When he was invited to make a guest
appearance on The Atlantic Family program with Frank Parker last fall, Bob
again was scared stiff.- He'd never done
any radio work excepting a spot on the
Rudy Vallee shone but he took the offer
and made such a hit he has been kept on
irr a starring capacity ever sìnee.
Thus the birth of another microphone
comedian. "And its without a doubt the
toughest job I ever tackled." to quote the
comedian himself. "In show business you
can use the same funny stuff for months,
even years. But try to be funny once a
week for radio! Lady, I'm already getting
gray hair!"
Boll has three writers who work for him.
Early on Monday mornings they bring the
prepared script to los apartment and the
four of them go over it together. Sometimes it's swell and sometimes it isn't, and
when it isn't they often stay up all night
Monday and Tuesday trying to re-write
it. They dig into the Hope collection of
eighty thousand jokes for ideas, they try
to rehash old material, to think up new

stuff. By Wednesday manning the sponsor
must have a copy of the script. By Wednesday night he OK's it or doesn't OK it.
If he doesn't, Bob and his writers have got
to work all day and night Thursday rewriting it again. Friday it's rehearsed and
changed and .shaped up. Saturday it's rehearsed some more. Saturday night it
goes on the air and Monday the whole
procedure starts over again!
Whenever Bob has a scrap of leisure you
can always find him in one of three places
-inn a fishing sloop on Long Island Sound,
teeing off at Flushing 's Old Country Club,
where he was gulf champion last year,
or across the street from his apartment
riding "Black Sally" in the park. The
petite, pretty brunette who invariably rides
beside hint is hlnes- singer Dolores head
who changed her name to Mrs. Robert
Haile two years ago down in Florida. It
seems that Bob went to Miami for a rest
after Roberta and found Dolores in front
of the hand at the swank Embassy Club.
It was love practically pronto. They were
married a few weeks later and they're a
couple of the happiest folks together you
ever saw. Dolores is sweet and pretty and
witty and looks a lot like Myrna Loy. Site's
become one of the most popular hostesses
among the air crowd: if you're invited to
one of the famous Saturday night parties
she gives for her bridge -fiend hubby, you've
received as coveted an invitation as there
is to be had in radio.
The nicest thing about the Hopes is
that you seldom see Mr. without Mrs.
and riee exron. Dolores sits in on all of
Bob's writing and rehearsing spells and
reads lines and offers suggest ions and sees

that he doesn't forget to eat his lunch. Occasionally she and Bob and Honey Chile
play some vaudeville or a night club together, with Bob and Honey Chile handling
the comedy and Dolores singing and wearing very lovely gowns and dancing a cute
boy-and-girl soft -shoe routine with her
lanky voung husband.
"I just don't know what I'd do without
her. that's alp," Bob told me; which is about
the nicest thing a man can say of the girl
he has married.
"I'll have to say this, though -that people
usually credit too much or too little the
writers who prepare the material for air
comics I think its about ti fty -fifty between the authors and the fellow who gets
the laughs. :\ sure -fire joke or "piece of
business," as we call it, can be handled so
poorly that it isn't funny at all and a
bum gag can be handled expertly that it
sounds funnier than it really is. Of course
I collaborate on the writing of my material
but I give my writers full credit for helping one to get along: they work like
Trojans, especially when wive got only a
night or two to change a whole program
and consequently we're working under
pressure. You have to be relaxed to write
comedy, you have to he free and easy and
have tinte enough to get yourself into a
sort of goofy mood.
"And let me tell you-when your bread
and putter depends precisely on haw many
lautjfro you can yet front all nudirnce. it's'
harder than ever, somehow, to get those
laughs! My advice to all aspiring comedians is Take up ditch -digging or selling insurance or anything hut funny bush

nets- they're

easier on the nerves'"

...

ANOTHER ROMANCE HEADED FOR THE ROCKS, UNTIL
EVERYONE SAID JOHN

AND

WERE MADE
FOR EACH OTHER. MY
WPOLE UFE REVOLVED
ABOUT HIM.I LOOKED
FOR WARD TO THE DAY
E'S PROPOSE
I

AND THEN FOR NO
APPARENT REASON
HE BEGAN TO DRIFT
AWAY_ I EVEN SAW

HIM OUT WITH
OTHER GIRLS

;h.

Ir'

I

'I

TOOK AUNTIE'S ADVICE! NEXT TIME
SAW JOHN HE WASN'T AS "STAND-

OFFISH ? AND NOW I'M SO HAPPY I
COULD SHOUT: WE'RE TO BE MARRIED
NEXT MONTH. LIFEBUOY IS MY
'
SOAP FOREVER!

I

USE LIFEBUOY

LIFEBUOY IS MILDER AND
GIVES MORE REAL
VALUE THAN ANY OTHER
KNOW
SOAP

ITS DONE
WONDERS FOR
MY COMPLEXION,
TOO

yes!

FINALLY t BROKE DOWN
AND TOLD MY AUNT
ABOUT IT. SHE
SYMPATHIZED BLIT TOLD
ME,KINDLY,I SHOULD
BE MORE CAREFUL ABOUT
"B.O:'_THAT SHOULD

I

Lifebuoy in milder! A special ingredient in its luxurious lather

J. is responsible for its super -gentle action. "Patch" touts on the skins
of hundreds of women prove it's more than 20% milder than many so-

called "beauty soaps."
And yes -again! That "special ingredient"
is the same ingredient that keeps you safer

-

from "B. O." penetrates deep into your
pores to purify, to deodorize. And it keeps
you safe, cool, fresh -even in torrid weather.
Stan today to make Lifebuoy a habit!
Approved

Ly

Good liovaeieeping
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deliberate carving. A single straight hacked chair is for visitors. You feel that
this is a place where men really work.
You feel you aren't supposed to stay too
long. You find out soon you're right.
Ted looks about the same as usual. dray
tweeds, a vivid plaid tie, his shirt sleeves
rolled below the elbow. Sallow brown
skin, deep circles under his eyes, thinning
brown hair, nice teeth. He smokes incessantly. seldom removing the cigarette iront
his lips. and talks in quiet brittle sentences. He's a tall man but his liard lanky
thinness makes him look smaller than he
really is. You think that ii Ito could till
out the shoulders ai his coat and fill in
the hollows of his cheeks he might be
good -looking. He looks too old for thirty four. But in his own way he's almost
handsome.
He got back to the subject after his
phone had rtmg a half dozen limes in as
many minutes, after a string of people
had dropped in on business about the afternexni s baseball broadcast. "The one
thing I had at the end of ten years was
a background I could make money on.
I'd been in the business since radio was a
pup, I had seasoning and experience that
no other announcer could compete with
and I'd finally built up a name that was
worth something. I was in a position
where I could step out and ask almost any
amount for my services and get it. I'd
figured on exactly that all along.
"So, with Bubbles and the baby (Ted
has an eleven- year-old daughter, Peggy
Mae) gone. I decided I'd fill my life
with getting rich in this business. There
was nothing much left for me but that.
wanted money because I'd never had
I
any. I wanted money to spend recklessly
and insanely for things I didn't need. And
I wanted enough to have an assured
yearly income of $150.000 a year. By
1942 l'II have it. I've already made a
fortune in these two years.
"People never could understand why I
wouldn't take any commercials <luritng my
first ten years. I worked on a flat salary.
-not big, but enough-for Columbia and
I worked day and night and sometimes
forty -right hours on a stretch and I
couldn't call five minutes my own. I didn't
have to do that I could have accepted
any of a number of offers for one program a week and quadrupled my income
and had six days out of seven to myself.
"The reason I didn't was simple: I
would have been cutting my own throat.
The guy in my field who signs a commercial contract too soon is hag -tied. The
biggest sports or news event in history
could come off in California or Chicago
and he couldn't travel out to handle it because he's due in New York for a show
Thursday night at nine o'clock. So what
happens? He gets about one -half or one fifth the experience he'll be getting if he
were free -and some other guy- who didn't
take any commercials, is getting that experience and developing into a better announcer. Pretty soon guy number two
excel_- guy number- one-and that's what
happens to plenty of fellows these days.
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That's why some fall off the pinnacle.
"of ronron I wanted wealth and a little
leisure those years and it was hard to
turn down some of the offers 1 got. But I
figured I'd be smarter than the others.
I figured that if I waited I could make as
much money a dozen times over, whenever
I gut ready to branch into money -making
instead of getting experience. I decided
I'd entrench myself in radi,,, I'd learn ten
teary worth of everything there is to
leant abort my type of work, I'd get
such a foothukl in this business that I
could commercialize my background and
sail along on it for a while. I'd take
every opportunity that cane my way and
work my shin off and take a chance that
I'd last long enough to collect my reward
in the end.
"And if I never collected it, if something happened to wash me up before I
could stake my dough, it would just be
my lough luck. I was willing to gamble
on the future.
"That's [what I was doing those ten
years. \then they were over I went to
Columbia and said: 'Gentlemen. from now
on I'll like to free-lance.' That's all, there
was to it. That was the day I started
getting rich in radio."
Ted's a shrewd business manager for
himself and he's made some amazing
amounts of money. "I consider niy services worth. at the least, a certain amount
-I'd rather not say how much on account of the income tax boys but I can
tell you it's plenty high -and all above
that amount I can get." Mr. Husing goes
to the highest -bidding sponsor and if one
won't lay it there's always another who
will. He knows that and commercializes
on it. "I never dicker or bargain," ht
says. "I state my price and get it, or else.'
For his sports broadcasts he is paid a
fat retainer fee by CBS and his agreement with them allows him more freedom
in his work than any other announcer or
the air today. "If I can't work without
a chock -rein, I won't work at all. I insisted on and got three important words
in my contract -'by mutual consent' -and
they- relieve me of handling any broadcast
I have a good reason for not handling.
For instance, I refused to have anything
to do with the Lindbergh kidnaping because I knew- from the first minute I
heard of it that the [whole thing was a
mess. Although." he added, "although the
Lindbergh case made Boake Carter."
The biggest check he ever got for the
least amount of work was something like
eight thousand for a brief spiel at the
°lening of the World's Fair in Chicago.
He took his long radio experience, rich
in anecdote and interest, and decided to
commercialize on it by presenting it to
the reading public.
"I didn't know
whether I could write a book successfully
or not, but I figured that I could talk
and I ought to he able to get talk on
paper. It turned out to Inc a cinch. I just
sat down and reminisced out loud to a
stenographer." Ten Years Before The
Mike has sold into hundreds of thousands
of copies.

RADIO
By now you've doubtlessly got the idea
that Ted is pretty cocky about his earning
power. You're right. I think he's justly
so-and you'd have to know him to understand this
not braggadocio on his
part one -tenth as much as it is just plain
honesty. Take any youngster with as little
to make good on as Ted had -born over a
Bronx saloon, slight education, a down at- the -heel furniture salesman auditioning
for an announcing job on IDTL back in
1924 -and put hint through the sheer labor
and competition and long years and obstacle, Tecl'e been up against, and if he
carne out of it with a meek -as -Moses attitude about success you'd know it was a
phoney.
Ted doesn't bother with phnneyisnts. He
started on nothing and determined to make
good and he did make glint and he's proud
of it. This is his night to howl and he's
doing it and the people who know the
kind of hottest hard- working guy he is
forgive him for it. Evert ii his attitude
is sometimes a little boring, its still a
pleasant relief from the common garden
variety of stars who will orate to you
for hours tat how they're giving their all
just to make life a little more enjoyable
for the listening public. You know that's
a big one. You know they're in radio for
the same reason Ted frankly admits he is
-and the same reason you yourself do the
job you do- mainly for the enjoyment
and reward you get out of it.
It's a pity that Ted's honesty, usually
mislabeled conceit, has played the prominent part it has in the stories of his rise
to the highest -paid announcer on the air.
Ott the one hand there is the colorful moving tale of a twenty- one-year -old boy, unemployed, unprepared for any definite
career, with a new bride to support. On
a summer day when the sun heat fiercely
upon New York's streets he walked all
the way from Brooklyn to midtown Manhattan to answer an advertisement in a
newspaper, that called for radio announcers. He got the job, hell it a while,
lost it. Again he was broke, pranging
around the studios, teeing his best to place
himself again in an industry that had got
into his blood. Finally he was appointed
assistant to Major J. Andrew White,

STARS
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veteran CfJ sports announcer, . s a
second-string substitute on sustaining t programs. By applying himself heart and
soul to his work, by making a Lin job of
every slight opportunity that caste his
way, he arrived. All through the years he
concentrated on work, not on fame and
canner. He watched the others with their
yachts and penthouses and trust funds,
played a long shot on getting his own reward. It carne at a time when his heart
was grieved.
On the other hand there is the colorful
tale of the lamed Hissing conceit and ruthlessness -and this is the story that Overshadows the real one. Somehow people
don't remember the real facts of his long
tough climb. They remember instead the
unusual and not so complimentary incidents of Ted's career that have made
choice news -the time he called a Harvard
football player's gaine "putrid'' and was
banned from all broadcasting from the
school stadium. The time the baseball
league refused to allow him to broadcast
its games because of his tendency to "umhe has come

piré' at the mike. The times
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who angered him. His candid remarks
about other people, his egotistic remarks
about himself. His enemies. His divorce
from his first wife, his recent sensational
marriage. Those are the things you think
of when you think about Hosing-they're
the publicized side of him.
"If I have a reputation for being conceited," he said to me once, "I'm sorry.
I
have never in my life intentionally
bragged. But what I think I say, regardless of how it may be interpreted by outsiders. I'm honest with myself and my
listeners and everybody I come in contact
with; and I think any of the people who
are my intimates will tell you I don't go
around acting superior to anybody.
"Its just this -that when you're in the
public eye you've either got to pretend to
he neutral about everything and be quoted
favorably for it, or be yourself and say
what you think and do what you think
you're justified in doing and take the
consequences. The latter's my course. I
don't like pretense of any kind, consequently I suffer.
"I'm not conceited, I'm me. That's all
the excuse I can make."
Surely Ted's honesty with himself has
been a big factor in getting him where he
is today. "1 was wrong," he says, "about
thinking I could sail along on my background. once I'd established it. I'm working under greater pressure now than I
ever have before in my life. There's one
standard I set for myself: I must not be
caught in any spot where I don't know
something I ought to know." Often he
devotes as much as three days to preparation for a single broadcast. He's a merciless slave- driver of himself. putting in

FRECKLE CREAM

r

money on active sports

because he's got

an athlete's heart condition left over from
too strenuous participation in high school
athletics; his rowing machine and ping pong table and a daily long walk furnish
all the gymnastics he can use. I had to
ask Ted to find out what he's doing with

his income.
"I'm buying security," he told me. "I'm
buying peace of mind from financial worries, by putting my money in the safest
places I can find to put it. I used to think
I wanted stoney to spend recklessly on
whims but as soon as I got enough to
try it I discovered that that was just a
crazy idea. A fellow who works hard
doesn't have time to nurse a bunch' of
whims along.
"Money can go hang, if it ever has to.
and I won't cry. All I ask of life is the
chance to keep working in radio television, maybe-until I'm a doddering old
dodo. If I can just do that I'll be the
happiest gink at 102 you ever saw!"

IT MIGHT BE YOUR HOME

NOW!
t

a regular nine -to -five day and several
nights a week at his office and plenty of
late hours in his den at home.
And hots does he spend his fabulous
income? Just seeing Ted around, you
wouldn't think he earned as much as some
of the lesser stars of radio. He owns one
car, an expensive one. but it's three years
old. He flies a lot but he doesn't own a
plane. He doesn't take expensive vacations because he doesn't have time. Clothes
mean little to him and he's far from being
a best -dressed man. His home is a fiveroom apartment on Central Park, well bue
not lavishly furnished, with one manservant to cook and clean and valet He
hasn't any expensive hobbies because his
work is his hobby. He doesn't spend

(Continued front Page 41)
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We make gestures!'
He chuckled again. "That's one reason
we don't like a studio audience, because
while our gestures help its in playing our

on facial expressi,m.

parts, help us merge ourselves in these
characters, they'd just look silly to an audience. We depend entirely on our voices
to convince our listeners... That's what I
mean by its being an asset, actually, not
to have had too much theatrical experience.
"As to this program," he continued, "I
breathe it! In fact,
live
love it
most of sty friends, even old friends 1
knew long before I went into radio, call

-1

me

it-

Vie!"

"We are all vey fond of these people,"
Bernardine added. "We've grown into the
program, feel it is a part of us. And in
this sort of program, it is the naturalness,
the sincerity that's important, isn't it?
The audience mustn't be aware of any
conscious effort-our attack has to be negative."
" \Ve read over the manuscript, which
we don't get until the morning of the
broadcast," Vic continued, "and rehearse
it once, timing it, cutting it if necessary,
but we dont want to over -rehearse. We
try to keep it light, unforced, so as not
to lose the spontaneity.
"But if you had no stage experience," I
.
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asked, "how did you happen to get into
radio ?"
"As a boy, I was always anxious to
go on the stage," Vie admitted. "I'd imitate different people-everyone I came
in contact with-an Irish policeman, an
Italian vegetable man. In that way I
learned various dialects
do eight of
them, you know. And I did get a chance
in vaudeville, but nip mother was heartbroken and I gave it up.
"I spent seventeen years in the advertising business," he went on. "But of
course I was still interested in theatrical
things. I gave a number of amateur
shows, some for my lodge, for instance.
And when, finally, the advertising business
started going down hill, I began to think
of radio. I had an audition and found
that my voice was good and played a few
parts. I was selling pure -bred livestock
magazines at the time, but in the depression years. when the livestock business
went on the rocks, there was less and
less demand for the magazines. And as
the business went out, I became more
and more intrenched in radio. I've been
on the air now for seven years."
"It was just the opposite with me,'
Bernardine admitted. "My father would
have been broken -hearted if I hadn't gone
on the stage i"

-I

RADIO STARS
Bernardine studied

and took part in
dramatics in school and college and did
so well that when Zona Gale. the famous
Wisconsin authoress, saw her in a college
play, she recommended her for a part in
Brock Pemberton's Scot -Fear Lor -'.
After that, Bernardine spent several eventful months in New York.
"I got a lot of good experience." she
commented. "hut that was abort all.
It
was the time of the stock market crash
and plays were folding almost as soon as
they opened. I understudied Muriel Kirkland in Strictly Dishonorable, but never
got a chance to play in it. And I had a
part in Joseph, with George jessel, but
the producer didn't like ntv mid -western
accent! But I stet a lot of fine people and
the training was excellent.
It was time
well spent, but I felt there wasn't any
real opportunity there for me then and
I decided I might have a better chance
in Chicago -not so much competition!"
An opportunity presented itself almost
immediately. She auditioned at ABC and
won a part and has been in radio ever
since-six years now.
"I did some ingenues at first" she explained in her quiet, self-effacing way,
and did them very badly !"
I can't help doubting that, but her candor. her lack of vanity, is certainly re-

freshing!
Incidentally, she was at that time responsible for the
radio début of Don
Ameche, whom she had known during
college days. and who has since been so
successful in radio and in the movies.
As for Rash's introduction to radio
I looked across the table at which we four
were sitting. at the nice- looking boy op-

-

posite me. Bernardino looked at him. too,
and smiled tenderly.
"Not very p- r-c- t -t -y." she murmured.
"but awfully s- w- a -r-r!"
They all laughed at the familiar joke
and Billy Nelson, whir has been Rush
front the beginning, explained shyly,
while his fingers toyed with some paper
matches: "I've been in radio since 1 was
ten- .ìkccri.r was irrte of my first parts."
"He used to read the comics.' Bernardine interposed and Vic added: "He
won out in an audition over a hundred
picked kids.
He happened to hear his
sister mention the audition and begged
and pleaded with tears in his eyes to be
allowed to try
"It wasn't quite like that;" Billy demurred.
"My sister called me out of
school-and I was glad of any excuse to
get the day off I" He laughed. "I hated
radio, but I had two auditions and
don't want to brag, but I won them
loth. My first was for Lunt and Abner."
Billy's sister, Mary Castle, was connected with radio and very much interested in her young brother's career, in
spite of his indifference. "I owe everything to my sister," Billy admitted, "but
the first program I ever enjoyed was
Vic and Sade."
"I suggested you for this program myself," Vic reminded him. "and no one
else was even considered for the part"
Billy is a dark -haired, dark -eyed may
of fifteen, very earnest and completely
unspoiled. He lives in a suburb of Clticago and raises cocker spaniels. "I built
kennels for them myself," he vouchsafed
eagerly.
"You can imagine what they look like"

-"

-I

Vic ribbed him genially.
Billy grinned. 'I've had lots of compliments on them -they're not so bad !"
Like every other boy. Billy's favorite
sport is fishing. When I met him, he was
but recently hack from a week -end in
Wisconsin, where he had caught some
"this big" and got a nice red nose. While
there, he stayed with friends of his
family.
Billy chuckled. "The lady I stayed
with said she had heard my brother on
the radio
guess she didn't expect me

-I

to kahk so

silly!"

But Billy has no need to be sensitive
about his looks. He may not be strictly
handsome -after all, the is in the growingboy stage-but he is homely in a pleasant, attractive, real -boy way and his
eyes -well, ii I weren't afraid of offending his boyish pride, I'd say they were

beautiful.
Later, as Billy was leaving us, Bernardine looked after him fondly. "You
know, I think if we ever had a tendency
to get big -headed. Billy would take it out
of us. He is so level- headed, has so much

common-sense and balance -and so much
intelligence." And she added softly "If
I had a son, I'd want hint to Inc like that I"
But big-headedness is the last thing
you'd think of in connection with these
likable people. They take their work seriously and fit it competently. unemotionally,
into their own personal lives.
"We are not limelight people." Be,
uardine put it simply.
"The average
theatrical life is upside down, topsy -turvy,
while ours is simple and quiet. That's
where radio has been my boon. It's grand
to be able to lead a completely domestic
-
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life.
The only concession I've had to
make is living in the city. My preference
would be for the country, but I like it
anyway-I'm happy !"
"Of course she doesn't care much for

A

of hers." Vic's eyes
twinkled, "not very much!"
Be had his little joke and Lent on
thoughtfully 'M'e don't like publicity
that is. we are far from being publicity
hounds. 1 live quietly in Austin-that's
Chicago's west side -with my wife. It
is something of a hardship now that we
are on the air so early in the morning.
The habit of a lifetime has been broken!
I confess I don't like getting top so early
--and I don't like shaving at night instead of ist the morning. In fact, as you
see, I forgot it last night. and not for the
first time l"
Bernardine and Billy laughed. "We've
float
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for publicity." Billy said un-

-I

expectedly, "I like it
don't care how
many times I get my picture in the

paper!"
"But we don't court it," Vic insisted.
"In fact. we slide itou, the elevator and
slide

out again.
How-ever," he added
we are flattered when people
us out.
For instance. during the

frankly.
seek

cent stores.

NAIL FILES

threatenetl to get hint one of those electric shavers that he can use anywhere,
while he is rehearsing. for instance!"

Fair, people came out here to the studio

just to look at us- people who had come
all the way from Alabama, Florida, California, everywhere Naturally, we were
pleased."
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But for all his love of publicity, Billy
admitted when pressed that he did not
like to have his associates in school know
anything about his radio acting. "I keep
it quiet." he said. "Most of them don't
know anything about it."
Last spring, Billy was ill and in the
hospital for quite a while. Since then, he
has not attempted to attend school, but
has been tutoring-he is ready now for
third year high. Some change would
have load to be made in any case, as the
show- now is on twice daily, once at 9
a. m., Eastern time, and again at 2:30
p. m., which pretty well ties them all
down.
Autl, its addition, they all appear on several outer programs. Mr. Van Harvey
and Bernardine are occasionally on 11'elente
l'alh y, Unelc Bara and the
Nickelodeon progrants and Bernardine also
appears on the Thank You, 'Ila.ria program. Billy, too, appears on these programs now and then. They used to work
together on the Thurston program and
Vic carries in his pocket a lucky coin
which Thurston gave him. He brought
it out, remarking that it always seemed to
have meant good luck for him. Which.
of course. brought up the old question
of superstitions. They looked a little
serious.

"We never had more than a normal
amount of superstition," Bernardine remarked, "but this spring we posed for a
picture with a ladder and 'Friday the 13th'
and what not on it, supposed to show that
Vic and Sade were not superstitious -and
the nest day, Rush went to the hospital.
It gave us a sort of funny feeling!"
Rush admitted that he load a lucky
charm, that he carried always, tied up in
the corner of his handkerchief.
And Sade
said she really had been luckier since she

www.americanradiohistory.com

started wearing a lucky Indian bracelet
which she had been given.
Spare time is something they have very

little oi, but when

he has a

chance, Vic

likes best to sit on a bench amt relax. "I
play some golf, I love to play cards. I
like to ride and I like to exchange good
stories
he summed it up.
Bernardine finds little enough time to
devote to keeping house. She cares less
than nothing for cards and dancing but
loves to get in the car and drive out into
the country. They never get a vacation,
but once in a while a part is written out of
the script and one of them can enjoy a
long weck-end. One thing each wants is

-"

to are the

"I'ns
sighed.
to New

world.

dying to travel," Bernardine
"I've never been anywhere except
York
guess Vic is the most

-I

traveled one."
"I've been to Canada," he agreed, "and
traveled quite a bit in this country when
I was in the advertising business."
"Four hundred miles is the most I've
beers." Billy chimed in.
Billy's voice rumbled deeply, theft
slipped up a bit. It has been changing
for some time now and annoys him
greatly.
"We've been telling him that if it gets
much deeper and sounds much odder. well
have to .switch parts and he play Vic and
I play Rush," Vic said with a chuckle.
That they have many fans is evidenced
by their Mtge fan mail and by the 7011.
0110 replies they had in a contest held by
their sponsors this spring.
"It is nice to sell something that, you
know is good," Bernardine commented,
"anni it is nice to feel that people like
what you are doing."
They themselves are crazy about Lurn
and Abner.
"They are
real. so absolutely sincere.
They are just grand."
was their unanimous opinion. And one of
their own most ardent fans is Edgar
Guest. He listens to the program when
he is at (tome, visits them when he is at
the studio for his own program -in fact,
s_es

never misses l'ic and Sade.
They are so closely identified with the
parts they play that I wondered ii they
did not have ideas, suggestions for the

author.

"We have plenty of ideas and ,take
plenty of suggestions." Billy grinned, "but
He listens and says,
they Hoeft take.
'That's fine!'-but that is as far as it
goes

l"

But if they don't have a part in creating the little dramas of l'ic and Sade,
they assuredly contribute immeasurably to
the life -likeness of the sketches. Sade's
patient. soft- spoken ways and gentle sarcasm, Vic's leisurely drawl, the dry humor
of his delivery, and Rush's extremely unaffected portrayal of a real boy snake
their characterizations perfect in their
straightforward simplicity, their quiet restraint, their utter naturalness.
"We have a grand lime," Bernardine
concluded simply.
And who doesn't have a grand time listening to fifteen minutes of comedy -drama
when the curtain is raised on the little
house down the street?
No, they would not disillusion anybody, these three frank, sincere, unpretentious people. For in spite of the ostensible differences, the outward aspects, they
are Vic and

Sade and Rush to the life..
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DESIGN FOR MARRIAGE
i

times he sang it, it wasn't make believe.
One day Julia Sanderson stopped laughing at Frank's foolishness,
After all,
when a girl has fallen in love with a
man she begins thinking of his future.
"You've got to work so hard to get
anywhere in the theatre," she explained to
me. "And Frank wasn't taking it seriously
at all. Making records was his business,
he used to tell us, and the stage just a
side line, just a way of having fun.
"It worried me and one day I asked
the manager if he couldn't find some way

of talking

So he got
sense into Frank.
him over to the side of the stage during
rehearsal. 'Listen,' he said. 'You've
gut to realize you've got a long way to
go to top Sanderson. A leading man has
to dominate a woman star to make a play
convincing. If you keep on the way you're
going. the whole thing'll fall flat.'
"That turned the trick." Julia's eyes
sparkled as she made a little face at her
husband, the tray a well loved woman will
when she is telling tales out of school.
"After that Frank was going to dominate
if it killed him and it was a very serious
young man who showed up at the next
rehearsal."
It wasn't long liefere they became engaged.
Before they began driving up to
Julia's home in Springfield, after the Sat urday night performance, to spend Sunday
with her parents.

a

I ,sl,tnu :d

prnn: page

3, -1

On one of those week -ends Frank saw
The kind of house that he had
to have. A house you could have fun in.
Big enough to hold laughter and lore and
friendliness. Lovely enough even for Julia.
He bought it, of course, and then came
the joy of getting things for it. Comfortable English lounging chairs and
sofas. French provincial tables and cup Iwards. Charming pieces of old glass and
pottery and rugs and lamps. The sort of
furnishings that are bought lovingly and
individually and that to more fit into a set
pattern than the Crumits themselves.
They were going to he married in the
fall ist the old church at Springfield that
Julia had been attending since she was a
child and on the first day in July they
had nothing more important on their minds
than buying kitchen things.
Julia's parents, who were getting as
much excitement out of the house as
they were, crowded into Frank's roadster
with them and they started down to the
shopping centre.
They had had fun buying all those
lovely, charming things. But this was
different. Closer to their hearts somehow.
Egg beaters and cake tins and
roasting pans, copper pots and kettles and
long handled wooden spoons. Cannisters
and kitchen towels and dish rags and a
broom. Funny how romantic these things
can he to two people in love. How much
a house.

the heart of

a some they really are.
Afterward they all crowded into the
roadster again, with Julia's father in the
rumble seat. holding the broom in his
Itatid and a dish pass on his lap and all the
other bundles packed so tightly around
him he couldn't move and so they started
for home again.
Only they didn't drive directly home.
Frank whispered something to Julia and
she whispered something to her mother
and then they all turned and shouted something to her father in the rumble seat
And then they all laughed and wondered
why they hadn't thought of it before.
And so instead of going home they
stopped at the church and Frank picked
a bouquet for Julia from Ilse rectory garden and they were married.
That was nine years ago and the Crum its have kept right on being happier and
more romantic and thrilling than old married folks like them have a right to be.
They give
Idoer could it be different?
so much to life that life has nothing to
do but give it right back to Cher again.
After all you case fail at anything,
if it's building a house or an ocean liner
or a skyscraper or a marriage, if ydu
have a good design to begin with.
And the Crmnit design is perfect.
When you hear Julia's little giggle on
the radio rind Frank's deep laugh answering her.
isn't part of the script at all.
r
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Cozy Baby
KEPT HAPPY BY HIS
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MOTHER, you will keep your baby cooler,
more omfortable, and happier if you
protect his c tender skin with Z. B.T. Baby
Powder. Z. B.T.'s unique olive oil content
makes it cling longer and resist moisture
better. Its superior smoothness (what the
doctors call "slip ") prevents chafing in the
creases. Free front zinc in any form, Z. B.Tis approved by Good Housekeeping and your
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It's the Crumits having fun. It's Julia not
daring to look at Frank eaten some silly
little thing happens during a broadcast
and Frank not daring to look at her for
fear they'll get to laughing so hard they
wont be able to go on with the program.
Laughter. Thais one of the things the
Cruntit marriage is built on.
"Julia is my favorite wife because she's
such a swell playmate," Frank will tell
anyone and everyone. "And because she
has such a grand sense of humor. And
because she likes the same things I do."
There's a strong
Compatibility. trot.
foundation for marriage. Especially when
it's reinforced with understanding.
"Frank has such a gift for friendliness,'
Julia said slowly. "He loves people and
people love him. A regular mans man,
ii ever there was Orlo. Sometimes I have
to stop short when I find myself beginning to resent golf and the other things he
likes doing with other men.
"So I do the things I like to do when
he's out on the golf course and there's
always so much to talk about when were
together again. It's exciting to hear
Frank's car coming in the driveway and
he's_ really a Ilaragtltl because he always
comes at the exact minute he said he
would'" said Julia, smiling,
Consideration is necessary, too. Don't
forget to put it in your own marriage
plans if you wait it to he as successful as
liven if
Crumit- Sunilersun merger
you have to squeeze out a' couple of more
alluring things, such as selfishness and a
love of having your own way, to make
room fur it.
They have their quarrels, of course.
Would they be as grand as they are if
they didn't?
There was the time Frank scheduled a
song for Julia to sing on their next broadcast and it just happened that she loathed
that song for no good reason at all.
"I wolf t sing that song," she protested.
the
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"I hate id"
Frank insisted it was perfect for both
her voice and personality and Julia was
just as insistent that it wasn't. But in
the end she sang the sung. even though sloe
was still protesting. for the Crumits have
an understanding that on the stage, which
Julia knows so well, she's boss -while in
radio and vaudeville. which is Frank's
domain, he's tops.
Afterward. when she heard the recording taken of the broadcasting, she realized
it was the best song that she ever had
sung over the air. And she didn't hesitate to say so.
For she's generous, that Sanderson girl,
with words as well as other things.
"It isn't hard for me to say I'm sorry,
when I know I ant!" She looked so much
like a little girl sitting there, her deep
blue eyes intent, her honey colored hair
curling under the brine of her tricorn hat,
the flare of the plaid silk itow knotted
at her throat accenting the soft line of her
chin, "I'nt glad that I happened to he
born that way, for I feel so sorry for
people who never can admit that they
have been in the wrong. They make things
so difficult for themselves.
"Frank feels as I do about it. We've
never discussed it or anything. Laying
down rules for anything seems so futile,
don't you think? You have to feel them
But even
or 'they don't work out.
though we've nevèr talked it out; we've

never gone to bed at night with a misunderstanding rankling between us. I
couldn't stand waking up in the morning
knowing that I held any resentment for
Frank or that he held any for me. Knowing th e had to overcome a quarrel before
wee could even speak to each other.
"And it's really so easy to avoid quarrelling altogether. To laugh at something
that could he made into an issue if you
took it seriously. Like that time, remember, Frank, when
seas so furious
1

with

your

Frank Crumit laughed.
"lt was a grand Sunday afternoon." he
explained, "and I was planting some extra
special delphiniums I had wheedled out
of a neighbor and having a swell time
doing it, when suddenly Julia came dashing out like a young tornado and hustled
to hack into the house and ordered me
nut of my garden clothes because we were
due at a cocktail party at five.
"I crabbed a little but got under the
shower sad put o t some nice clean pants
and drove around Um our host's house.
It was almost six o'clock by that time but
there wasn't a single car out front.
"'Vivre just the acrobats as usual,
opening the show,' says Julia, who has a
passion for being punctual -another one
of the lungs I like nhaut this gal," and
Frank's eves glowed as he patted her
hand. A gesture Iic evidently thought
very hushandly and very, very casual but
that managed to look mach n e liken+ the
beginning of a flirtation. "Butsomehow
that forlorn driveway didn't 'Lad: at all
like a party to me.
"`Arc y u -awe it was Elsa Adams who
asked us?' I demanded. getting a bit
suspicious, fur Julia has been known to
slip up on things like that before.
"'As if I wouldn't know who asked
us:' Julia flared. 'She called up last
Monday and I remember the conversation
as well as anything. She said
"'Alt right. All right.' I said and
bopped out of the car and rang the bell
and the maid answered with that particular sort of blankness maids have when
the folks are out.
"Well, it turned out that it was Elsa
who had asked us, all right, but the date
was a week later -which embarrassed

...'

Julia no end!"
When the Crumits came home they
found the hastily put aside delphiniums
wilted beyond any hope of revival. Now
Frank might very well have made a
rousing issue out of it all instead of that

tender teasing story that shoes his love
for his wife so much more even than his
intense admiration and respect for her do.
But what are delphiniums worth anyway, even prize ones? Frank will ask you.
Certainly not even one misunderstanding
with Julia.
They've had a lot of tun, the Crumits,
these nine years they've been married. A
lot of laughs.
Excitement, too, and
thrills. A joy in just being together, so
that their weekly drive clown to New York
for their broadcasts is still as much of an
adventure as it was in those days when
they first met and love was new and they
used to take that same drive to visit
Julia's home.
It wouldn't be exciting to a great many
men and women who have been married
to each other nine years. Starting at the
same minute of the saute day, week after
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week, month after month, year after year.
Going through the same towns on a schedule as rigid as that of an engineer of a
crack train. Seeing a woman in one town
coming to her kitchen door, morning alter
morning% and taking the milk in. Seeing
the same cat in another town mewing at
the sanie window.
Seeing children start
off for school and then some hours later
seeing another troupe of children coming
home from school. But it's still exciting
to the Crumits.
Its all a part of the pattern of little
things that have drawn these two closer
and closer in all these years.
Unimportant things really. you might say, like
the kitchen things they bought that day
in July.
All a part of the design they have
worked out for themselves since that day,
nine years ago, wisest they stood in an
old church together and Julia held the
bright country finstern Frank had picked
for her. Made out of little things, unimportant things and out of a laughter and
.love into the most important thing of all.
The design for a happy marriage.

NO MORE MEN!
(cavó.

om p.:,

. _ine on the radio.
my mind was CC.
I wanted clesper tcly
.ueceed in that
field. All the stoney
ve earned in the
past has been invested and I came to Manhattan with a small amount of cash. For
three weeks, I made no progress.
She went to witness broadcast after
broadcast, to become better acquainted with
radio. She had been a guest star several
times before, she had had a program of
her own on the coast. But Joan Marsh is
one of those youngsters who knows than
there is always something to learn. Nino
Martini invited her to attend a broadcast
of the Kostelanetz show.
"As I sat in the audience of that Columbia Playhouse, I kept saying to myself: 'If only I could he on that stage,
singing into that mile! " She clasped her
hands "And iour weeks later to Ilse day,
I was doing just that!"
The opportunity carne in the person of
Jean Paul King, that friend of a friend
whom she had met the year before. He
sent her to an excellent agency who, the
day after interviewing her, had her audition for the Socony people who were in
seareh of a successor to Beatrice Lillie on
their Flying Red Horse Tavern program.
Out of more than twenty applicants who
were auditioned, Joan Marsh seas chosen
to lie the star of this program.
"Yes, some day I would like to go back
I

.
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to Hollywood. But only to visit. I ant
through with pictures. I have never been
so happy as I am in radio. And that is
what I am concentrating on, right now.
The future? Wien I meet the man I love,
I shall forget all about my work!" (She
won't use the word career.) "I believe
that a woman can not combine marriage
with anything else. It is a full time job.

Until then, I'll go right on trying to be
successful. finding pleasure in the worthwhile things of life."
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RADIO RAMBLINGS
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quicker relief for smarting, burning.
itching, miserable hay fever eyes. Not
only soothes and refreshes irritated eyes
almost instantly... but actually clears temporary bloodshot conditions in seconds, or
money hack! Stainless, safe. At all drug and
department stores.
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Poe quick relief from theitebing of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot. scales, rashes and other akin
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Fibber McGee and Molly are stay -athome vacationers, busily overseeing the
construction of their new Chicago home.

British maestro Jack Hylton is visiting
his native isle, while his Irish ballad singer, Pat O'Malley, enjoys a bit of grouse shooting in the north of Ireland and Alec
Templeton. blind piano wizard, visits Isis
grandfather in Vancouver, B. C.

le September Major Bones puts his
familiar Amateur Hour on the air under

TORTURE /n One Minute

tic.

orchestra and The Revelers, presenting
their program from the Great Lakes Exposition in Cleveland.

STOCKIN

the sponsorship of the Chrysler Corporation. Ife will be the radio representative
of the rorpmation's products as a group.

With

his present sponsor. the Major
his relations always have been of
the happiest, with nothing to mar their
complete harmony. Nor has there been
any discussion regarding compensation.
The new association is the natural outcome of a long and intimate friendship
between the Major and Walter P. Chrysler and the Major looks forward with
pleasure to representing him on the air.
states,

LOT

"A Woman may Marry

whom She Likes!"
-said Thackeray. This great

author knew the power of wodn- better than most women
o. Men are helpless in the hands
of women who really know how
to handle them. You have such'
powers. You can develop and u e them to win a
husband. a home and happiness. aReed the secrets
of "Farcinating Womanhood "a daring book which
shows howwomen attract men by using the simple
laws of man's payehology
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
only for and we will send you the booklet entitled
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood"-an intersting aynopsie of the revelation. In "Fascinating
Womanhood.' Sent in plain wrapper. Psychology
Press. Dept. 294. tea %fngaland Avenue. St. Louls,Mo.
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expediency.
POLITICS AND PROMISES
Speaking of things political, Boake
Carter suggests to his listeners a test for
political speeches as printed in the news
pages.
With a blue pencil, he advises,
strike out all adjectives.
W'itl, a red
pencil. strike out all claims not proved
-all that the candidate proposes or promises or hopes to do... Measure what is
left against past performances and other
records of history.
Balance one candidate's claim against the other's -and try
if you can to forni a sound opinion in
which to have your vote in the coming
.
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choice between two men about whom much
must, of necessity, remain indefinite, As
Americans we can have but one hope for
our c untry -and we must fallow that
leader a
hope most nearly seems to
coincide with our own.

"Nun
gaud

is

the lime for all good men-anti
coma to the aid of their
We have to Work, as Bombe

WI 1111e1

party!"

With a blue and red pencil
when we read. 11'ith a mental blue and
red pencil when we listen.
Carter said.

:Is lane Cool. up in dot- front of the
"ft all depends on tsar"
ILLUSION ON TL1E AIR
book says:

We looked in at a Showboat rehearsal
one recent Thursday afternoon. And felt
a curious sense of unreality about it all.
That hour -long program which comes to
us so smoothly in its precise pattern over
the air here seemed to be a casual collection of curiously unrelated acts. It
might have been a try -out for vaudeville!
Groups of people sat about informally,
some on the stage, some in audience charts,
awaiting their cue to come to the microphone.

Lanny Ross stood before a microphone,
speaking softly. Only occasionally could
xar catch what he said.
Tiny Ruffner sat
on a raised step on the platform, conning
a script on his knees, jumping up presently
to deliver the commercial.
ht a corner
of the audience room II-Mitred Cecil
chatted with a friend. Later she went up
on to the Stolle to sing
duet with Lonny.
As she sung, she gestured slightly, as if
drawing 0151 a sial,' with her finger -tips,
holding it thus till the measurer oies
se

Too, in the fertile fields the farmer listens to his radio as he plows and reaps.
On his rubber-tired streamlined tractor,
operating noiselessly with high compression, he turns the soil to the accompaniment of song, baseball scores, campaign
speeches
reports and other favorite
themes of crop
the air.

All this gives aide some idea of the for rearhina power of the radio noire. And

E S

I

OF

Lisle,rrs coati/toe to Alf in rider growing mum bars.
ff`hat is the overage audience of a
radio broadcast, tee wonder? There are,
toe understand, 22,000,01)0 home radios
and nearly 3,1100000 automobile radio sets

try's future-our own future -the future,
perhaps, of our children's children.
A

.

election!
We have, however, this fall to make a
choice that definitely conditions our coun-
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firiishrd.
Pick and Pat, two slim white young
men in summer flannels and sports shoes,
outine. The
went through a mirthful
chorus, sitting at one side r of the stage,
laughed and applauded. Louise Massey
and the Westerners, soon to be starred in
a weekly half hour program of their own,
took their places, clustered about a microphone. Their soft harmonies drifted
faintly through the studio.
The sound effects ma-n contributed varying sounds which here seemed strangely
extraneous and productive of little illusion.
There was a group of listeners in the

control -room.

Another group in the spon-

sors' booth. Before a microphone in the
center of the stage a man in his shirtsleeves

seemed

to

be

cofirdinating the

show.
And extracting a degree of unscheduled amusement from it.

Watching the prog- ress of the program,
we pondered the question of illusion on
the air. For the audience that a fete hours
later would fill that huge studio, we fancied, there couldn't be much illusion or
glamour.
Wouldn't it be better, we
mused, in the interests of illusion, to d iminole the studio audience? Any COnsriaus

i

RADIO STARS
attempt to play to that audience, to build
its interest, seek its response, would, it
seemed, defeat the ;Elision for the listening
radio audience. !We've listened to programs over the air, schere some studio
audience's reaction was unintelligible to
us, leaving us bewildered and resentful.
The most successful way to achieve illusion on the air, we concluded, would be
to keep it in the studio, by keeping audiences out.

>.'J.VST
_

We chatted for a moment, afterward,
with Lanny, about his eagerly anticipated
vacation. it's a pleasure to talk with
Lanny Ross.
There's no self- conscious
pose of the successful artist in his makeup. Simple, straightforward, sincere and
friendly, he is a grateful contrast to some
who move through life like a procession.
amidst an awed and ecstatic group of admirers.
Lanny wears one of radio's
brightest crowns as asually as he does
his somewhat battered felt.

WHEN NELSON SINGS
A white ago this magazine printed a
story about Nelson Eddy, caller) "It'Irrt
Kind of Lour Do Fen If 'an l ? "
which Nelson disclosed how his programs,
in concert and over the air. are conditioned by popular requests for certain
songs.
Seldom can he sing the kind of
music he. himself, would choose.

-in

In a certain western city lives a delightful lady, ninety rears yinusg. A traveled
and charming woman, distinctly a person aye. When Nelson Eddy sang in her city,
she attended his concert. Afterwards Ge
was presented to her.

"I was somewhat disappointed in the
concert," said the little old lady frankly.
"I

had expected to hear more real music
from you -great music."

"Madam." said Nelson. !rowing over her
tiny land, "you are a girl after toy own

heart!'

MEMORABLE MOMENT

It

a recent Friday evening.
calling... He was introhis
radio
audience a famous
ducing to
stage actress-Jane Cowl. We sat up, expectant of some blithe and biting give -andAnd then it appeared that Miss
take.
Cowl was alput to present a scene from
her memorable stage triumph, Romeo and
Indici. Further, it appeared that Frank
Fay was going to play Romeo to her

happened on

Frank Fay was

Juliet.

Funstcr Frank as Romeo?
We trembled!

It

sounded unhelievable!

But without more ado they ere beginning that achingly beautiful lose duet
-die Balcony scene. And we listened
with deepening delight as Jane Cowl's exquisite voice tattle music of Juliet's familiar lines, rehire the voice of Romeo
blended 'with hers in poignant passion.
Never, we though-t, has beauty been
more richly wrought in radio. Lacking
other material, program makers well may
fall back on Romeo and Juliet -provided they can get Jane Cowl
And we
could listen again without complaint to
Frank Fay's Romeo.

...

(i-g
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n till midnight.

`

-

g,,,

o

a fashionhint from ht me.
,olrjren "Turbans ace famous for tlatto the eyes--and your 'es are

v- most important beauty feature.
Therefore, since beauty
our
o
orders
to the front', your
keno must naturally be selected with utmost
eye
Wow
Women
of disc
discrimination choose blaybettine an
thee.finest
money can

Maybelline

Cream Mascara.

ammotets:
en eloper bag
Hinrk. Brawn

MODERN
FOR

.--10

/ /LQI -U.O

¿eauttq

AS THE

.+nd

IS

as

-i5c.

SMARTEST

And really, how many smart and lovely women know this
by heart! They study their eyes in the mirror, they discuss
make -up with friends. And more than 10,000,000 modern,
fastidious women now prefer the simple, instantly satisfying Maybelline way to lovelier, darker lashes! Let your
eyes express the particular beauty that is YOU -with eye
make -up in good taste! A few deft strokes of Maybelline
and your lashes instantly appear twice as long and twice as
luxuriant. You'll discover an entirely new beauty about
your eyes, which adds thrillingly to the whole expression
of the face.
There is no mascara more water -proof than either the
famous Maybelline Solid form Mascara or the marvelous
new Maybelline Crean[ form Mascara (which is breaking
all sales records for new-found popularity.) Both are perfectly harmlessand approved by highest authorities. Neither
is beady, waxy or gummy on the lashes. The new Crean[
form, complete with case and brush, and the Solid form in
the metal vanity, may each be obtained for only 75c at
your favorite toilet goods counter. Generous introductory
sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are on sale at
this easy, certain may to
leading 10e stores. Today
lovelier, more enchanting beauty)

tlaybeillne famous

Brown end Blur.

in

htayhciline Eye

Shad ow Smonth,
.

cBrae,
ren,,+,-.

Brown.
lec

-try

'xtaytwaine

Eyebrow

oathPencil,
Black. Brows
+a

When the scene sum- s elate, see switched
Somehow roc weren't quite
stood for the Elf of the Ether -or
any other program-at that moment,
See you next month!

Inn+.

NECESSARY

Illuc.

off the radio.
in Ilse

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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so many girls are going back
to school in another month. And, clothes
school activities usually
that are suited f
are right for all the other girls who are
pursuing careers or just batting about at
(tome. That's why every dress we chose
has such possibilities for varied uses.
Patti likes her clothes to have trick details and that is why she was so crazy
about the Parker things. Take the ouepiece blue velveteen, for instance. It is

cluthuS since

The publishers of RADIO

guarantee that you

STARS

will

with your purchase of every packaged product

be satisfied

advertised in this magazine.

If

for any reason you are

dissatisfied, RADIO STARS will replace the product or, if

you prefer, refund your purchase price. In either case all you
have to do is to send us the unused portion, accompanied
by a letter outlining your complaint. This guarantee also

if

applies

the product, in your opinion does not justify

the claims made in its advertising in RADIO STARS

*<`:,ir.t°Á°.fr`o'í?§i

¡S íjß

+d\t,5töig`!44.'x:iî.°`i°°t:'ne

Careful examination before publication and rigid censorship,
plus our guarantee, enable you to buy with complete confidence
the products you see advertised in this issue of RADIO STARS.
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although we make every effort to insure the occur.,,, u lhi -. index, an take no espnnsibility
for an ,:ccasmnal nmusicn ne inadvertent error.
-

aptly called Teacher's Pot, for large nickel
note-kook rings are used cleverly to fasten
the white pique collar and cuffs. Even the
matching velveteen belt has three of the
rings looped together for the buckle.
Trickiest of its details is the partitioned
pocket to hold bright red pencils And those
pencils aren't just props either, they are
all set to he sharpened.
Perfect for campus wear, football panes
or just general fall activities, is the threepiece suit of velveteen jacket, tweed skirt
and flannel blouse. Patti anted tr, have
one shot of this without ! the jacket,. because she 'vas so mad about the blduse,
The blouse is
but space didn't permit.
white with brown stitching and brown
slide fastener, finished with a yarn pornWI. The full, Hared brown and White
checked tweed skirt buttons on to this
but doesn't make it look too "little girl,"
as you might imagine. The jacket is collarless because the blouse collar is worn
over it.
That amusing, terraced browns felt hat
is Pattï s.
She likes little hats best hecause she thinks brims aren't becoming
to her. "My face is too small," she explained.
The culottes, or dividers skirts, you have
been wearing all summer. are going on
to the campus, according to Gladys Parker.
She thinks the culotte is such a comfortable, smart and practical style that it will
be the popular daytime costume at most
schools. Because she has such faith in
it, she has designed one that is knockout.
Patti went into raptures over it and our
photographic aides were so sold on it that
they wanted to know, to a man, where they
could send their wives to buy them]
The culotte is a hunting -green jersey
and the gay blouse is red and green plaid
flannel. A green jersey tie, to match the
culotte. trims the blouse and practically
hides the slide opening. These are a slick
idea for games because they are warmer
than skirts and conceal their trouser -like
character in a most ladylike manner.
The fourth item on our list is Fins and
you don't need any explanation to show
you how it got the name. Just look at all
the pleated white taffeta from shoulder to
This is one of those dresses that
wrist
has no many uses you couldn't begin to
enumerate them all. Perfect for sorority
teas, tea dancing, evening dates, church
just name the occasion. In black transparent velvet with only a rhinestone button and buckle besides the white pleating
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for trim.

RADIO STARS
Pattï s choice of

peaked off- the-face
bonnet with veil was especially appropriate,
I thought. And she wore patent pumps
with flat bows for her shoes to accompany
a

this costume.
"I love hats," she told me. "And when
I get one I like very much, I wear it until there's nothing left of it. I do that
wnllh shoes,

too!"

She would love to wear sophisticated
clothes but has the good sense to realize
that they would look silly for one so young.
She hardly ever wears red but otherwise
has a very impartial eye for color. She
"guesses" that she likes sports clothes
hest but she likes clothes in any form just
so they are gay and very new. However,
she has inherent good taste and can pick
the right clothes for herself with few
unfortunate buys.
When I left, Patti was decking herself
out for a picture-she and the studio were
about to perpetrate some of those one man charades called Ilmrdirs! You probably are going cuckoo trying to think rip
new ones in your set. You know how they
go -you snake all sorts of motions with
your hands and the poor victim is supposed
to guess what it means. Miss l' was
about to strike up a pose as an absentminded Indian looking irr his horse! I
exited quietly but their laughter followed
me down the corridor-she gets such a kick

THE ONE CLEANER

GOOD FOR ALL

WHITE SHOES

GRIFFIN"

Ai°

out of life!

If

you are going away to school and are

little uncertain what the campus fashions
will he, pack only a few good basic cosa

tumes like these shown this month. Then
when you get to school. you can add the
extra clothes you need to feel "in" with
the fads of sour particular campus. Every
school has its pct fashion fads and it is
foolish to try to stock up on a big wardrobe until you know just what the others
are wearing. Not that you cant to look
like everyone else, but you do want to adhere to custom enough so that you don't
feel left out. For instance, white sports
shoes with brown saddles. serins with socks,
are a mast for Eastern girls' collegesyou'd feel awfully out of things not to
have the same, but hove would you know
until you got to school? And in the far
west. especially in co -ed schools, everyone
it need
dresses up more on campus. You'd
more afternnou dresses and semi-formal

clothes.
A good tweed or camel's hair topcoat
is an important item -and at least one
dress coat of some kind. whether it is
cloth with fur trimming or a fur coat.
As for evening gowns, you'll need at least
one real formal and several of the semiformal, cocktail type. Ass evening wrap
is nice to have but you can get along
without one if you have a presentable fur
coat.
Don't be afraid to invest in sweaters and
skirts, they are the best campus uniform
imaginable. And a couple of jackets in
tweeds, leather or woolens are swell to
base. Those little small -brimmed, round crowned felts in varions colors are inexpensive but !sigh in chic and popularity.
And while on the subject of sweaters, I
came across a gadget the other day that
you will want to cart away to school with
This a fibre board form. which
you.
is cut to sizes of knitted blouses and
is folded in such a manner
sweaters
that it can be inserted easily in the washed
(Continued of page 90)
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LARGER SIZES FOR GREATEST ECONOMY

60

EXCLUSIVE PORTRAITS OF
THE LEADING SCREEN STARS
MEET YOUR MOVIE
FAVORITES!

THE TRUE STORIES OF THEIR LIVES, LOVES,
AND AMBITIONS

Irene Dunne
Gary Cooper
Carole Lombard
Clark Gable
Margaret Sullavan
Henry Fonda
The
Dionne Quintuplets
Shirley Temple
Freddie
And many other headliners are
Bartholomew
featured in the latest issue of
Robert Taylor
lean Arthur

SCREEN ALBUM
Fall Edition on Sale Everywhere

10c
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RADIO GUNS FOR BALLOTS
m page 17)

with straight front the shoulder electioneering.
Radio campaign managers on the Republican side get credit for the decision
to use the daylight hours. They figured
that in the morning the girls of the land
have housework on their mind, arc balancing their budgets, making up their shop-

ping lists -and sa. are in a mooch to hear
promises of lower taxes and smaller prices
for food mil clothing.
The Republicans started the idea. But
the Democrats also will he doing it. Sn
it will be tit for tat and argument for
argument as the vacuum cleaner purrs and
the icebox quivers.
All parties are radio conscious. They're
not going to make the mistake of butting
in on a program you like. When Amos
'tn Andy come fn, they will let that program strictly alone. They know the easiest
way to alienate the listeners is to elbow
a favorite off the air.
They will only displace the sustaining programs, those with
only a scattered following.
They will
steal time from commercial announcements
perhaps -but that is above as far as they

will

go

where nationally known

features

Huey Long is responare concerned.
sible for this sensible procedure. Remember how he ntarle it a practice to speak late
at night, usually at about 11:30 c. M.
And remember his remarks, when he voluntarily interrupted himself to let an
established program through? It ran something like this:
"\[y friends,

haven't quite finished
but here is the broadcast of 'so- and -soy' It
is a splendid program and let's all listen
to it together. If you are still there at
the conclusion, I'll tell you what it was
I was going to say."
That was the spirit that. until he was assassinated. made Huey Long the greatest
It was
menace President Roosevelt had.
coilperation
the true spirit of radio
with the listeners.
The President himself has taught the
campaign managers a great deal. He has
I

-of

demonstrated beyond cavil the power of
the human voice in influencing the behavior of millions of human beings. The
value of the simple, informal utterance.
The use of laughter in a radio talk.
The Republicans concede ]fr. Roosevelt's
skill at the microphone to be their greatest
obstacle to victory. They have no one
who an compete with him. Most of us
believe that this is a gift the President
was horn with. Pete realize how hard Inc
storks at his radio delivery. Did you know,
for example, that he employs Ralph Steinberg. as a radio advisor'. Every time the
President speaks over the nacho, Steinberg takes it down on a wax record and
the two of them play it back and study it,
criticize it and practice a correction of the
faults they discover.
Some of us may have noted an improvement in Mr. Hoover's technique at the
mike. That again is due to careful rehartals, study of records, honest criticism
by experts.
So successful has this method been with
Hoover, Roosevelt and others that the
radio campaign managers are planning to
put all their orators through the same
proeros, calculating thereby to double their
I repeat, this is going to
effectiveness.
be a hum -dinging lallapalooser of an elec-

tion!
The reason the radio barrage is going
to he aimed at the ladies to such an extent
elementary. Right now. it looks as if
Roosevelt will win. The Republicans believe- however, that by shifting a fewhundred thousand votes to their rude of the
column they can beat him.
It is these
votes they are after -and they are convinced that they are held by the women.
The Democrats agree with them because
they, too, are slaking a play for the same
is

votes.

But if either of them think they an
kid. deceive or otherwise mislead the fair
voters of this country, they are making a
large and unfortunate blunder. The girls
may not read the newspapers.
But they

know

instinctively- intuitively-the differ-

ence between the fake and the real.
has endowed them with the faculty

Nature
of see-

ing through falsehood and of finding their
way to the truth no matter how high the
boloney is piled.
So when election day arrives and the
ballots flutter and the voting machines
click. the girls will be making their crosses

in the place hest for the needs of their
country.
In all of this, they will he helped rather
than hindered by roulis. For these thouminds of speakers and their billions of
words will be giving them farts to digest,

will

he opening new vistas and views of
what actually is going on. Politics. once
dark and unsavory, lit only by torchlight
parades. has been made clear and aboveboard by radio.
With millions listening
to every step of the campaign's progress,
there can be no deceit. Not much, at any
rate! In other words, Radio has put windows into the house of government.
Through the loud speaker, the nation can
look on and pass sure and sensible judgment.
The
first Roosevelt-Theollore-campaigned in the days before radio. He was
to
he
the most strenuous campaigfter
said
this country has ever seen. In one campaign, be traveler) 30,000 enfles and delivered 800 speeches. On wagons, soap
boxes, train -ends, halls, school-hoitses,
whenerer he could get an audience. With
all of it, how many do you think he
reached? How many people? The most
liheral estimate is 500.000. The present
Roosevelt, without stirring from the White
House. can reach ten times that number.
Sn, you and you, especially you who are
feminine, and twenty -one or more -listen.
Listen with half an ear or with all your

soul. Be guided by your instincts. And
when the time comes, vote true -vote not
so much for a candidate as for your country. Its brand to he all right. Remember
up to you!

-it's

SCHOOLED TO SMARTNESS
o,tiinnrd front
garment and then opened to control the
shrinkage to the desired size. It simplifies the whole business of washing knit
things and is so inexpensive that it will
not make even a slight dent in your allowance. If you would like to know where
you can buy one of these "tiznes ", just
write in to me and I will forward all
the information.
After the freedom of wash clothes it
is hard to realize that the transfer into
woolens often brings the unhappy discoloration from perspiration, unless you take
precautions to protect your new dresses.
Any amount of dry cleaning won't do away
with that particular type of stain and so
it is wise to take the precaution of dress
shields in addition to your usual cream,
liquid or powder protection. The reason
I mention this is because I came across
-
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such a slick sheer shield recently.

It

is

thin that you would hardly know you
your costumes. It
is made of a new rubber product that gives
you the ultimate in transparent texture
with an amazing durability-. Washing and
ironing, even briling, doesn't impair either
the shape or quality of this shield. And
it is shaped to give protection to your
dresses without bulkiness.
If you would like to know schere to buy
any of the Parker dresses or these nest costume aids I have mentioned, just fill in
the attached coupon. Beginning this month
and for every month hereafter, I will have
a new service for
all of you. Radio
.Stars' Monthly Shopping List. On this
list will be new products, their prices and
so

quit will want to get into the habit of
sending in for it regularly.

had shields attached to

Elisabeth Ellis.
Radio Stan,
149 Madison Avenue,
New Yo, , N. Y.

Please send me, free of charge, your
new RAolo STARS' Monthly Shopping
Lust.
Enclosed is a stamped, self addressed envelope.

Name
Street

City

where you will be able to buy them. I
know it will prove a great help to you and
Printed In the C. S. A. be An Calm Prtniim Compaq,. nunenen, Y.
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BRIDESMAIDS AT 2 SMART LONG ISLAND WEDDINGS

Chóse these new "Smoky" nail shac es

there's one place where a color
scheme is thought out as carefully
as a symphony-it's at a wedding. So it's
extra significant that bridesmaids at two
recent Long Island weddings chose the
new Cotes Robin Red and Rust!

I

Cutex Robin Red is a new smoky red that
really does go with everything. Even girls
who are afraid of deep reds will like it. It's
just enough accent for pale colors, not too
gay with white, and goes wonderfully
with deep, rich browns and greens.
Cutex Rust is a grand new color. A subtle,
smoky Sun -Tan shade, it's fascinating
with brown, green, gray, yellow -and
never looks garish ou sun -tanned hands!
If you're conservative, you can still be
beautiful. Calco Rose is divine with all
pastels, and gets along beautifully with
all the bright, "difficult" colors so popular in the summer.

These three shades will give every dress
you own that up-to-the- minute look!
And don't forget, the new Cutest formula is a stronger, finer lacquer that resists fading in the sun and holds its true
color for days. It's more economical. too,
because it doesn't thicken ... it's usable

right down to the last drop in the bottle!
All o lovely Cutex shades are correct
created by the World's Manicure Authority. They go on smoothly, stay on, never
crick or peel. At your favorite shop
33r. Cntex Lipstick to harmonize-50e.

-

Norn.n

R"

tuun:n, New York,

\I,ndreal, London, Paris
favorite shades

Yoar 2
Liquid Polish,
of cared
and sample
Polish aemovek for 14'

lipoid,
ptic

Northam Warren Silk, ton
COMpenv.
Dew. rus, 191 Hud4m, St., Nevi York
(In Canada, P. U. Bus i9í0, Montreal.)
I enclose 11¢ for s shades of Cute, Poli.b, na checked,
and Poch Remover. Robin tial p euct O Rose O
Ruby O (Also vannlo of Cotes Lipstick will he included)

sam,
Addre.r
Citv
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Mate

OF MRS. WILLIAM L }IOLLINCSWORTH, JR.
OF DEL MONTE AND PALM SPRINGS

...the swimming at Pebble
Beach...Los Angeles for late parties...tailored clothes...string music...Santa Anita
for the races...the contemporary American
themes in painting...lapis lazuli...Parma
violets...dining at Victor Hugo's -n Camel
between the entrée and the salad...coupé
au marrons...Camels agai
and to top off
-amusing savouries, in the English manner. `How natural l is to smoke Camels
between courses and after dining," says
MRS. IIOLLINGSWORTrr. 'They are so delicate in flavor, =-o delightfully mild. Camels
stimulate my taste, really aid digestion."

MRS. WILLIAM I. IIOLI.INGSWORTH, ]n.-popular Californian who adds a vivid note to the

social life of Washington, New York, London.
She was educated abroad, and made her Mat
when presented at the Court of St. lames.

Among the runny

distinguished women of society Oil
appreciate Canters costliertobaccos:
AI

a.

NICHOLAS BIDDLE. PkilnddpOiu

MISS MARS RYR D. Richmond
51115.

POWELL CABOT. Roman

MIRS. THOMAS M.

CARNEGIE, IR.. Nrn York

MIL'. I. GARDNER COOILIDGE, II. Routs

IPitiogion

MRS. ERNEST in, PONT. IR..
MILS.

CRISWELL DARNES LANGHOIRNE, Virginia

SIRS. IASPER MORGAN,,Sss Fork

MRS. LANGDON (POST,

A'OO

Pork

MISS I.UCY SAUN1)ERS, .0,,v York
MRS. BROOKFIELII VAN IIENìSELAER, Nov Fork

MISS ROSE WINSLOW, Non York

"OUR GUESTS KNOW FINE 'TOBACCOS AS WELL AS FINE FOODS AND PROPER SERVICE.

In Victor Hugo's Charming Garden Room, camels Are

"The Outstanding Favorite!"
Victor Hugo's is Paris in Los Angeles! Here
Hugo himself, managing owner, personally
welcomes the world of society and of Holly- rood to the delights of good eating and good
digestion. When diners pause to smoke their
Camels, Hugo himself gives the nod of approval. "Our guests know line tobaccos as
well as Íitto foods and proper service," he

-They have made Camels the outstanding favorite here.' Camels help to give
one that delightful sense of hat iog dined
well. Try Camels. Enjoy their delicate
fragrance and mellow taste. Camels open
up a new world of pleasure, where mildness
and rare flavor reign supreme. They set
you right-and never get on your nerves!
`

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!
CAMELS

PENSIVE

TIC...

AIBE MADE EROM

EIDER,

TOBACCOS... TURKISH

MORE EL.

AND DOMES.

THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND.

FOR DIGESTIONS SAKE... SMOKE CAMELS
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